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are LffeSharers, which focuses on quicker access

to cadaver organs for registered organ donors,

and MatchingDonors, which focuses on encour-

aging living donation and matching donors with

patients.

People who join LifeSharers pledge to donate

their organs after they &e, and to designate other

LifeSharers members who need transplants as

preferred recipients. The organization justifies this

arrangement with an argument based on fairness.

It is unfair to give organs to people who are unwill-

ing to donate their own; it is fair to give priority to

willing donors. LlfeSharers claims that only about

half of the transplanted organs In the United

States go to other organ donors. The organization

has grown tremendously since it was founded

In 2oo3. As of May 31, 2oo8, it had nearly 11,5oo

members, but is still too young and too small to

have resulted in a transplant from one member to

another (although it may have increased the total

number of organ donors). There were seventy-

two LifeSharers members on waiting lists in May

2oo8, but so far no member has died in circum-

stances that would permit organ harvesting.

MatchingDonors had over five thousand reg-

istered donors and nearly 35o patient profiles in

June 2oo8. It facilitated over SLXty transplants

between 2oo4 and 2oo7. Patients pay a member-

ship fee to post a personal profile advertisement

soliciting organ donations. The cost ranges from

$49 for a one-time, seven-day trial membership,

to ,295 for thirty days, ,441 for ninety days, and

a lifetime membership for *25 monthly and *595

per profile listing. Patients have an opportunity

to tell their stories and post pictures. Poten-

tial donors review the profiles and contact the

patients; they work out the details themselves.

Perhaps the most prominent display of altruism

associated with MatchlngDonors comes from the

Uribe family. Juan Urlbe donated a lddney to Gaff

Flnk in 2oo5, and then his wife Lelgh Anne agreed

to be a surrogate mother for Gall, giving birth to

twins in October 2oo7. Because the patients are

strangers and work out their own arrangements,

there is some concern about patients paying

donors. It is illegal to buy and sell organs in the

Umted States.

Discussion Questions

1. Do you agree with LifeSharers that their net-

work is more fair than the UNOS system, in

that they give priority to willing donors, and

that it is unfair to give organs to people who

are unwilling to be donors?

z. Do you think that it would be fair to give pref-

erence to organ donors, but then give organs

to nondonors if no donor can use them?

3. Do you think that It is ethical for patients to

sohclt other people to donate their organs to

them? Does it discriminate against people

who lack computer skills or persuasive story-

telhng ability, or who cannot afford the mem-

bership fee?
4.Would it be ethical if some patients using

MatchlngDonors were paying donors, or if

donors were requesting payment?
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Biomedical Research

INTRODUCTION

Biomedical research (sometimes called experimental medicine) consists of basic

and applied research aimed at increasing medical lmowledge and understanding.

Medical research has two main arms. Preclinical research tries to generate a better

understanding of disease and new strategies for treatment. Almost all predinical

research is carried out on animals. A broad range of research can contribute to

preclinical medical knowledge, including research in genetics, evolutionary biol-

ogy, neuroscience, and biochemistry. Climcal research evaluates new treatments for

safety and efficacy. Clinical lesearch often takes the form of a chmcal trial, which is

a carefully designed experiment to test the safety and effectiveness of a drug, device,

or preventive measure m a group of human patients.

Biome&cal research is a huge and costly enterprise. In the United States about

forty-five billion dollars are spent on biomedical research each year, with most of this

funding coming from pharmaceutical companies, biotechnology companies, medi-

cal device companies, and the government--the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

oversees the federal funding of medical research. A small percentage of research

funding, around three percent, comes from philanthropic organizations such as the

Bill and Mehnda Gates Foundation. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is

responsible for regulating the development of new drugs and devices.

Biomedical research has been a core issue in bloethlcs from its very beginnings

as a discipline. Indeed, you will find in the second reading--The Belmont Report,

published in 1979--one of the earliest articulations of the key moral principles in

bloethics. This is no coincidence. Some of the early pioneers in bioethics sat on the

National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical Research,

which wrote and then published The Belmont Report.
In this chapter, we focus on three areas of moral unrest in biomedical research:

the ethics of using humans as research subjects, the ethics of using human embryonic

stem cells for research, and the ethics of using nonhuman animals in medical experi-

mentation. In each of these areas, certain key questions need to be answered: Who can

ethically be used to test the safety and effectiveness of new drugs or therapies? What

IS an appropriate ratio of benefit to risk for a research subject? What is the potential

value of a particular research project to society? How does this potential value weigh

against the project's moral risks? Keep in mind, as you read this chapter, the four

core principles ofbioethics (beneficence, nonmaleficence, respect for autonomy, and

justice). These are dearly at play in the readings on human research. But how well do

these principles guide the discussmn of research on ammals and stem cells?
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Research on Human Subjects

Dr. Lawrence Myrick People die everyday. And for what? For nothing What do

we doÿ What do you doÿ You take care of the ones you think you can save Good

doctors do the correct thing. Great doctors have the guts to do the right thing

Your father had those guts .. If you could cure cancer by killing one person,

wouldfft you have to do that? One person and cancer's gone tomorrow. When

you thought you were paralyzed .. what would you have done to be able to walk

agalnÿ '14nythmg." You said it yourself. Anything.

Dr. Guy Luthan. Those men upstairs, maybe there 1sift much point to their hves.

Maybe they are doing a great thing for the world Maybe they are heroes. But they

didn't choose to be. You chose for them. You &dn't choose your wife., ol your

granddaughter You didn't ask for volunteels. You chose for them And you can't

do that, because you're a doctor, and you took an oath. And you're not God . .

So, I don't care if you find a cure for evexy &sease on the planet You toltured and

murdered those men upstairs, and that makes you a &sgrace to your profession.

And I hope you go to jail for the rest of your life

--Extreme Measures (1996)

The practice of medicine has always been Intertwined with the endeavor of scientists

to understand more clearly biology, health, disease, and mortality. Medicine, in other

words, has always been experimental, and humans have always been subjects of

research. Doctors and scientists have used themselves, their families, their patients,

and countless others to test their potions, hypotheses, scalpels, and pills.

Yet although the research enterprise has long been alive and well, prior to

the mid-twenheth century there was little sustained discussion about the eth-

ics of medical research. This began to change In the shadow of World War II,

with revelations about doctors m Nazi Germany conducting extensive research

on Jewish prisoners. Many of the experiments were gruesome and painful; all

were conducted on unwilhng victims, many of whom were "euthanlzed" after-

wards. In 1946, twenty-three people--most of them doctors--were tried in front

of a military tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany, in what is famously referred to

as the Nuremberg Trials. In addition to convicting most of the twenty-three of

war crimes and crimes against humamty, the trials provided the skeleton of a

new code of ethics for medical research. The Nuremberg Code (the first reading

selection) estabhshed ten principles for research with human subjects, including

informed consent, absence of coercion, scientific rigor, and beneficence toward

research participants. Although the Nuremberg Code had no legal status, it

was profoundly Influential in shaping how people thought about the ethics of

research on humans, and is reflected in the content and language of the 1964

Declaration of Helsxnki, The Belmont Report, and the United States regulations

governing federally funded human research (Code of Federal Regulations, Title
45, Volume 46).

Unfortunately, the Nazi trials and the Nuremberg Code did not signal an end to

unethical medical research, nor &d they clarify exactly what constitutes the ethical

use of humans as research subjects. Over the next several decades, numerous other

problems surfaced, including the infamous Willowbrook State School experiments

and the Tuskegee syphilis experiments. During the late 195os, severely retarded

children living at the Willowbrook State School in New York were injected with live

hepatitis virus so that researchers could undertake a long-range study of the disease.

Researchers justified their actions by arguing that fecally transmitted hepatitis was

so prevalent in the institution that most of the children would have contracted the

disease anyway.

In Tuskegee, Alabama, four hundred mostly poor and illiterate African American

men with syphilis were monitored over a forty-year-period, so that researchers could

study the progression of the disease. Soon after the study began, other research

showed that penicillin would effectively treat syphilis, but the men in the study were

not treated nor were they told that a treatment had been developed. Researchers

were undoubtedly motivated by the belief that studying the full progression of syphx-

hs would greatly enhance medical understanding of the disease. But in retrospect,

the Tuskegee and Wlllowbrook studies appear to have had serious ethical shortcom-

ings-notably a lack of informed consent, and the exploitation of vulnerable groups.

But, like Dr. Myrick (Gene Hackman's character in Extreme Measures), the scientists

involved likely were good people, and likely beheved that they were doing good

work and had, within their cultural milieu, reasonable justification for their actions.

Tuskegee, Wfllowbrook, and other early studies prompted the publication, in 1979, of

The Belmont Report, which gets it name from the conference center near Baltimore

where the document was drafted. This government report, though written as a guide

for human research, was profoundly influential in the development of the larger field

ofbioethics.

It is often much easier to identify problematic research, especially in retrospect,

than to define exactly what constitutes ethical research. This is perhaps why research

ethics remains such a hot topic within bxoethIcs: there is profound disagreement

about what makes a research project slide over that very thin and unstable line

between ethical and unethical. The general principles codified at Nuremberg and

Helsinld enjoy broad consensus. Yet how exactly to understand when, for example,

consent is really informed, or research is really free from coercion, turns out to be

exceedingly difficult. This is one reason that the regulations surrounding research

are so long and so complex, and why the bioethics literature on research ethics is

so extensive. Even today, there are many research protocols that raise questions and

concerns. This is not a reflection of the poor character of bmmedlcal researchers,

but reflects rather the moral ambiguity of the research enterprise itself. This chapter

explores some of these ambiguities.

First, though, a preliminary question must be asked: is research on humans ever

morally justified? The central moral problem of research is this: the goal of research

is to Increase general knowledge, with the aim to improve health or treat disease and

disability. But this knowledge cannot be pursued without placing some people at

risk of harm. But placing some people at risk for the benefit of other people and for

the common good is a form of exploitation. It goes against one of the most treasured

moral principles: never use people merely as a means to an end, but only as ends

in themselves--the essence of respect for human dignity. What moral justification

might we give for using people as a means to acqmre new knowledge? How do we

avoid treating them merely as a means?



Research on Human Subjects

Dr. Lawrence Myrick: People die evelyday. And for what? For nothing. What do

we do? What do you doÿ You take care of the ones you think you can save. Good

doctors do the correct thing Great doctors have the guts to do the right thing.

Your father had those guts.  . If you could cure cancer by kllhng one person,

wouldn't you have to do that? One person and cancer's gone tomorrow. When

you thought you were paralyzed .. what would you have done to be able to walk

again? "Anything:' You said it yourself Anything.

Dr. Guy Luthan. ÿhose men upstairs, maybe there lsfft much point to then hves.

Maybe they are doing a great thing for the world. Maybe they are heroes. But they

,  didn't choose to be, You chose for them. You didn't choose your wife  . or your

granddaughter You &dn't ask for volunteels. You chose fol them And you can't

do that, because you're a doctor, and you took an oath. And you're not God .

So, I don't care if you find a cure for every disease on the planet You tortured and

murdered those men upstairs, and that makes you a disgrace to your profession.

And I hope you go to jail for the rest of your hfe.

--Extteme Measm es (1996)

The practice of medicine has always been intertwined with the endeavor of scientists

to understand more clearly biology, health, disease, and mortality. Medicine, in other

words, has always been experimental, and humans have always been subjects of

research. Doctors and scientists have used themselves, their families, their patients,

and countless others to test their potions, hypotheses, scalpels, and pills

Yet although the research enterprise has long been alive and well, prior to

the mid-twentieth century there was little sustained discussion about the eth-

ics of medical research. This began to change in the shadow of World War II,

with revelations about doctors in Nazi Germany conducting extensive research

on Jewish prisoners. Many of the experiments were gruesome and painful; all

were conducted on unwilhng victims, many of whom were "euthanazed" after-

wards. In 1946, twenty-three people--most of them doctors--were tried in front

of a military tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany, In what is famously referred to

as the Nuremberg Trials. In addition to convicting most of the twenty-three of

war crimes and crimes against humamty, the trials provided the skeleton of a

new code of ethics for medical research. The Nuremberg Code (the first reading

selection) established ten principles for research with human subjects, including

Informed consent, absence of coercion, scientific rigor, and beneficence toward

research pamcipants Although the Nuremberg Code had no legal status, it

was profoundly influential in shaping how people thought about the ethics of

research on humans, and is reflected in the content and language of the 1964

Declaration of Helsinki, The Belmont Report, and the United States regulatmns

governing federally funded human research (Code of Federal Regulatmns, Title
45, Volume 46).

Unfortunately, the Nazi trials and the Nuremberg Code did not signal an end to

unethical medical research, nor did they clarify exactly what constitutes the ethical

use of humans as research subjects. Over the next several decades, numerous other

problems surfaced, including the infamous Willowbrook State School experiments

and the Tuskegee syphilis experiments. During the late 195os, severely retarded

children living at the Willowbrook State School in New York were injected with live

hepatitis virus so that researchers could undertake a long-range study of the disease.

Researchers justified their actions by arguing that fecally transmitted hepatitis was

so prevalent in the institution that most of the children would have contracted the

disease anyway.

In Tuskegee, Alabama, four hundred mostly poor and illiterate African American

men with syphilis were monitored over a forty-year-period, so that researchers could

study the progression of the disease. Soon after the study began, other research

showed that penlcalhn would effectively treat syphilis, but the men in the study were

not treated nor were they told that a treatment had been developed. Researchers

were undoubtedly motivated by the belief that studying the full progression of syphi-

lis would greatly enhance medical understanding of the disease. But in retrospect,

the Tuskegee and Willowbrook studies appear to have had serious ethical shortcom-

ings-notably a lack of informed consent, and the exploitation of vulnerable groups.

But, like Dr. Myrlck (Gene Hackman's character in Extreme Measures), the scientists

involved likely were good people, and likely believed that they were doing good

work and had, within their cultural milieu, reasonable justification for their actions.

Tuskegee, Willowbrook, and other early studies prompted the pubhcatlon, in 1979, of

The Belmont Report, which gets it name from the conference center near Baltimore

where the document was drafted. This government report, though written as a guide

for human research, was profoundly influential in the development of the larger field

ofbloethics.

R is often much easier to identify problematic research, especially in retrospect,

than to define exactly what constitutes ethical research. ÿlhis is perhaps why research

ethics remains such a hot topic within bioethics: there is profound disagreement

about what makes a research project slide over that very thin and unstable line

between ethical and unethical. The general principles codified at Nuremberg and

Helsinkl enjoy broad consensus. Yet how exactly to understand when, for example,

consent IS really informed, or research is really free from coercion, turns out to be

exceedingly difficult. This is one reason that the regulations surrounding research

are so long and so complex, and why the bloethics literature on research ethics IS

so extensive. Even today, there are many research protocols that raise questions and

concerns. This is not a reflection of the poor character of biomedical researchers,

but reflects rather the moral ambiguity of the research enterprise itself. This chapter

explores some of these amblgmties.

First, though, a preliminary question must be asked: is research on humans ever

morally justified? The central moral problem of research is this: the goal of research

is to increase general knowledge, with the aim to improve health or treat disease and

disability. But this knowledge cannot be pursued without placing some people at

risk of harm. But placing some people at risk for the benefit of other people and for

the common good is a form of exploitation. It goes against one of the most treasured

moral principles: never use people merely as a means to an end, but only as ends

in themselves--the essence of respect for human &gnity. What moral justification

might we give for using people as a means to acquire new knowledge? How do we

avoid treating them merely as a means?



Research offers great benefit to society. Medicine relies on evidence; the more

and better evidence we have, the better our medicine becomes. It is obvious that

the entire history of medicine has been one of expanding knowledge for example,

learning that germs cause disease (leading to sterihzatlon of hands and instruments)

and that the body's own defense mechanisms can be put to use through vaccination

There is still much to learn. Each person is the recipient of the benefits of knowledge

from past research, and for that reason each person owes a debt of gratitude to those

who have sacrificed themselves in various ways to advance medicine (analogous in

certain ways to the algument from chapter 2 that doctors don't "own" their medical

knowledge, but use it in trust for the community). Individuals might, then, be said

to have a duty to serve as research subjects.

Yet this is perhaps too strongly stated for most people We might say that research

on humans is justified only when the subjects have volunteered to be involved. If a

person wllhngly accepts some risk in order to benefit others, then perhaps there

is no exploitation--when, as Dr Luthan (Hugh Grant's character in Extreme Mea-

sures) might say, they choose for themselves, rather than the doctor choosing for

them. 3his presumption may be problematic, but let us set any problems aside for

now. Let us assume that we agree that research is socially Important, that Inedlcine

cannot really move forward without research, and that as long as people willingly

volunteer to be involved we are not exploiting them. So the research enterprise, in

itself, is justified. What, then, distinguishes ethical from unethical research? How

can research be conducted without exploiting people? What are the problems that

have so perplexed the ethlcists?

[ni:ÿ oductlOll

between researcher and subject After all, no research has as its plimary ann to benefit

the individual subject; the goal is always to Increase kmowledge and understanding.

Also, even theIapeutlc iesearch often has nontherapeutic elements, such as extia
blood &aws.

Informed Consent and Other Ethical Rules for Research

If the ethics of research needs to be considered on its own terms, distinct from the

ethics of medical practice, what moral principles should guide the research enter-

prise? There is broad agreement that the decision to participate in research should

fall to the patient, and to the patient alone. No one should be coerced Into being a

research subject, or should be part of an experiment without his or her knowledge
and agreement.

People have to agree to be subjects of research, and this agreement must be"Informed" that is, subjects must understand fully what it is they are agreeing to. It

is not considered ethical for a researcher to lie about or downplay risks, or to mis-

represent the kind of research being proposed. The components of ethically valid

Informed consent include disclosure, understanding, voluntariness, competence

and consent. According to the Health and Human Services provisions, legal require-

ments for Informed consent involve the following:
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a statement that the study revolves lesealch, an explanatmn of the purposes of the

research and the expected dmahon of the subject's palhclpatmn, a descnptmn

of the procedmes to be followed, and ldenhficatmn of any procedmes whmh are

experimental, a descl lptmn of any I easonably foreseeable risks or &scomforts to

the subject; a descnptmn of any benefits to the subject ox to others whmh may

leasonably be expected from the research.

Research and Therapy

Everyone who gets treated by a doctor is, in a most basic way, an experimental sub-

ject, since there is art and hypothesis In all diagnosis and tieatment. Still, it is worth

malting a distinction between the enterprise ofresealch and enterprise of medicine,

even though we may want to keep in the back of our mind a question about how fine

a line can be drawn between the two endeavors. In chapter 2, we talked about the

profession of medicine, and the obligation of the physician to remain committed to

the benefit of his or her patient. But research blurs the professional role.

The Belmont Report, your second reading selection, distinguishes between

practice and research in this way: practice refers to "interventions that are designed

solely to enhance the well-being of an individual patient and have a reasonable chance

of success" Practice provides diagnosis and treatment to a particular individual.

Research, on the other hand, is aimed at testing a hypothesis and then drawing con-

clusions that will contribute in some way to generalizable knowledge Thus, research

and practice are two distinct realms. Early ethicists also drew a distinction between

therapeutic and nontherapeutIc research. In therapeutic tesealch, the subject is also

the patient, and is expected to benefit medically from the research; the treatment is

part of the research protocol. Nonthetapeuttc research offers no direct benefit to the

subject. Because the subject does not benefit, nontherapeutic iesealch is assumed to

be more difficult to justify than therapeutic research.

OveI the last decade, both distinctions have come undel fire. The therapeutic/

nontherapeutic distinction has been challenged because it obscures the relationship

Subjects must also be told how confidentiahty of information will be protected, and

whether there will be compensation for any harm or injury from the study

Although the requnement of informed consent has been the cornerstone of

reseaich ethics, it has always been mired in contioversy Ethicists have long recog-

nized that what exactly constitutes Informed consent is ambiguous. There are certain

groups of people for whom consent is not stralghtforwaid: patients who are in severe

pain, patients with mental Illness, older children, and elderly patients with some loss

of intellectual capacity. In addition, there are groups of people who cannot give con-

sent at all. young children, the unconscious, or the mentally incapacitated, such as

people with Down syndrome and patients in a vegetative state. It IS, on the one hand,

desirable to do research that may benefit these very groups of people, but it is diffi-

cult to see past the exploitation, however mild, that accompanies their participation

in research. This discussion overlaps with issues discussed in chapters 2 and 3: proxy

consent and best Interests versus community standalds. Bloethicists disagree about

whether research on those unable to give Informed consent is ever ethical, though

there is consensus that If research IS conducted on these groups, the research must

offer some promise for those revolved and must pose only minimal risks.

Somewhere in the giay area between consenting adults and those who cannot

give consent are certain classes of people who can ostensibly give informed consent,

but who may be subject to subtle forms of coercion--so that consent, though perhaps
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informed, is not truly voluntary. These populations have been termed "vulnerable:'

For example, prisoners make wonderful research populations: they are captive; they

will not walk out on the study; and their lives (when and what they eat, when they

sleep, etc.) are regulated by others. Many variables that might confound a research

study can be controlled. But some ethicists have raised concerns about whether cap-

tive populations can zeally give voluntary consent--might they be subject to subtle

forms of coercion, for example, that participation in a study might be linked with

"being a good citizen" and thus with earlier parole or other benefits.

Some ethlcists have even begun to challenge the central dogma of informed

consent itself, arguing that perhaps there are situations where people should be

compelled to participate in research. For example, David Orentlicher, in his article

"Making Research a Requirement of Treatment;' argues that there is a need to relax

the precautions taken to gain voluntary consent. In studies involving the comparison

of two or more established therapies to see whether one is superior to the others, it

is acceptable and perhaps even preferable to make treatment conditional on consent

to participate.

Conditioning treatment on a patient's willingness to enroll in a trial is thought

to be unduly coercive, but Orentlicher argues that it is ethically sound and could

increase patient participation, which is important. He also argues that it could

ehminate unnecessary impediments to progress, encourage more social sentiment

in favor of participation in medical research (if people want to share in the benefits

of research, they should also be willing to participate) and bolster patient trust. (On

the move to expand beyond informed consent, see the box "Research Ethics, State of

the Art circa 2o00" and see the case "Medicare Requires Heart Patients to Enlist in

Research" (for a real-hfe test of Orenthcher's argument).

Bloethicist Carl Elliott's essay "Gumea-plggmg" moves beyond the abstrac-

tions of philosophers, and opens a window into the inner world of medical research,

exploring the experiences of people who actually work as professional guinea pigs,

hiring themselves out for one Phase I clinical trial after another. Elliott's piece

raises troubling questions about exploitation, the rigor of regulatory and ethical

oversight for research, the procurement of research volunteers, and the rigor of

the science itself. Also woven through his narrative are nagging questions about

fairness.

Justice and Research

There has long been concern that the people who serve as research subjects are not

the same people who benefit from the drugs or devices being tested. Using prisoners

in research, for example, raises concerns not only about voluntary consent but also

a broader kind of social exploitation of certain groups. The prison population in the

United States is predominantly black males, and some worry that this racial group

is being exploited by pharmaceutical companies. Indeed, Tuskegee casts a long

shadow across human subject research. A recent study by Giselle Corbie-Smlth and

colleagues found that minorities are two hundred percent more likely than whites

to perceive harm coming from research and to distrust researchers. They are more

likely to think that researchers would use them as guinea pigs and experiment on

them without their knowledge or consent.

There have also been gender dispalltles in research, though the problems cut

in a different direction. Men have more frequently been used as research sub-

jects than women. In 1977, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued

guidelines that excluded women of child-bearing potenhal from Phase I and early

Phase II testing. Caution about safety and liability of testing women, and con-

cerns about protecting fetuses, led to some overprotection of women and reluc-

tance to test drugs and dewces in female populations. As a result, more research

was done on male populations, and the consequent safety and dosing data was

extrapolated to women. However, women's physiology differs from men's, so

extrapolation of data to women is not always safe or effective. Research in phar-

macokmetics (which studies how drugs are absorbed, distributed, metabolized,

and excreted within the body) suggests a great deal of gender and individual

variation in response to drugs. Furthermore, male bias in research shapes how

medicine views certain diseases. For example, heart disease was long consid-

ered a man's problem, but this was largely because research on heart disease was

conducted on male populations--which in turn reinforced the idea that it was a

man's disease. But heart disease is a huge issue for women too, and is, in fact, the

number one killer of women in the United States. Finally, research attention to

women-specific problems such as vulvodyma and even premenstrual syndrome

has lagged far behind research into male problems such as erectile dysfunction
and premature hair loss.

The gender disparity began to subside in 1993 for two reasons: (1) the FDA

rescinded its regulation excluding women, and (2) the National Institutes of Health

Revitalization Act mandated that the directors of NIH ensure the inclusion of women

in relevant clinical research. The NIH Act also stated that trials must be designed for

a valid analysis of whether women as a subgroup differ from the rest of the study

population. In 2ool, the National Academy of Sciences issued a report urging the

study of the sex differences in diseases and treatments. It recommended not only

that women should be included in clinical trials, but that researchers should note

whether the women have reached menopause and should try to identify the stages of

female subject, menstrual cycles, which may affect hormone levels and body chem-
istry.

Using pregnant women in clinical trials presents additional issues, but the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has said that "pregnant

women should be presumed to be eligible for participation in clinical studies;'

with full disclosure of the risks so women can give informed consent if they

wish. Obviously, pregnancy also has an impact on illnesses and the effect of treat-

ments, so pregnant women must be tested in order to practice better medicine for

this group of patients. Furthermore, there are some medical problems that only

impact pregnant women, such as miscarriage and gestatlonal diabetes. The only

way to conduct research regarding these problems is to utilize pregnant women
as subjects.

One of the most vigorous debates about justice in research ethics over the past

decade has centered on research in third world countries. Pharmaceutical compa-

nies have increasingly been %utsourcing" research: they design and carry out clini-

cal trials in developing countries, where the populations suffer from many health
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problems, and suffer from them in large numbers. There are many incentives for

this global expansion. Often researchers can avoid ethxcs-related regulations that

govern trials conducted in the United States. They can reduce the cost of the trial,

because the populations are poor, and desperately need care or whatever other small

incentives pharmaceutical companies might offer. They also arguably provide some

benefits, because enrolling in a research study may be participants' only hope of

receiving a medication or treatment.

Trials of drugs for HIV and AIDS carried out in Africa have been quite con-

troversial, particularly several trials that were carried out on HIV-lnfected preg-

nant women. The experiments, which involved large numbers of women, were

controversial because only half of the women were recetving treatment with the

drug AZT, which is known to reduce the transmission of HIV from mother to

Infant by two thirds. Half of the women were given placebo pills. Many have spo-

ken out against the experiments, arguing that it is unethical to give any women

the placebo, knowing that the drug treatment is so effective. Furthermore, they

argue, the drug therapy is expensive and these populations of women, on whom

the drugs are tested, will never afford the medication. Defenders of the research

note that without the study, no one would have received the drug, so at least

some are better off. Furthermore, using placebos is the only way to get clear data

on what kind of treatment regimen will work m the Third World, which is of

ultimate benefit to the people there Fernando Melrelles's zoo5 film The Constant

Gardener revolves around the exploitation of Africa's poor by a large pharmaceu-

tical company.

Philosopher Alex John London, in the essay "Justice and the Human

Development Approach to International Research;' wants to further broaden the

debate about the ethics of research in developing countries. He seeks to make

clear the links between medical research, social determinants of health, and

global justxce.

London argues that most discussion of international research has been framed

by the "mlnimalist" view, which takes into account the needs and vulnerabihtles

of the host population, and the capacity of research to benefit and burden. Justice

on this view is a matter of mutual advantage. But this framework, London asserts,

is inadequate. There are two main problems with the minimahst view: first, it

abstracts the health needs of the developing world from their broader social, polit-

ical, and economic context. Second, It evaluates proposed collaborative research

in Isolation from the web of existing social, political, and economic relation-

ships in which the partners are already engaged. The minimahst vtew assumes

that questions of justice arise only within the terms of a cooperative relationship,

which encourages a piecemeal and ad hoc approach to the needs of those in the

developing world.

He suggests, instead, what he calls a human development view of justice in

international research. This perspective treats climcal research as one important

element within a larger &vision of labor of health-related institutions within a coun-

try. Research initiatives are permissible only if they contribute to a fair social divi-

sion of labor in the host community and expand the capacity of the host community

to meet the distinctive health needs of the population.

Research Ethics, State of the Art circa        2. Scientific vahdity. In addmon to being socially

2000

An important conmbutÿon to the research ethms

hterature Is an essay pubhshed m 2000 by bloethl-

clsts Ezekiel Emanuel, Dawd Wendler, and Chris-

tree Grady. They argue that reformed consent is not

enough to make research ethical. Consent has been

an obsessive focus of most examination of ethms

in research, reflecting a more general obsession m

medmal ethms with respect for autonomy. Informed

consent is necessary in most, but not all, research

situations, but it is never suffioent The core docu-

ments wntten to guide research (Helsmki, Councd

for Incernatlonal Organizations of Medical Sciences,

Nuremberg) were written m response to specific

events, and thus the moral guidance is directed at

specific issues and tends to ignore other concerns.

Emanuel, Wendler, and Grady provide a set of guide-

lines for research that incorporate a much broader

set of moral concerns The values underlying these

requirements go beyond benefcence, respect for

autonomy, and lustice to include the responsible

use of finite resources and avoiding exploitation of

potential subjects.

They propose seven ethical requirements for

research:

I. Value. Research must be socially valuable, It

must lead to Improvements m treatment or

diagnosis that will benefit humans.

valuable, research must be scientifically sound.

Research must be well designed and rigorous,

and use accepted methodologies and data

analysis.

3 Fair subject seJectlon. Criteria for inclusion

and exclusion related to the recruitment of

sublects must be consistent with principles of

lustice.

4. Favorable risk-benefit ratio. The potential

benefits to mdwldual research sublects and to

sooety must outweigh risks.

5. Independent review This wdl help maintain

scientific rigor, allow for pubhc accountability

and transparency, and reduce the potential for

confhcts of interest.

6. Informed consent. This requwement is based

on the principle of respect for autonomy

Individual sublects must freely consent to

pamopate in research, and must be fully

apprised of the purpose, methods, risks, and

benefits of the study

7. Respect for potential and enrolled subjects.

Obtaining reformed  consent Is  only the

beginning, once subjects are enrolled m a

study, they must continue to be treated wtth

respect. Privacy of thew reformation must be

protected; they must be allowed to wtthdraw

from a study; and they should be told about

the results of the research.

The IRB

Institutional Review Boards for the Protection of

Human Sublects ORBs) are committees made up

of chnioans, soenttsts, ethiosts, and administra-

tors. Their mandate is to review federally funded

research according to the guidelines estabhshed by

the Department of Health and Human Serwces in

the Federal Code of ReguJatlons (45 CFR 46). IRBs
\

/

rewew the scientific value of proposed research,

evaluate the methods to ensure scientific soundness,

and make sure that sub}ect selection is fmr and non-

coercwe and that pamcJpants gÿve reformed consent.

They give a kind of moral "green hght" to research

on human subjects.

JRBs have long been housed wÿthin academic

medical centers, but as Carl Elliott notes, increasingly

IRB approval ÿs being "out-sourced "



How Are Experimental Drugs Tested?

A new drug or compound may take years to work

ts way to market Before testing on human sublects

begins, a drug will typically have been through years

of prechmcal and laboratory study, and wdl have

been tested m human and ammal cells, and then

in hve animals. At this point, the FDA wull issue an

Invesugational New Drug apphcatton Now testing m

human sublects can begin

Testing a new drug with human sublects usually

occurs m three phases

Phase I

These studies invesUgate a drug's safety. Testing

involves a small number of healthy human subjects--

maybe twenty to thirty--who are often paÿd for their

service. (These are Carl Elliott's professional "guinea

pigs.") Phase I trials are designed to study how a drug

is metabolized, absorbed, and excreted by the body,

what its sÿde effects mÿght be, and what mÿght be an

appropriate dosage

Phase H

About three fourths of new drugs move on to Phase II

testing. Here investigators want to discover whether

a drug actually works: does it do what it promised?

Several hundred subjects may be tested, and most

Phase II studies are randomized trials, comparing the

new drug to existing drugs and/or a placebo. Phase II

reals will typically test a drug on a group of patients

who are suffering from an ailment that the drug is

designed to treat Roughly thirty percent of new

drugs successfully pass Phase II.

Phase III
This is a large-scale investigation of the new drug,

revolving hundreds of patients and sometimes lasting

several years Phase III reals typically test a new drug

against the best currently available treatment, with

the hope that the new drug will prove even more

efficacious. Once a Phase tll real is successfully com-

plete (and most drugs successfully pass this stage of

testing), the FDA will approve the drug and market-

mg will begin.

Phase IV
Someumes pharmaceutical companies wdl run addi-

tional trials. Phase IV trials are done once a drug has

proven effecuve and been approved by the FDA. These

trials are designed to compare a drug's effectiveness

against others on the market, or to determine

cost-effecuveness of a new drug therapy.

Stem Cell Research

One area of biomedical research has been uniquely controversml: research into what

are called "stem cells" This research explores the therapeutic potential of human

embryonic stem cells derived from blastocysts (the stage of development between

zygote and embryo, about four to five days of age). Stem cells are primitive and

undifferentiated cells found in all ammals. These special cells have the potentml

to develop into a vast array of functmnal and differentmted cells within the body.

Human embryonic stem cells (hESC), which appear m the human blastocyst during

the first few days of development, have two unique propemes that make them of

profound interest to me&cal research: hESCs are "pluripotent;' which means that

the cells can develop into any of the different and specmllzed cells or tissues m the

body--into brain cells, or liver cells, or skin cells--and hESCs are also endlessly self-

renewing in the undifferentiated state.

Me&cal researchers believe that stem cells have enormous scientific and

therapeutic potentml. Yet stem cell research has been mÿred in controversy. The

reason, the only known successful method for harvesting and growing hESCs has

involved harvesting the cells from the human blastocyst. The outer cellular layer of

the blastocyst (which would develop as the placenta) is dissolved, reveahng the inner

cell mass, which is used for research. The tuner cell mass, of course, would develop

into the fetus. Here hes the heart of the moral controversy.

Many people are opposed to ldlhng embryos, which they equate with killing

people. The &scussion of stem cell research ethics thus gets drawn into the highly

pohtmized debate over the moral status of human embryos and into the vortex of the

abortmn controversy. Some beheve that no medical benefit xs worth the moral cost of

researching on human embryos, while others believe that the promise of embryonic

stem cell research has been exaggerated in order to justify the moral costs. Opponents

also often note that adult stem ceils may have as much potential to offer treatments,

without the ethical costs, and that research should be focused here. On the other hand,

supporters of the research point to its therapeutic potential: hESCs may offer treat-

ments for spinal cord injuries and for neurodegeneratlve &seases such as Parldnson's

and Alzheimer's, and may ÿmprove methods of organ transplantation. Basic research

on hESCs is also helping scientists understand human developmental bmlogy and the

role of genes in causing disease. Proponents of stem cell research note that thousands

of embryos are stored m fertihty clinics, and will eventually be destroyed. These could

be used for the benefit of humamty. Moreover, many women are eager to donate

unused embryos, since they see some potentml for benefiting others.

Some of the themes from human subject research carry into the stem cell debate.

the scientific value of the research is a central point of discussion, since its scientific

potential is offered in compensation for the morally problematm elements. Yet the

stem cell debate also brings its own unique set of questions into focus: What is the

status of the human blastocyst? Is it ethical to use embryos (and destroy them) for

research purposes?

Stem cell research has also connected with the ongoing debate about the ethics

of cloning. Scientists have found that embryonic stem cells can be created through

somatic cell nuclear transfer, or cloning. Some researchers believe that doning offers

the best avenue for further research, since the quality of cloned embryos is superior to

embryos that have been stored for long periods in IVF chmcs. Furthermore, cloning

could help overcome graft-host responses m organ transplantatmn, if organs or tis-

sues could be developed using the reclpient's own DNA. Ethical concern has focused

on whether therapeutzc cloning (cloning for the purposes of extracting stem cells) can

be prevented from evolving into reproductive clomng (cloning to create a person).

The first reading selectmn is an excerpt from the President's Council on Bio-

ethics, and serves as an introduction to the scientific and moral issues surrounding

stem cell research. The report describes what stem cells are and why there is moral

contentmn about using them m research--mainly because they are derived from

early-stage human embryos. This reading also includes a discussion of the terms
"embryo;' "spare embryo;' and "moral status" The report of the President's Council

also offers a brief rewew of the central points of moral controversy.

The excerpts from the National Bioethics Advisory Commission (NBAC; the

predecessor to the President's Council on Bioethms) prowde a spectrum of rehgious

perspectives on the use of stem cells in research, drawn from the testimony of a



number of 1 ehglous scholars who wea e asked to advise the NBAC in its deliberataons

about stem cell research. More than most areas of resemch ethacs, the debate about

embryonic stem cells touches on assues in which different perspectives are shaped by

nuances of religious belief, particularly about when life begins and how we should

understand the sanctity of human life.

The final reading m this section is by a group of scholars who served as an

Ethics Advisory Board (EAB) for Geron Corpolation, a large multinational blo-

technology company revolved in pioneering hESC research. Geron's website boasts

that the company as the world leader in human embryonic stem cell-based thera-

peutacs, and that ats spinal cord injury treatment will hkely be the first hESC-based

product to enter chnacal development. During the 199os, Geron was at the forefront

of early stem cell research, and announced m 1998 that it had successfully generated

a handful of cell culture lines from human embryomc stem cells. Likely anticipating

a moral storm, Geron hired a team of scholars to advise them on the ethacs of their

hESC research. The EAB unanimously agreed that embryomc stem cell research can

be conducted ethically, and offered several condations that must pertain for such

research to be ethically justified.

Federal policy on stem cell research has evolved significantly during the first

decade ofthas century. Stem cell research was legal during the George W. Bush admin-

istrataon (zool-2oo9), but reflected the president's behef that the human embryo as
"human life" and should not be destroyed, even for the promase of potential hfe-savmg

benefits. In 2ool, President Bush signed an executive order allowing federal funding

only for research on embryonic stem cell lanes already m existence--in other words,

scmntists could only research on cell hnes created before 2OOl. No new embryos could

be "sacraficed" to research. Thxs restrmtion frustrated researchers, who felt that at jeop-

ardized thear work. In 2oo5, a team of scmntasts from the Salk Institute found that the

available lines of human embryonic stem cells were contaminated wath a non-human

molecule--a cell-surface smlic acid called N-glycolylneuraminic acid (NeusGc)--

whach compromises their therapeutac usefulness. The contaminataon comes from the

culture mediums in which the stem cells were grown; these culture medmms include

so-called "feeder layers" whach are derived from connective tassues of mice and fetal

calves. Cells containing the NeusGc molecule wall hkely be attacked by the human

immune system Therapeutically useful stem cell lanes thus need to be newly derived,

which would require a change m the law.

The electaon of Bara& Obama ushered in a new era for stem cell scientists. One

of Presxdent Obama's first actmns m office was to sign an executwe order lifting the

moratorium on federal fundang for stem cell aesearch. Hundreds of newer stem cell

lanes became eligible for research funding. During a campaign speech, Obama had

made has position clear: "I believe that xt is ethacal to use these extra embryos for

research that could save lives when they are freely donated for that express purpose:'

Pohcy continues to move in a more pro-research and pro-scaence directaon.

During the 2oo8 elections, Michigan voters approved a proposal allowing surplus

embryos from fertility treatments to be used by researchers to derive new stem cell

lines. And voters in Colorado overwhelmingly rejected a so-called "Personhood

Amendment;' which sought to define a fertilized egg as a human being, with

attendant constatutxonal protections

Science is progressing rapidly as well Among other things, researchers are

exploring ways to develop pluiipotent cells from adult cells. Work wath adult skin

cells has looked pax ticularly promising In zoo8, two teams of researchers announced

that they had successfully "repmgrammed" adult skan cells into stem cells with the

same properties as human embryomc stem cells.

Stem Cell Research: President George

Bush Addresses the Nation

August 9, 2001.8:01 CDT.

Good evening. I apprecmte you gwmg me a few

minutes of your tÿme tomght so I can dmcuss wÿth

you a complex and difficult ÿssue, an Issue that Is one

of the most profound of our ume.

The Issue of research revolving stem cells derived

from human embryos is increasingly the sublect of a

national debate and droner table dmcussions. The Issue

Is confronted every day m laboratories as scientists

ponder the ethmal ramifications of them work It is

agomzed over by parents and many couples as they try

to have children, or to save children already born  ....

The Umted States has a long and proud record

of leading the world toward advances in science and

medmme that improve human hfe. And the Umted

States has a long and proud record of upholding the

Nghest standards of ethics as we expand the hmtts

of science and knowledge Research on embryomc

stem cells rinses profound ethmal questions, because

extracting the stem cell destroys the embryo, and

thus destroys its potentml for hfe. bke a snowflake,

each of these embryos is umque, wÿth the umque

geneuc potentml of an mdwldual human being.

As I thought through this issue, I kept returning

to two fundamental questions' Fwst, are these frozen

embryos human hfe, and therefore, something pre-

cfous to be protected? And second, if they're going

to be destroyed anyway, shouldn't they be used for a

greater good, for research that has the potential to

save and improve other hves?...

I strongly oppose human cloning, as do most

Americans. We recod at the Idea of growing human

beings for spare body parts, or creating hfe for our

convenience And whÿle we must devote enormous

energy to conquering disease, it is equally Important

that we pay attention to the moral concerns rinsed

by the new frontier of human embryo stem cell

research. Even the most noble ends do not lUStffy any

means  ....

I also beheve human hfe is a sacred gift from our

Creator I worry about a culture that devalues hfe,

and beheve as your President I have an important

obligation to foster and encourage respect for life in

Amerma and throughout the world. And while we're

all hopeful about the potential of this research, no

one can be certain that the science will live up to the

hope It has generated.

As a result of prwate research, more than 60

genetmally dwerse stem cell hnes already exist They

were created from embryos that have already been

destroyed, and they have the ablhty to regenerate

themselves mdefimtely, creating ongoing opportuni-

tins for research I have concluded that we should

allow federal funds to be used for research on these

exmtmg stem cell lines, where the hfe and death deci-

sion has already been made

Leading scmnusts tell me research on these 60

hnes has great promise that could lead to break-

through therapies and cures. Thin allows us to explore

the promise and potential of stem cell research with-

out crossing a fundamental moral hne, by providing

taxpayer funding that would sanction or encourage

further destruction of human embryos that have at

least the potentml for life

I have made thin decision with great care, and I

pray It Is the right one. Thank you for hstenmg. Good

night, and God bless America.



Research on Animal Subjects (or Objects)

Although aspects of human experimentation are controversial, the enterprise as such

is generally considered a morally justified and good thing. Not so for animal research,

which is controversial to its very core. As with the stem cell debate, the central moral

questions have nothing to do with autonomy and consent--animals obviously can-

not and do not consent to being the objects of research. Rather, there is deep moral

disagreement about whether animal research should be conducted at all. Philosophi-

cal disagreements revolve around the moral status of animals, and whether it is mor-

ally acceptable to use them as a means to our own ends. Furthermore, there is consid-

erable scientific controversy as well: people are divided over whether animal research

is good science--or goodenough science--to justify the moral cost of so many animal

lives.

Indeed, a great many animal lives are at stake. Animal research is an enormous

enterprise. The British Nuffield Council on Bioethics estimates that fifty to one

hundred million animals are used each year around the world in experimentation;

precise numbers are hard to gauge. Within the United States, the Office of Technol-

ogy Assessment (OTA) estimates that between seventeen and twenty-three million

animals are used annually. Rats and mice make up about ninety percent of animals

in biomedical research. The OTA estimates that about seventy thousand dogs are

used each year. The OTA numbers refer only to vertebrates; invertebrates, such as

nematodes and fruit flies, are not included in statistics, and research on them is

essentially unregulated. Many more invertebrates are used than vertebrates.

Research on vertebrates is regulated in the United States by the Department of

Agriculture, according to the Animal Welfare Act of 19 6 6 (AWA). The AWA regulates

things like housing (cage size, feeding requirements, and provision ofhght or dark),

appropriate application of anesthesia, and which methods of euthanizing are appro-

priate for which kinds of animals. Federally funded research on animals must be

reviewed by an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), which func-

tions rather like an IRB, although the ethical protections for animals vary dramati-

cally from those for humans. The IACUC is charged with ensuring that each research

protocol using animals is scientifically sound and takes appropriate measures to care

for animals and mmlmize the potential for pain and suffering.

Bloethicist David DeGrazia outlines the central issues in the debate over animal

research, talong as his points of reference the pro-research perspective of biomedi-

cine and the anti-research perspective of animal advocates. As DeGrazla notes, the

discussion of animal research often degenerates into political posturing and bumper-

sticker ethics, and he offers some insights into why the debate has become so polar-

ized and why people seem so afraid of real dialogue about the issue. He argues that

when the various parties actually sit down and talk to each other, there is a broad

area of consensus, and more points of agreement than disagreement. The points of

divergence remain, of course, of ultimate significance.

The second reading is the code of ethics for animal research offered by the Coun-

cil for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS). The CIOMS

document begins from the presumption that animal research is, on the whole, mor-

ally justified and seeks to provide guidance for those engaging in this researches. This

document sets no particular boundaries on what kinds of research are acceptable on

what species of animal, but does offer guidelines foI balancing animal suffering with

other considerations.

Studies published wlthxn the last few years have challenged the scientific validity

of animal models and will likely shape the contours of the unfolding discussion. The

onus of proof falls a bit more strongly on animal researchers than it has in the past,

as scientists themselves have begun questioning the value of animal experiments,

particularly in clinical trials of new drugs. One recent study, for example, found

that a large number of animal studies were poorly designed, used less-than-ideal

methodologies, and chose inappropriate animal models. These failings led to results

that were inconclusive, inaccurate, or unusable (see, for example, the two articles by

Knight, and one by Perel and colleagues listed in the References).

Many who believe that animal research is at its core unethical recognize that this

lond of research will undoubtedly continue. The research industry is too large and

too influential, and public opinion weighs too heavily in favor of research. Given this

reality, we should give attention to developing careful ethical guidelines for using

animals, and strengthening regulatory protections. One of the central concerns then

becomes animal pain and suffering.

The long-standing presumption, often attributed to philosopher Ren6 Descartes,

that animals are like machines and do not experience pain has begun to crumble

over the past few decades. Scientists now widely agree that animals experience pain,

though there are still differences in how such pain is understood, which leads to

varying accounts of how disturbed we should be by it. The Humane Society has

argued that although pain is taken into consideration in the animal protection rules,

the more nebulous category of "distress" is not, and has urged the United States

Department of Agriculture to revise its guidelines for the case and use of animals

The National Research Council (NRC) in its Guidelines for the Cme and Use of

Mammals in Neurosclence and Behavioral Research defines distress as "an averslve

state in which an animal is unable to adapt completely to stressors and the resulting

stress, and shows maladaptive behaviors" Social animals such as chimpanzees, dogs,

and rats suffer from isolation; and highly intelligent animals suffer from boredom

and impoverished environments These kinds of "distress" argue animal advocates,

must be addressed alongside the more obvious category of pain. Scientists, too, see

the need to address animal distress because recent research has shown that distress

alters an animal's physiology, and may thus also alter or confound experimental

data. For example, research on so-called "witnessing effects" in rats has found that

levels of the hormone cortisol go up when rats witness another rat being decapi-

tated or when a paper towel with blood from a decapitated rat is placed on top of

their cage.

The excerpts in this chapter from the NRC suggest two things: first, there is an

effort to improve attention to pain and distress and be conscientious about it. Sec-

ond, researchers must be very well trained to appropriately understand distress,

and often lack this training. The NRC readings show that understanding the signs

of pain and distress In animals requires a fairly advanced and nuanced knowledge

of animal behavior--which neither the average medical research scientist nor the

average laboratory technicians who do most of the animal handling are likely to

have.
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Guinea-Pigging

1. What is "guinea-pagglng"?

2. What are some of the reasons that drug testing receives, in practice, relatively little

ethical oversaght?

3. After reading this piece, would you say that the people who volunteer for drug

trials are being exploited? How might you propose to fix the system?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR THE READINGS

The Belmont Report

1. How does the report dastingulsh between practice and research?

z. Why is the first principle formulated as "respect for persons" and not "respect for
autonomy"?

3. What two moral rules are embedded in the principle of beneficence?

4.How would you describe the methodological framework of the Report (refer to
chapter a in this text for help).

Making Research a Requirement of Treatment: Why We Should Sometimes Let

Doctors Pressure Patients to Participate in Research

1. Exactly what lond of research trial does Orentlicher discuss m the essay? Does has

argument extend to other kinds of research trials?

z.What are Orenthcher's central arguments for relaxing the rules on voluntary

parhcapation?

3. How does he answer the objection that requiring partlcapatmn is coercwe?

4.How might Orenthcher respond to the case "Medicare Reqmres Heart Patients to
Enlist in Research"?

Declaration of Helsinki

1. What special obligataons do physwian researchers have when research 1s combined

with patient care? Are the ethical rules different when the research subject as also
a patient?

2. Under what con&tions may research be conducted without reformed consent of
the research subject?

3. What are the practical lmphcataons of paragraph 33?

Nuremburg Code

1. Describe the hastorical context of the Nuremburg Code (look an the chapter intro-

duction or an an encyclopedia).

2. To what does the informed in reformed consent refer?

3. Which of the four core bloethics princ@es as not articulated an the Nuremburg
Codeÿ

Justice and the Human Development Approach to International Research

1, What as his "human development" approach to research? How as it different from

simply following the ethical requirements of the Declaration of Helslnki?

z. What would constitute ethical chnlcal research an a developing country, according

to London?

3. Should the human development approach also be apphed to research within the

United States or other developed nations?

Monitoring Stem Cell Research: Introduction

1. What are embryonic stem cells, and what ÿs their potential scientafic and medical

value?

z. What broader moral assues underlie the debate about stem cell research?

3. Why is the term "embryo" problematic? Why is "moral status" problematic?

4.What are the core moral issues in embryonic stem cell research?

Ethical Issues in Human Stem Cell Research: Religious Perspectives

1. In Rabbi Dorff's testimony, how does the Jewish position on abortion shape his

moral argument about stem cell research? Is he supportive of stem cell research?

z.Why does Dorff say that the question of stem cell research can be reduced to a risk-

benefit analysis? What rasks and benefits does he think should be considered?

3. What does Farley mean when she says that natural law theory tells us where to

"look" for answers to the stem cell controversy?

4.How can Cathohosm provide a case both against and for stem cell research?

5. Why, according to Mellaender, is the stem cell issue distinct from the abortion

issue?

&Why, according to Medaender, should we resist the promise of stem cells as a "saving

solution"?

7. According to Sachedina, does Islamic law forbid or endorse embryonic stem cell

research? On what grounds?

8. Which of these testimonies would you characterize as most strongly supportive of

stem cell research? Which most prohibitive?

Research with Human Embryonic Stem Cells: Ethical Considerations

1. What does EAB mean by the "developmental" view of moral status? Do you agree

with this vzew?

z. Bloethicasts George J. Annas, Arthur Caplan, and Sherman Elias complained that

the EAB's report is "more like 'ethical cover'.., than ethics that can be taken seri-

ously:' Whaf about the EAB statement might suggest "ethical cover"?



a  .....  ÿ¢,ÿ, ,.ÿakqtul, unu 15llas go Olt to say:

3ae ethics board seeras to recogmze what few, if any, Gel on stockholdel s would

concede: If only the rich ate hkely to benefit flora stem cell a eseal ch, it should

not be pursued at all as a matter of social justice. 3ÿms principle follows flora

ideas of respect for embryomc and fetal tissue that pernm its instrumental use

only to "alleviate human suffering and to promote the health and well-being

of human populations;' but obviously begs the question of whether fol-profit

corporations can eveÿ have this as a reahmc goal or how the company could

be forced to adhere to this principle. As stated m the context of a pohcy that

seems to have been created to provide an ethical ratmnahzatlon lathel than

as an ethical guidance fol research, it is not hkely that it can or will be taken

seriously

("Stem cell polmcs, ethics, and medical pl ogiess" Natute Medicine 5(lz),

Decembm 1999)

READINGS

N

Nuremberg Code

From Trtals of War Cnmmals before the Nuremberg Mthtary Trtbunals under Control Counol Law No I0, rot 2 (Washing-

ton, DC. U S Government Prmt,ng Office, 1949), 181-82.

Would you agree with Annas, Caplan and Elias that principle 5 (on global justice)

is "ethical rationalization" rather than ethical guidance for research . t2o you think

that therapeutic treatments developed from hESC research must be available to all

people around the globe, In order for the research to be ethically justified?

The Ethics of Animal Research: What Are the Prospects for Agreement?

1. What is your view of the moral status of animals? How would you charactelize

DeGrazaa's own view? How does youI view compare with DeGrazla's?

z. How is the debate about animal research similar to and different from the debate

about stem cell research?

Guidelines for the Care and Use of Mammals in Neuroscience and Behavioral
Research

1. What physiological or psychological experiences should count as harmful to

animals? Is physical pain an adequate measure of suffering? How would you define
animal suffering?

2. Why is pain research using animal models ethically troublesome?

International Guiding Principles for Biomedical Research Involving Animals
(1985)
1. What are the moral parallels between human subjects research and animal sub-

jects research? Where do the two issues divergeÿ

2.What would you say are the major weaknesses of the CIOMS principles?

3 The guidehnes cover only vertebrate animals. Does recent research confirming

that Invertebrates experience pain suggest their Inclusion under future revisions

of these guidelines? What about research showing high levels of social intelligence

in some species of invertebrate?

1. "the voluntary consent of the human subject

is absolutely essential. This means that the

person involved should have legal capacity

to give consent, should be so situated as to

be able to exercise free power of choice, with-

out the intervention of any element of force,

fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other

ulterior form of constraint oI coercion; and

should have sufficient knowledge and com-

prehension of the elements of the subject

matter involved as to enable him to make

an understanding and enlightened decision

This latter element requires that before the

acceptance of an affirmative decision by the

experimental subject there should be made

known to him the natuie, duration, and

purpose of the experiment, the method and

means by which it is to be conducted; all

inconveniences and hazards reasonable to be

expected; and the effects upon his health or

person which may possibly come from his

participation in the experiment. ÿfhe duty

and Iesponsibility for ascertaining the qual-

ity of the consent rests upon each individual

who initiates, directs or engages in the exper-

iment. It is a personal duty and responsibility

which may not be delegated to another with

impunity

2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruit-

ful results for the good of society, unprocur-

able by othei methods or means of study, and

not random and unnecessary in nature.

3. The experiment should be so designed and

based on the results of animal experimenta-

tion and a knowledge of the natural history

of the disease or other problem under study

that the anticipated results will justify the

perforrnance of the experiment

4. The experiment should be so conducted as

to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental

suffering and injury

5. No experiment should be conducted where

there is an a priori reason to believe that death

or disabling injury will occur; except, per-

haps, in those experiments where the experi-

mental physicians also serve as subjects.

6. The degree of risk to be taken should never

exceed that determined by the humanitarian

importance of the problem to be solved by

the experiment.

7. Proper preparations should be made and

adequate facilities provided to protect the

experimental subject against even remote

possibilities of injury, disability, or death.

8. The experiment should be conducted only by

scientifically qualified persons The highest

degree of skill and care should be required

through all stages of the experiment of those

who conduct or engage m the experiment.

9. During the course of the experiment the

human subject should be at liberty to bring

the experiment to an end if he has reached the

phyacal or mental state where continuation of

the experiment seems to him to be impossible.

During the course of the experiment the sci-

entist In charge must be prepared to terminate

the experiment at any stage, if he has probable

cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith,

superior sldll and careful judgment required

of him that a continuation of the experiment

is hkely to result in injury, disability, or death

to the experimental subject.

10.
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Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects of Research

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS OF BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

Summary

On July 12, 1974, the National Research Act

(Pub. L. 93-348) was signed into law, there-by

creating the National Commission for the Pro-

tection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and

Behavioral Research. One of the charges to the

Commission was to identify the basic ethical

principles that should underlie the conduct

of biomedical and behavioral research revolv-

ing human subjects and to develop guidelines

which should be followed to assure that such

research is conducted in accordance with those

principles.

a basis on which specific rules may be formu-

lated, criticized and interpreted.

Three principles, or general prescriptive judg-

ments, that are relevant to research involving

human subjects are identified in this statement.

Other principles may also be relevant. These

three are comprehensive, however, and are

stated at a level of generalization that should

assist scientists, subjects, reviewers and inter-

ested citizens to understand the ethical issues

inherent In research involving human subjects.

These principles cannot always be applied so

as to resolve beyond dispute particular ethical

problems. The objective is to provide an analyti-

cal framework that will guide the resolution of

ethical problems arising from research Involving

human subjects.

This statement consists of a distinction

between research and practice, a discussion of the

three basic ethical principles, and remarks about

the application of these principles.

Ethical Principles and Guidelines for

Research Involving Human Subjects

Scientific research has produced substantial

social benefits. It has also posed some troubling

ethical questions. Public attention was drawn

to these questions by reported abuses of human

subjects in biomedical experiments, especially

during the Second World War. During the

Nuremberg War Crime Trials, the Nuremberg

code was drafted as a set of standards for judg-

ing physicians and scientists who had conducted

biomedical experiments on concentration camp

prisoners. This code became the prototype of

many later codes intended to assure that research

involving human subjects would be carried out

in an ethical manner.

The codes consist of rules, some general,

others specific, that guide the investigators or

the reviewers of research In their work. Such

rules often are inadequate to cover complex

situations; at times they come into conflict,

and they are frequently difficult to interpret or

apply Broader ethical principles will provide

Part A: Boundaries Between Practice

and Research

A. Boundaries Between Practice and Research

,(       ,         ,)
when the terms experimental and "research"

ale not carefully defined.

For the most part, the term 'practice' refers

to interventions that are designed solely to

enhance the well-being of an individual patient

or client and that have a reasonable expecta-

tion of success. The purpose of medical or

behavioral practice is to provide diagnosis,

preventive treatment or therapy to particular

individuals. By contrast, the term 'research'

designates an activity designed to test an

hypothesis, permit conclusions to be drawn,

and thereby to develop or contribute to gen-

erahzable knowledge (expressed, for example,

in theories, principles, and statements of rela-

tionships). Research is usually described in

a formal protocol that sets forth an objective

and a set of procedures designed to reach that

objective.

When a clinician departs in a significant way

from standard or accepted practice, the innova-

tion does not, in and of itself, constitute research.

The fact that a procedure is 'experimental; in

the sense of new, untested or different, does not

automatically place it in the category of research.

Radically new procedures of this description

should, however, be made the object of formal

research at an early stage in order to determine

whether they are safe and effective. Thus, it is the

responsibility of medical practice committees,

for example, to insist that a major innovation be

incorporated into a formal research project

Research and practice may be carried on

together when research is designed to evaluate

the safety and efficacy of a therapy. This need

not cause any confusion regarding whether or

not the activity requires review; the general rule

is that if there is any element of research in an

activity, that activity should undergo review for

the protection of human subjects.

It is important to distinguish between bio-

medical and behavioral research, on the one

hand, and the practice of accepted therapy

on the other, in order to know what activities

ought to undergo review for the protection

of human subjects of research. The distinc-

tion between research and practice is blurred

partly because both often occur together (as in

research designed to evaluate a therapy) and

partly because notable departures from stan-

dard practice are often called "experimental"

Part B: Basic Ethical Principles

B. Basic Ethical Principles

The expression "basic ethical principles" refers

to those general judgments that serve as a

basic justification for the many particular ethi-

cal plescriptions and evaluations of human

actions. Three basic principles, among those

generally accepted in our cultural tradition, are

particularly relevant to the ethics of research

involving human subjects: the principles of

respect of persons, beneficence and justice.

I. Respect for Persons

Respect for persons incorporates at least two

ethical convictions: first, that individuals should

be treated as autonomous agents, and second,

that persons with diminished autonomy are

entitled to protection. The principle of respect

for persons thus divides into two separate moral

requirements: the requirement to acknoMedge

autonomy and the requirement to protect those

with diminished autonomy.

An autonomous person is an individual

capable of deliberation about personal goals

and of acting under the direction of such delib-

eration. To respect autonomy is to give weight

to autonomous persons' considered opinions

and choices while refraining from obstructing

their actions unless they are clearly detrimen-

tal to others. To show lack of respect for an

autonomous agent is to lepudlate that person's

considered judgments, to deny an individual the

freedom to act on those considered judgments,

or to withhold information necessary to make a

considered judgment, when there are no com-

pelling reasons to do so.

However, not every human being is capable

of self-determination. The capacity for self-

determination matures during an Individual's

life, and some individuals lose this capacity

wholly or in part because of illness, mental dis-

ability, or circumstances that severely restrict

liberty. Respect for the immature and the inca-

pacitated may require protecting them as they

mature or while they are incapacitated.

Some persons are in need of extensive pro-

tection, even to the point of excluding them

from activities which may harm them; other

persons require little protection beyond mak-

ing sure they undertake activities freely and



wlth awareness of posmble adverse conse-

quence. The extent of protection afforded

should depend upon the risk of harm and the

hkehhood of benefit. The judgment that any

individual lacks autonomy should be periodi-

cally reevaluated and will vary in different situ-

ations.

In most cases of research involving human

subjects, respect for persons demands that sub-

jects enter Into the research voluntarily and

with adequate information. In some situations,

however, application of the prmc:ple is not obvi-

ous. The involvement of prisoners as subjects of

research provides an instructive example. On

the one hand, it would seem that the principle

of respect for persons requires that prison-

ers not be deprived of the opportunity to vol-

unteer for research. On the other hand, under

prison conditions they may be subtly coerced

or unduly influenced to engage in research

activities for which they would not otherwise

volunteer. Respect for persons would then dic-

tate that prisoners be protected. Whether to

allow prisoners to "volunteer" or to "protect"

them presents a dilemma. Respecting persons,

in most hard cases, is often a matter of balanc-

ing competing claims urged by the principle of

respect itself.

2. Beneficence

Persons are treated m an eth:cal manner not

only by respecting their decisions and protect-

lng them from harm, but also by making efforts

to secure their well-being. Such treatment falls

under the princ:ple of beneficence. The term

"beneficence" is often understood to cover acts

of kindness or charity that go beyond strict

obligation. In this document, beneficence is

understood in a stronger sense, as an obliga-

tion. Two general rules have been formulated

as complementary expressions of beneficent

actions in this sense. (1) do not harm and (z)

maximize possible benefits and minimize pos-

sible harms

The Hippocratic maxim "do no harm" has

long been a fundamental principle of medical

ethics. Claude Betnaid extended it to the realm

of research, saying that one should not injuIe

one person regaIdless of the benefits that might

come to others. However, even avoiding harm

requires learning what is harmful; and, in the

process of obtaining this information, persons

may be exposed to risk of harm. Further, the

Hippocratic Oath requites physicians to benefit

their patients "according to their best judgment:'

Learning what will in fact benefit may require

exposing persons to risk The problem posed

by these imperatives is to decide when it is jus-

tifiable to seek certain benefits despite the Iisks

Involved, and when the benefits should be fore-

gone because of the risks.

The obligations of beneficence affect both

individual investigators and society at large,

because they extend both to particular research

projects and to the entire enterprise of research.

In the case of particular projects, Investigators

and members of their institutions are obliged to

give forethought to the maximization of benefits

and the reduction of risk that might occur from

the research investigation. In the case of scientific

research in general, members of the larger soci-

ety are obliged to recognize the longer tram ben-

efits and risks that may result fl'om the improve-

ment of knowledge and from the development

of novel medical, psychotherapeutic, and social

procedures.

The principle of beneficence often occupies

a well-defined justifying iole in many areas of

research involving human subjects. An exam-

ple is found in research involving children.

Effective ways of treating childhood diseases

and fostering healthy development are benefits

that serve to justify research revolving children

- even when individual research subjects are

not direct beneficiaries Research also makes

it possible to avoid the harm that may result

from the application of previously accepted

routine practices that on closer investigation

turn out to be dangerous. But the role of the

principle of beneficence is not always so unam-

biguous. A difficult ethical problem remains,

for example, about research that presents more

than minimal risk without immediate prospect

of direct benefit to the children involved. Some

have argued that such lesearch is inadmissible,

while others have pointed out that this limit

would rule out much resemch promising great

benefit to children in the future. Here again, as

w:th all hard cases, the different claims covered

by the principle of beneficence may come into

con flint and force difficult chmces

3. Justice

Who ought to receive the benefits of research and

bear :ts burdens? This is a questmn of justice, m

the sense of"fairness in d:strÿbution" or "what is

deserved." An injustice occurs when some bene-

fit to which a person is entitled is denied without

good reason or when some burden is imposed

unduly. Another way of concmving the princi-

ple of justice :s that equals ought to be treated

equally. However, this statement requires expli-

cation. Who :s equal and who is unequal? What

considerations justify departure from equal dis-

tributmn? Almost all commentators allow that

distinctmns based on experience, age, depriva-

tion, competence, merit and position do some-

times constitute criteria justifying differential

treatment for certain purposes. It is necessary,

then, to explam m what respects people should

be treated equally. There are several widely

accepted formulations of just ways to distribute

burdens and benefits. Each formulation men-

tlons some relevant property on the basis of

which burdens and benefits should be distrib-

uted. These formulations are 0) to each person

an equal share, (2) to each person according to

Individual need, (3) to each person according to

individual effort, (4) to each person according

to societal contributmn, and (5) to each person

according to merit.

Questions of justice have long been associ-

ated with social practices such as punishment,

taxation and political representation. Until

recently these questions have not generally

been associated wÿth scientific research. How-

ever, they are foreshadowed even in the earliest

reflections on the ethics of research involving

human subjects. For example, during the :9th

and early 2oth centuries the burdens ofserwng

as iesearch subjects fell largely upon poor ward

patients, while the benefits of improved med>

cal care flowed primarily to private patients.

Subsequently, the exploitatmn of unwilling

prisoners as research subjects in Nazi concen-

tratmn camps was condemned as a particularly

flagrant injustice. In this country, in the 194o's,

the Tuskegee syphihs study used disadvan-

taged, rural black men to study the untreated

course of a disease that is by no means con-

fined to that population. These subjects were

deprived of demonstrably effective treatment

in order not to interrupt the project, long after

such treatment became generally available.

Against this historical background, it can be

seen how conceptions of justice are relevant to

research involving human subjects. For exam-

ple, the selection of research subjects needs to

be scrutinized In order to determine whether

some classes (e.g., welfare pahents, particular

racial and ethnic minorities, or persons con-

fined to institutions) are being systematically

selected simply because of their easy availability,

their compromised pos:tion, or thmr manlpu-

labihty, rather than for reasons &rectly related

to the problem being studmd. Finally, when-

ever research supported by pubhc funds leads

to the development of therapeutic devices and

procedures, justice demands both that these

not provide advantages only to those who can

afford them and that such research should not

unduly involve persons from groups unlikely

to be among the beneficiaries of subsequent

apphcations of the research.

Part C: Applications

C. Applications

Applications of the general principles to the con-

duct of research leads to cons:derat:on of the

following requirements: informed consent, risk/

benefit assessment, and the selection of subjects

of research.
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I. Informed Consent

Respect for persons reqmres that subjects, to

the degree that they are capable, be given the

opportunity to choose what shall or shall not

happen to them. This opportunity is provided

when adequate standards for informed consent
are satisfied.

While the importance of Informed consent

is unquestioned, controversy prevails over the

nature and possibility of an reformed consent.

Nonetheless, there is widespread agreement that

the consent process can be analyzed as contain-

ing three elements: informahon, comprehension

and voluntariness.

Information. Most codes of research estabhsh

specific Items for disclosure Intended to assure

that subjects are given sufficient information.

These items generally include: the research pro-

cedure, their purposes, risks and anticipated

benefits, alternative procedures (where therapy

is involved), and a statement offering the subject

the opportunity to ask questions and to with-

draw at any time from the research. Additional

items have been proposed, Including how sub-

jects are selected, the person responsible for the
research, etc.

However, a simple listing of items does

not answer the question of what the standard

should be for judging how much and what sort

of information should be provided. One stan-

dard frequently invoked in medical practice,

namely the Information commonly provided

by practitioners in the field or in the locale, is

inadequate since research takes place precisely

when a common understanding does not exist.

Another standard, currently popular in mal-

practice law, requires the practitioner to reveal

the information that reasonable persons would

wish to knowin order to make a decision regard-

lng their care. This, too, seems insufficient since

the research subject, being in essence a vol-

unteer, may wish to know considerably more

about risks gratuitously undertaken than do

patients who deliver themselves into the hand

of a clinician for needed care. It may be that a

standard of "the reasonable volunteer" should

be pioposed, the extent and nature ofinforma_

tion should be such that persons, knowing that

the procedure is neither necessary for their

care nor perhaps fully understood, can decide

whether they wish to participate in the further-

lng of knowledge. Even when some direct ben-

efit to them lS anticipated, the subjects should

understand clearly the range of risk and the

voluntary nature of participation.

seeking the permission of other pat ties in order

to protect the subjects from harm. Such per-

sons are thus respected both by acknowledging

their own wishes and by the use of third parties

to protect them from harm.

The third parties chosen should be those who

are most likely to understand the incompetent

subject's situation and to act in that person's best

interest. The person authorized to act on behalf

of the subject should be given an opportunity

to observe the research as it proceeds in order

to be able to withdraw the subject from the

research, if such action appears in the subject's

best interest.

Comprehension. The manner and context in

which Information is conveyed is as important

as the information itself. For example, present-

lng Information in a disorganized and rapid

fashion, allowing too little time for consideration

or curtailing opportunities for questioning, all

may adversely affect a subject's ability to make
an informed chmce.

Because the subject's ability to understand

is a function of intelligence, rationality, matu-

rity and language, it is necessary to adapt the

presentation of the Information to the subject's

capacmes. Investigators are responsible for

ascertaining that the subject has comprehended

the information. While there is always an obli-

gation to ascertain that the information about

risk to subjects is complete and adequately

comprehended, when the risks are more seri-

ous, that obligation increases. On occasion, it

may be statable to give some oral or written
tests of comprehension.

Special provlsmn may need to be made

when comprehension is severely limited - for

example, by conditions of immaturity or men-

tal disabihty. Each class of subjects that one

might consider as incompetent (e.g., infants

and young children, mentally disabled patients,

the terminally 111 and the comatose) should be

considered on its own terms. Even for these

persons, however, respect requires giving them

the opportunity to choose to the extent they are

able, whether or not to participate in research.

The objections of these subjects to involve-

ment should be honored, unless the research

entails providing them a therapy unavailable

elsewhere. Respect for persons also requires

Voluntariness. An agreement to participate

in research constitutes a vahd consent only if

voluntarily given. This element of informed

consent reqmres conditions free of coercion

and undue influence. Coercion occurs when an

overt threat of harm is intentionally presented

by one person to another In order to obtain

compliance. Undue influence, by contrast, oc-

curs through an offer of an excessive, unwar-

ranted, inappropriate or improper reward or

other overture in order to obtain compliance.

Also, inducements that would ordinarily be ac-

ceptable may become undue influences if the

subject is especially vulnerable

Unjumfiable pressures usually occur when

persons In positions of authority or command-

ing influence - especially where possible sanc-

tions are involved - urge a course of action for

a subject. A continuum of such influencing fac-

tors exists, however, and it is impossible to state

precisely where justifiable persuasion ends and

undue influence begins. But undue influence

would indude actions such as manipulating a

person's choice through the controlling influence

of a close relative and threatening to withdraw

health services to which an individual would

otherwise be entitled.

2. Assessment of Risks and Benefits

• he Nature and Scope of Risks andBenefits.  The

requirement that research be justified on the basis

of a favorable rlsldbenefit assessment bears a dose

relation to the principle of beneficence, just as

the moral requirement that informed consent be

obtained is derived primarily from the principle

of respect for persons The term "risk" refers to a

possibility that harm may occur However, when

expressions such as "small risk" or "high risk" are

used, they usually refer (often ambiguously) both

to the chance (probability) of experiencing a harm

and the severity (magnitude) of the envisioned

harm.

The term "benefit" is used in the research

context to refer to something of positive value

related to health or welfare. Unlike "risk;' "ben-

efit" is not a term that expresses probabilities.

Risk is properly contrasted to probability of

benefits, and benefits are properly contrasted

with harms rather than risks of harm. Accord-

ingly, so-called risk/benefit assessments are

concerned with the probabilities and magni-

tudes of possible harm and anticipated bene-

fits. Many kinds of possible harms and benefits

need to be taken into account. There are, for

example, risks of psychological harm, physical

harm, legal harm, social harm and economic

harm and the corresponding benefits. While

the most likely types of harms to research sub-

jects are those of psychological or physical pain

or injury, other possible kinds should not be

overlooked.

Risks and benefits of research may affect the

individual subjects, the families of the indi-

vidual subjects, and society at large (or special

groups of subjects in society). Previous codes

and Federal regulatmns have required that risks

to subjects be outweighed by the sum of both

the anticipated benefit to the subject, if any, and

the anticipated benefit to society m the form

of knowledge to be gained from the research.

In balancing these &fferent elements, the risks

and benefits affecting the immediate research

subject will normally carry special weight On

the other hand, interests other than those of

the subject may on some occasions be suffi-

cient by themselves to justify the risks involved

in the research, so long as the subjects' rights
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have been protected. Beneficence thus requires

that we protect against risk of harm to subjects

and also that we be concerned about the loss

of the substantial benefits that might be gained
from research.

3. Selection of Subjects

Just as the principle of respect for persons finds

expression in the requuements for consent,

and the principle of beneficence in risk/benefit

assessment, the principle of justice gives rise

to moral requirements that there be fair proce-

dures and outcomes in the selection of research

subjects.

Justice is relevant to the selection of subjects

of research at two levels: the social and the

individual. Individual justice m the selection of

subjects would require that researchers exhibit

fairness: thus, they should not offer poten-

tially beneficial research only to some patients

who are in their favor or select only "undesir-

able" persons for risky research. Social justice

requires that distinctions be drawn between

classes of subjects that ought, and ought not, to

participate m any particular kind of research,

based on the abxhty of members of that class

to bear burdens and on the appropriateness of

placing further burdens on already burdened

persons. ];hus, It can be considered a matter of

social justice that there is an order of prefel-

ence In the selection of classes of subjects (e.g.,

adults before children) and that some classes

of potential subjects (e.g., the instltutionahzed

mentally Infirm or prisoners) may be involved

as research subjects, if at all, only on certain

condltlons.

Injustice may appear in the selection of sub-

jects, even If individual subjects are selected

fairly by investigators and treated fairly in

the course of research. Thus Injustice arises

from social, racial, sexual and cultural biases

Institutionalized In society. 3bus, even if indi-

vidual researchers are treating then research

subjects fairly, and even if IRBs are taking care

to assure that subjects are selected fairly within a

particular Institution, unjust social patterns may

nevertheless appear in the overall distribution of

the burdens and benefits of research. Although

Individual Institutions or investigators may not

be able to resolve a problem that is pervasive in

their social setting, they can consider distribu-

tive justice in selecting research subjects.

Some populations, especially Institutional_

ized ones, are already burdened in many ways

by their Infirmities and environments. When

research is proposed that involves risks and

does not include a therapeutic component,

other less burdened classes of persons should

be called upon first to accept these risks of

research, except where the research is directly

related to the specific conditions of the class

involved. Also, even though public funds for

research may often flow in the same directions

as public funds for health care, it seems unfair

that populations dependent on public health

care constitute a pool of preferred research

subjects If more advantaged populations are

likely to be the recipients of the benefits.

One special Instance of injustice results

from the involvement of vulnerable subjects.

Certain groups, such as racial minorities, the

economically disadvantaged, the very sick,

and the Institutionalized may continually be

sought as research subjects, owing to their

ready availability in settings where research is

conducted. Given their dependent status and

their frequently compromised capacity for free

consent, they should be protected against the

danger of being Involved in research solely for

administrative convenience, or because they are

easy to manipulate as a result of their illness or

socioeconomic condition.

Declaration of Helsinki

Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Sublects

WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

A. Introduction

1. The World Medical Association (WMA) has

developed the Declaration of Helsinlrd as a

statement of ethical principles for medical

research involving human subjects, includ-

Ing lesearch on identifiable human material

and data.

The Declaration is intended to be read

as a whole and each of its constituent para-

graphs should not be applied without con-

sideratIon of all other relevant paragraphs.

2 Although the Declaration IS addressed prl-

mardy to physicians, the WMA encouIages

other participants in medical research involv-

ing human subjects to adopt these principles.

3. It is the duty of the physician to promote and

safeguard the health of patients, including

those who are involved in medical research.

The physician's knowledge and conscience

are dedicated to the fulfilment of this duty.

4. The Declaration of Geneva of the WMA

binds the physician with the words, "The

health of my patient will be my first con-

sideratlon;' and the International Code of

Medical Ethics declares that, '3, physician

shall act in the patient's best interest when

providing medical care"

5. Medical progress is based on research that

ultimately must include studies involving

human subjects. Populations that are under-

represented in medical research should be

provided appropriate access to participa-

tion in research.

6. In medical research involving human sub-

jects, the well-being of the individual research

subject must take precedence over all other

Interests.

7. The primary purpose of medical research

involving human subjects is to understand

the causes, development and effects of dis-

eases and improve preventive, dlagnostm

and therapeutic interventions (methods,

procedures and treatments). Even the

best current interventions must be evalu-

ated continually through research for their

safety, effectiveness, efficiency, accesslbihty

and quahty.

8. In  medical  practice  and  in  medical

research, most interventions involve risks

and burdens.

9 Medical research is subject to ethical stan-

dards that promote respect for all human

subjects and protect their health and rights.

Some research populations are particu-

larly vulnerable and need special protec-

tion. These include those who cannot give

or refuse consent for themselves and those

who may be vulnerable to coercion or

undue influence.

lo. Physicians should consider the ethical, legal

and regulatory norms and standards for

research involving human subjects in their

own countries as well as applicable inter-

national norms and standards. No national

or international ethical, legal or regulatory

requirement should reduce or ehmmate

any of the protections for research subjects

set forth in this Declaration

B. Principles for All Medical Research

11. It IS the duty of physicians who partici-

pate in medical research to protect the

life, health, dlgmty, integrity, right to

self-determination, privacy, and confiden-
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tlality of personal information of research

subjects.

12. Medical  research  involving  human

subjects  must  conform  to  generally

accepted scientific principles, be based

on a thorough knowledge of the scientific

literature, other relevant sources of infor-

mation, and adequate laboratory and, as

appropriate, animal experimentation. The

welfare of animals used for research must

be respected.

13. Appropriate caution must be exercised in

the conduct of medical research that may

harm the environment.

14. The design and performance of each

research study Involving human subjects

must be clearly described in a research

protocol. The protocol should contain a

statement of the ethical considerations

involved and should Indicate how the

principles in this Declaration have been

addressed. The protocol should include

information regarding funding, spon-

sors,  Institutional  affiliations,  other

potential conflicts of interest, incentives

for subjects and provisions for treating

and/or compensating subjects who are

harmed as a consequence of participa-

tion in the research study. The protocol

should describe arrangements for post-

study access by study subjects to inter-

ventions identified as beneficial in the

study or access to other appropriate care
or benefits.

15. The research protocol must be submit-

ted for consideration, comment, guid-

ance and approval to a research ethics

committee before the study begins. This

committee must be Independent of the

researcher, the sponsor and any other

undue Influence. It must take into con-

sIderation the laws and regulations of

the country or countries in which the

research IS to be performed as well as

applicable international norms and stan-

dards but these must not be allowed to

reduce or eliminate any of the protec-

tions for research subjects set forth In

this Declaration  The committee must

have the right to monitor ongoing stud-

les. The researcher must provide moni-

toring Information to the committee,

especially information about any serious

adverse events. No change to the proto-

col may be made without consideration

and approval by the committee.

16. Medical research Involving human sub-

jects must be conducted only by indi-

viduals with the appropriate scientific

training and qualifications. Research on

patients or healthy volunteers requires

the supervision of a competent and

appropriately qualified physician or other

health care professional. The responsibil-

ity for the protection of research subjects

must always rest with the physician or

other health care professional and never

the research subjects, even though they

have given consent.

17. Medical research mvolvmg a disadvantaged

or vulnerable population or community is

only justified if the research is responsive

to the health needs and priorities of this

population or community and if there is a

reasonable lllÿellhood that this population

or community stands to benefit from the

results of the research.

18. Every medical research study involving

human subjects must be preceded by

careful assessment of predictable risks

and burdens to the Individuals and com-

munities involved in the research in

comparison with foreseeable benefits to

them and to other Individuals or com-

munitms affected by the condition under

Investigation.

19. Every clinical trial must be registered In a

publicly accessible database before recruit-

ment of the first subject.

2o Physicians may not participate in a

research study involving human subjects

unless they are confident that the risks

involved have been adequately assessed

and can be satisfactorily managed. Phy-

sicians must Immediately stop a study

when the risks are found to outweigh the

potential benefits or when there is con-

cluslve proof of positive and beneficial

results.

21. Medical research involving human sub-

jects may only be conducted if the impor-

tance of the objective outweighs the

inherent risks and burdens to the research

subjects.

22. Participation by competent individuals as

subjects in medical research must be vol-

untary. Although it may be appropriate to

consult family members or community

leaders, no competent individual may be

enrolled in a research study unless he or

she freely agrees.

23. Every precaution must be taken to protect

the privacy of research subjects and the

confidentiality of their personal Informa-

tion and to minimize the impact of the

study on their physical, mental and social

integrity.

24. In medical research involving competent

human subjects, each potential subject

must be adequately informed of the aims,

methods, sources of funding, any possi-

ble conflicts of interest, institutional affil-

Iations of the researcher, the anticipated

benefits and potential risks of the study

and the discomfort it may entail, and any

other relevant aspects of the study The

potential subject must be informed of the

right to refuse to participate in the study

or to withdraw consent to participate at

any time without reprisal. Specml atten-

tmn should be given to the specific infor-

mation needs of individual potential

subjects as well as to the methods used

to deliver the information. After ensur-

ing that the potential subject has under-

stood the information, the physician or

another appropriately qualified individ-

ual must then seek the potential subject's

fleely-given informed consent, prefer-

ably in writing. If the consent cannot be

expressed In writing, the non-written

consent must be formally documented

and witnessed.

25. For medical research using identifiable

human material or data, physicians must

normally seek consent for the collection,

analysis, storage and/or reuse. There may

be situations where consent would be

impossible or impractical to obtain for

such research or would pose a threat to

the vali&ty of the research. In such situa-

tions the research may be done only after

consideratmn and approval of a research

ethics committee.

26. When seeking informed consent for par-

tlclpatlon in a research study the physician

should be particularly cautious If the poten-

tial subject is in a dependent relationship

with the physician or may consent under

duress In such situations the informed

consent should be sought by an appropri-

ately qualified individual who is completely

independent of this relationship.

27. For a potential research subject who is

incompetent, the physician must seek

lnfoimed consent from the legally autho-

rized representative. These individuals

must not be included in a research study

that has no likelihood of benefit for them

unless it is intended to promote the health

of the population represented by the poten-

tial subject, the research cannot instead be

performed with competent persons, and

the research entails only minimal risk and

minimal burden.

28. When a potential research subject who is

deemed incompetent is able to give assent

to decisions about participation in research,

the physician must seek that assent in addi-

tion to the consent of the legally authorized

representative. The potential subject's dis-

sent should be respected.

29. Research involving subjects who  are

physically or mentally incapable of giving



consent, for example, unconscious patients,

may be done only if the physical or mental

condition that prevents giving Informed

consent is a necessary characteristic of

the research population. In such circum-

stances the physician should seek informed

consent from the legally authorized repre-

sentative. If no such representative is avail-

able and if the research cannot be delayed,

the study may proceed without informed

consent provided that the specific reasons

for involving subjects with a condition

that renders them unable to give informed

consent have been stated in the research

protocol and the study has been approved

by a research ethics committee. Consent to

remain in the research should be obtained

as soon as possible from the subject or a

legally authorized representative.

3o. Authors, editors and publishers all have

ethical obligations with regard to the

publication of the results of research.

Authors have a duty to make publicly

available the results of their research on

human subjects and are accountable for

the completeness and accuracy of their

reports. They should adhere to accepted

guidelines for ethical reporting. Nega-

tive and Inconclusive as well as positive

results should be published or other-

wise made publicly available. Sources

of funding, mstltutlonal affiliations and

conflicts of Interest should be declared

in the publication. Reports of research

not in accordance with the principles of

this Declaration should not be accepted

for publication.
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research study will not adversely affect the

health of the patients who selve as research

subjects.

The benefits, risks, burdens and effective-

ness of a new lnteivention must be tested

against those of the best current proven

intervention, except in the following cir-

cumstances:

to evaluate its safety and efficacy. In

all cases, new Information should be

recorded and, where appropriate, made

pubhcly available

• The use of placebo, or no treatment, is

acceptable in studies where no current

proven intervention exists; or

• Where for compelling and scientifically

sound methodological reasons the use

of placebo is necessary to determine the

efficacy or safety of an intervention and

the patients who receive placebo or no

treatment will not be subject to any risk

of serious or irreversible harm. Extreme

care must be taken to avoid abuse of this

option.

33. At the conclusion of the study, patients

entered into the study are entitled to be

informed about the outcome of the study

and to share any benefits that result from

it, for example, access to interventions

Identified as beneficial in the study or to

other appropriate care or benefits.

34. The physician must fully inform the patient

which aspects of the care are related to the

research. The refusal of a patient to par-

ticipate in a study or the patient's deci-

sion to withdraw from the study must

never interfere with the patient-physician

relationship.

35. In the treatment of a patient, where

proven interventions do not exist or have

been ineffective, the physician, after seek-

ing expert advice, with informed consent

from the patient or a legally authorized

representative, may use an unproven

intervention If in the physician's judge-

ment it offers hope of saving life, re-es-

tabhshlng health or alleviating suffering.

Where possible, this intervention should

be made the object of research, designed

31. The physician may combine medical

research with medical care only to the

extent that the research is justafied by its

potential preventive, diagnostic or thera-

peutic value and ff the physician has good

reason to beheve that participatmn in the

C. Additional Principles for Medical Research

Combined with Medical Care

Halting Research a Requirement of Treatment

Why We Should Sometimes let Doctors Pressure Patients to Participate in Research

DAVID ORENTLICHER

Hastings Center Report 35, no,5 (2005)' 20-28

In recent years, a number of events have iaised

concerns about the adequacy of safeguards

to protect people who volunteer for medical

research Individuals without a serious illness,

like Jesse GelsInger and Ellen Roche, have &ed

unexpectedly whale participating in clinical

tilals. The federal Office for Human Research

Protections temporarily halted studies at sev-

eral major academic centers for their failure

to observe research guidelines, Overseas tri-

als of HIV-therapy during pregnancy have

been criticized for including a placebo control

arm. For some studies, we must worry whether

research subjects are placed at too great a risk

by physicians seeking to advance medical

knowledge.

At the same time, we must also question

whether research safeguards are sometimes

overly protective of people who might enter

clinical trials  Progress in treating trauma

patients, for example, was hampered for many

years by the requarements of informed con-

sent--seriously injured patients often lack the

decision-making capacity necessary to agree to

enrollment an a research trial, and family mem-

bers may not be available to consent to the trial

on their behalf. These difficulties in enrolhng

patients slowed the development of promising

therapies--including more effectave methods

for cardiac resuscitation and substitutes for

blood to transfuse patients who have suffered

major blood loss. To address this pioblem,

federal guldehnes for informed consent were

modified in 1996 to permit valuable research in

the emergency setting

This article argues that just as there was a

need to relax the requirements of informed

consent for trauma research, there is a need to

relax the precautions taken to ensure voluntary

participation of subjects in another kind of

research trial--studies involving the compari-

son of two or more estabhshed therapms to see

whether one is superior to the alternatave(s).

For many medmal problems, physicians can

choose among multiple therapeutic options,

and the choice is typically based more on

hunch than on data. Patients would benefit

greatly from studies that clarify the relative

benefits and risks of different options for their

illnesses.

However, these studies can be delayed--and

medical progress impeded--by difficulties in

securing the participation of enough individuals.

Concerns about ensuring that patients par-

ticapate m research truly voluntarily discourage

or prevent physicians from employing such a

measure. Condltiomng treatment on a patmnt's

wllhngness to enroll in a trial is thought to con-

stitute unacceptable coercion. But in fact, linking

treatment to participation an research could be

a valuable and ethically sound way to increase

patient participation, as long as the clinical trial

involves a comparison of alternative, established

therapies.



Hypothetical Case Study

As an illustration of the concern with current

standards for informed consent in research,

consider the following hypothetical case study,

which is based on an important, federally funded
clinical trial.

The clinical trial was the Atrial Fibrillation

Follow-up Investigation of Rhythm Manage-

ment (AFFIRM) trial. Sponsored by the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, AFFIRM

compared two established treatment strategies

for persistent or recurrent atrial fibrillation to

see if one offered either better outcomes or less

adverse effects. In one strategy, physicians try to

restore and maintain the atrium's normal sinus

rhythm with cardioversaon (the application of

an electrical shock to jolt an abnormal heart-

beat into a normal one) and antiarrhythmic

drugs. This method is known as "rhythm con-

trol?' Alternatively, physicians can try to control

the response of the heart's ventricles to the atrial

fibrillation by maintaining a good ventricular

heart rate--a method lmown as "rate control:'

With this second strategy, physicians employ

both drug and nonpharmacologlc therapies. In

the AFFIRM study, patients were randomized to

receive one of the two treatment strategies, and

the patients received their care from their cur-

rent physician according to the study protocol's

guidelines. Thus, while the patients were par-

ticipatlng in a research trial, there was nothing

experimental about their treatment. The only

experimental part of the trial was the fact that a

patient's own treatment strategy was chosen ran-

domly. (Results from AFFIRM were published

In December 2002, and they suggested that rate

control has Important advantages over rhythm

control as a therapeutic option.)

Now assume one change in the trial. In the

actual study, cardiologists invited patients with

atrial fibrillation to enter the AFFIRM trial.

Patients who chose to enroll were assigned to

one of the treatment strategies randomly. If

a patient declined enrollment, then the car-

diologist provided one of the two treatment

strategies according to the cardiologist's usual

practice. But suppose instead that some car-

diologists told their patients that they would

treat the atrial fibrillation only if the patients

enrolled in the study. If a patient did not want

to participate m AFFIRM, the cardiologist

would decline to accept the patient for care or

would end the patient-physician relationship

and instruct the patient to obtain care from

another cardiologist. Participation in AFFIRM

would have been a condition of receiving care
fi'om these cardiologists.

Today's Research Guidelines

Under current practice, it is highly unlikely that

approval would be given to a study in which phy-

sicians made participation In the study a con&-

tion for receiving treatment. Studies that involve

testing or observation of people must be autho-

rized by an Institutional review board (IRB), a

committee that reviews the proposed study and

considers whether it meets ethical standards for

medical research. For example, an IRB would

analyze the proposal to ensure that participation

in the study is voluntary and that the health of

the volunteers is not placed at too great a risk.

For a study conditioning treatment on participa-

tion in research, IRBs would be concerned that

potential subjects would be coerced into enroll-

ing in the trial--that a decision to enroll would

not be truly voluntary.

Making a Change

Although current practices discourage condi-

tioning treatment on participation In research,

physicians could make a strong case for having

the freedom to treat patients only In the setting

of a clinical trial, when a study is comparing
well-established therapies.

Eliminating Unnecessary Impediments to
Medical Progress

When a physician chooses between multiple

therapies without knowing which therapy

offers the greatest benefit, the physician may

be subjecting many patients to inferior treat-

ment. The physician could use the different

alternatives equally to ensure that at least some

patients receive the best treatment, or the phy-

sician could make a best guess as to the most

appropriate treatment, knowing that either all

or none of the patients will receive the optimal

therapy.

The only way to ensure that all patients receive

optimal therapy is to run a clinical trial compar-

ing the alternatives. Moreover, the number who

receive inferior treatment can be minimized by

completing the trial rapidly. Physicians might

therefore want to enroll all of their patients in

a definitive study. If patients have the option of

declining participation, the study could take

much longer, as in the study of treatment for

chronic lung disease for which recruitment took

twice as long as expected.

Encouraging More of a Social Sentiment in

Favor of Participation in Medical Research

Today's patients benefit greatly from the medi-

cal discoveries of yesterday, and those discov-

eries would not have occurred without the

willingness of previous generations of patients

to volunteer for clinical trials. In return for the

benefits of earlier research, we might want to

say that patients should be willing to partici-

pate in new trials. To put it another way, if peo-

ple want to share in the benefits of their soci-

ety, they arguably should share in Its burdens,

too. Moreover, we might say, no one is required

to accept the benefits of medical treatment.

Indeed, patients enjoy a constitutional right to

refuse medical treatment, even life-sustaining

treatment. Whether to receive medical treat-

ment remains an option. As an option, its

receipt could be made conditional on the will-

ingness of the patient to participate in medical

research.

Answering the Objections

Not only are there strong grounds for condition-

ing treatment on the willingness of patients to

participate in some clinical trials, but the usual

justifications for strictly voluntary participation
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are not present in the kinds of studies suggested

by this article.

Risk to Patient Welfare Is Not a Concern

Most importantly, we do not have to worry about

patients being forced to assume a risk to their

health In many chnlcal trials, a patient may be

randomized to either standard therapy or exper-

Imental therapy. In such cases, the experimental

therapy may not fulfill its promise and may have

serious side effects. Patients in the experimental

therapy arm of the study would be harmed by

their participation. Similarly, if an experimental

therapy is compared to placebo when established

treatments already exist for the medical condition

being studied, patients in the placebo arm and

possibly in the experimental arm of the study

will suffer by virtue of their participation in the

clinical trial. In studies comparing well-accepted

treatments, on the other hand, the patient would

be receiving the same care that would be pro-

vided in a visit to a physician's office. In fact,

the patient might receive better care by virtue

of enrollment In the study; patients participat-

ing in research studies receive greater attention

to--and more rigorous observation of--their

medical conditions than do patients receiving

care in their physicians' offices.

The Possibility of Coercion Is Not Serious

Voluntary participation in medical research 1s

important because patients may be reluctant

to reject their physicians' invitation to enter a

research study. A patient might unduly defer to

the physician's judgment because of the physi-

cian's greater expertise or because of fear that

a refusal to participate might jeopardize the

patient's relationship with the physician. Patients

might easily feel that they have no real choice

when asked to enroll in a study. As a result, ethi-

cal guidelines for medical research include pro-

visions to assure patients that they are free to

choose not to participate.

But with studies comparing different, well-

accepted treatments, it would not be trouble-

some if patients felt some pressure to enroll. If



they agreed to participate, they would not be

placed at any greater risk of harm than if they

did not. Moreover, the purpose of the pressure

is to encourage them to help society understand

and treat disease. There is nothing wrong with

reasonable efforts at pelsuasion when the per-

suasion is designed to foster socially desirable
behavior.
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Threat to Patient Trust

We might be concerned that conditioning

treatment on participating In research would

undermine patient trust in the medical profes-

sion. If patients felt coerced by their physicians'

research requirements, they would be inclined

to wonder whether their physicians were com-

promising their mterests for the benefit of
other Interests.

We should be wary of measures that might

undermine patient trust. Because patients lack

medical expertise and because the patient's

health and even hfe may hang m the balance,

patients are highly dependent on their physi-

cians. With so much at stake for the patient

and so much power In the hands of the physi-

cian, patients will not be willing to rely on their

physicians' judgment unless they can trust that

physicians use their skills and power on their
patients' behalf.

Concerns about patient trust are especially

Important in medical research Medical research

generally involves patients accepting some risks

to their own health for the benefit of future

patients. Because medical research is predicated

on a sacrifice of patlent welfare, it is important

to assure patients that the risk will be mini-

mized. Moreover, past abuses of patient welfare

in research give patients grounds for skepticism

about the trustworthiness of today's researcher.

The Tuskegee syphilis study and the ra&ation

studies of cancer patients are two of the moie

notable examples of abuse.

While these concerns about trust are impor-

tant, they should not lead us to Ieject entirely

the possibility of condÿtloning treatment on

participation m research. Past abuses m medmal

research revolved two problemahc elements,

neither of which is present in the kdnd of tIial

suggested by this article. First, many abusive stud-

ies involved the deception of the research sub-

jects. They were not given accurate information

about the trials in which they were participating.

As previously Indicated, the ability to condition

treatment on research participation would not

entail any other changes in the requirements of

reformed consent. Second, many of the abusive

trials placed patients at an unacceptable risk to

their health In contrast, the kinds of studies that

satisfy this article's proposal are those in which

patients would receive one of two or more well-

accepted therapies--therapies that they would

receive from any number of doctors whom they

might see for care.

Moreover, conducting research that com-

pares established therapies m order to discover

whether one is bettel may well bolstei patient

trust. Patients ought to be reassured by knowing

that their physicians are trying to find out whmh

treatments are optimal.

The New Yorker (January 7, 2008) 36-41

Many people have been unnecessarily harmed by

research that did not adhere to sufficiently strict

ethical safeguards. Steps should be taken to pro-

tect against future harm. At the same time, ethi-

cal safeguards can become too strict. Somehmes,

Important advances in medical understanding are

slowed or stymied by unnecessary limits on the

abihty of physicians to encourage their patients to

participate in clinical trials. When a clinical trial

compaIes two or more well-estabhshed therapies

to determine which is better, physicmns ought to

be able to condition treatment on a patient's will-

Ingness to enroll m the trial.

Too Lax or Too Strict

On September 11, 2001, James Rockwell was

camped out in a chnical-reseaIch unit on the

eleventh floor of a Philadelphia hospital, where

he had enrolled as a subject in a high-paying

dtug study. As a iule, studies that involve lnva-

slve medical procedures are more lucrative--the

more uncomfortable, the better the pay--and in

this study subjects had a fibre-optic tube inserted

in their mouths and down their esophaguses so

that researchers could examine their gastrointes-

tinal tracts

Rockwell had enrolled in many previous

studies at corporate sites at places like Wyeth

and GlaxoSmithKline  But the atmosphere

there felt professional, bureaucratic, and cold

Thas unit was in a univeisity hospital, not a cot-

porate lab, and the staff had a casual attitude

toward regulations and procedures. "The Ani-

mal House of research units" is what Rockwell

calls it. "I'm standing in the hallway juggling;'

he says. "I'm up at five in the morning watch-

ing movies" Although study guidelines called

for stringent dietary restrictions, the subjects

got so hungry that one of them Dcked the

lock on the food closet. "We got giant boxes of

cooMes and ran into the lounge and put them

in the couch" Rockwell says "This one guy

was putting them in the ceiling tiles" Rock-

well has httle confidence in the data that the

study produced. "The most integral part of the

study was the diet restriction" he says, "and we

were just gorging ourselves at 2 A.M. on Cheez

Doodles."

On the morning of September ,lth, nearly

a month into the five-week study, the subjects

gathered around a television and watched the

news of the terrorist attacks through a diug-

induced haze. "We were all high on Versed after

getting endoscoples;' Rockwell says He and the
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other subjects began to wonder if they should go

home. But a mass departure would have ruined

the study. "The doctors were, like, 'No, no!'"

Rockwell recalls "'No one's going home, every-

thlng's fine['" Rockwell stayed until the end of

the study and was paid seventy-five hundred

dollars, He used the money to make a down pay-

ment on a house.

Rockwell is a wiry thirty-yeai-old massage-

therapy student with a pierced nose; he seems

to bounce in his seat as he speaks, radiating

enthusiasm Over the years, he estimates, he

has enrolled in moie than twenty studies for

money. The Philadelphia area offers plenty of

oppoltunltles for aspiring human subjects. It is

home to four medical schools and is part of a

drug-industiy corridor that stretches into New

Jersey. Bristol-Myers Squibb regularly sends a

van to pick up volunteers at the Trenton train

station

Today, fees as high as the one that Rockwell

received aren't unusual. The best-paying stu&es

are longer, in-patient trials, where subjects aie

often required to check into a research facility

for days or even weeks at a time, so that their

diet can be controlled, their blood and urine

checked regularly, and their medical status

carefully monitored. Occasionally, they also

undergo invasive procedures, like a bronchos-

copy or a biopsy, or something else unpleas-

ant, such as being deprived of sleep, weatIng

a rectal probe, or having allergens sprayed in

their faces, Because such studies reqmre a fan

amount of hme in a research unit, the sub-

jects are usually people who need money and

have a lot of time to spare: the unemployed,

college students, contract workeis, ex-cons,

oi young people living on the margins who

have decided that testing drugs is better than
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punching a clock with the wage slaves. In some

cities, hke Philadelphia and Austin, the drug-

testing economy has produced a community

of semi-professional research subjects, who

enroll in one study after another. Some of them

do nothing else. For them, "guinea-pigging;' as

they call it, has become a job Many of them say

that they know people who have been travel-

ling around the country doing studies for fif-

teen years or longer. "It's crazy and it's sad," one

drug-trial veteran told me. "For me, this is not

a life. But it is a life for a lot of these people,'

Most drug studies used to take place in medi-

cal schools and teaching hospitals. Pharmaceu-

tical companies developed the drugs, but they

contracted with academic physicians to carry

out the clinical testing. According to The New

England Journal of Me&cine, as recently as 1991

eighty per cent of Industry-sponsored trials were

conducted In academic health centers. Academm

health centers had a lot to offer pharmaceutical

companies: academic researchers who could

design the trials, publications m academic jour-

nals that could help market the products, and a

pool of potential subjects on whom the drugs

could be tested. But, in the past decade, the

pharmaceutical industry has been testing more

drugs, the trials have grown more complex, and

the financial pressure to bring drugs to market

swiftly has intensified. Impatient with the slow

pace of academm bureaucracies, pharmaceutical

companies have moved trials to the private sec-

tor, where more than seventy per cent of them

are now conducted.

This has spurred the growth of businesses

that specialize in various parts of the commer-

cial-research enterprise. The largest of the new

businesses are called "contract research orga-

nizations" and include Qulntiles, Covance,

Parexel, and P.P.D. (Pharmaceutical Product

Development), a company that has operations

in thirty countries, including India, Israel, and

South Africa. (About fifty per cent of clinical tri-

als are now conducted outside the United States

and Western Europe.) These firms are hired to

shepherd a product through every aspect of its

development, from subject recruitment and

testing through ED.A. approval. Speed is criti-

cal: a patent lasts twenty years, and a drug com-

pany's aim is to get the drug on the shelves as

early in the life of the patent as possible. When,

in 2ooo, the Office of the Inspector General of

the Department of Health and Human Services

asked one researcher what sponsors were look-

ing for, he replied, "No. 1--rapid enrollment. No.

2--rapid enrollment. No 3--rapid enrollment?'

The result has been to broaden the range of sub-

jects who are used and to increase the rates of

pay they receive.

Most professional guinea pigs are involved

m Phase I climcal trials, in which the safety

of a potential drug is tested, typically by giv-

ing it to healthy subjects and studying any side

effects that it produces. (Phase II trials aim at

determining dosing requirements and demon-

strating therapeutm efficacy; Phase III trials are

on a larger scale and usually compare a drug's

results with standard treatments.) The better

trial sites offer such amenities as video games,

pool tables, and wireless Internet access. If all

goes well, a guinea pig can get paid to spend

a week watching "The Lord of the Rings" and

playing Halo with his friends, in exchange for

wearing a hep-lock catheter on one arm and

eating institutional food. Nathaniel Miller, a

Philadelphia trial veteran who started doing

studies to fund his political activism, was once

paid fifteen hundred dollars in exchange for

three days and two G.I. endoscopies at Temple

University, where he was given a private room

with a television. "It was like a hotel;' he says,

"except that twice they came in and stuck a tube

down my nose."

The shift to the market has created a new

dynamic. The relationship between testers and

test subjects has become, more nakedly than

ever, a business transaction. Guinea pigs are the

first to admit this. "Nobody's doing this out of the

goodness of their heart" Miller says. Unhke sub-

jects in later-stage clinical reals, who are usually

sick and might enroll in a study to gain access to

a new drug, people m healthy-volunteer studies

cannot expect any therapeutic benefit to balance

the risks they take. As guinea pigs see it, theiI

reason for taking the drugs is no &fferent from

that of the clinical investigators who administer

them, and who are compensated handsomely for

their efforts. This raises an ethical question: what

happens when both parties involved m a trial

see the enterprise primarily as a way of makmg

money?

In May of 2oo6, Mlami-Dade County ordered

the demolition of a former Holiday Inn, citing

various fire and safety violations. It had been the

largest drug-testing site in North America, with

six hundred and seventy-five beds. The operation

closed down that year, shortly after the financial

magazine Bloomberg Markets repmted that the

bullding's owner, SFBC International, was pay-

ing undocumented immigrants to partmlpate in

drug trials under ethically dubmus conditmns.

The medical director of the chnlc got her degree

from a school in the Caribbean and was not

licensed to practice. Some of the studies had been

approved by a commercial ethical-review board

owned by the wife of an SFBC vice-president.

(The company, which has since changed its name

to PharmaNet Development Group, says that it

required subjects to provide proof of their legal

status, and that the practice of me&cine wasn't

part of the medical director's duties. Last August,

the company paid $ÿ8.5 million to settle a class-

action lawsuit.)

"It was a human-subjects bazaar," says Ken-

neth Goodman, a bioethiclst at the University of

Miami who visited the site. The motel was in a

downtrodden neighborhood; according to later

reports, paint was peeling from the walls, and

there were seven or eight subjects in a room,

Goodman says that the waiting area was filled with

potential subjects, mainly African-American and

Hispamc; administrative staff members worked

behind a window, hke gas-statmn attendants,

passing documents through a hole in the glass.

The SFBC scandal was not the first of its

kind. In 1996, the Wall Street Journal reported

that the Eh Lilly company was using home-

less alcoholics from a local shelter to test

experimental drugs at budget rates at its testing

site in Indianapolis. (Lllly's executive director

of clinical phaimacology told the Journal that

the homeless people were driven by "altruism;'

and that they enrolled in trials because they

"want to help socmty" The company says that it

now reqmres subjects to provide proof of res>

deuce.) The Lilly clinic, the Journal reported,

had developed such a reputation for admit-

ting the down-and-out that subjects travelled

to Indianapohs from all over the country to

participate in studies.

How did the largest clinical-trial unit on the

continent recruit undocumented Immigrants to

a dilapidated motel for ten years without any-

one noticing? Part of the answer has to do with

our system of oversight Before the nineteen-

seventies, medical research was poorly regu-

lated; many Phase I subjects were prisoners.

Reforms were instituted after congressional

investigations into abuses hke the four-decade

Tuskegee syphilis studies, in which researchers

studied, instead of treating, syphilis infections

in African-American men. For the past three

decades, institutional review boards, or I.R B.s,

have been the primary mechanism for protect-

ing subjects in drug trials. ED.A. regulations

require that any study in support of a new

drug be approved by an I.R.B. Untd recently,

I,R.B.s were based in universities and teaching

hospitals, and were made up primarily of fac-

ulty members who volunteered to review the

research studies being conducted in their own

institutions. Now that most drug studies take

place outside academic settings, research spon-

sors can submit their proposed studies to for-

profit I.R.B s, which will review the ethics of a

study in exchange for a fee. These boards are

subject to the same financial pressures faced by

virtually everyone in the business. They com-

pete for clients by promising a fast review. And

if one for-profit I.R.B. concludes that a study

is unethical the sponsor can simply take it to

another.

Moreover, because I.R B.s scrutinize studies

only on paper, they are seldom in a position to



comment on conditions at a study site. Most of

the standards that SFBC violated in Miami, for

example, would not be covered In an ordinaIy

off-site ethics ieview I.R.B.s ask questions like

"Have the subjects been adequately informed

of what the study involves?" They do not gen-

erally ask if the sponsors are recruiting undocu-

mented immigrants or if the study site poses a

fire hazard. At some trial sites, guinea pigs are

housed in circumstances that would drive away

anyone with better options. Guinea pigs told me

about sites that skimp on meals and hot water, or

that require subjects to bring their own towels

and blankets. A few sites have a reputation for

recruiting subjects who are threatening or dan-

gerous but work cheaply.

Few people realize how little oversight the

federal government provides for the protection

of subjects in privately sponsored studies. The

Office for Human Research Protections, in the

Department of Health and Human Services,

has jurisdiction only over research funded

by the department. The F.D.A. oversees drug

safety, but, according to a zoo7 H.H.S. report,

it conducts "more Inspections that verify clini-

cal trial data than inspections that focus on

human-subject protections." In 2005, F.D.A.

inspectors were finally given a code number

for reporting "failure to protect the rights,

safety, and welfare of subjects;' and an agency

spokesman says that they plan to make more

human-subject-safety inspections in the future,

but so fat they have cited only one investiga-

tor for a violation. (He had held a subject in

his research umt against her will.) In any case,

the F.D.A inspects only about one per cent of

clinical trials

Most guinea pigs rely on their wits--or on

word of mouth from other subjects--to deter-

mine which studies are safe. Some avoid par-

ticular kinds of studms, such as trials for heart

dxugs or psychmtric drugs Others have devel-

oped relationships with certain recrmters, whom

they trust to tell them which studies to avoid. In

general, guinea pigs figure that sponsors have a

financial incentive to keep them healthy. "The

companies don't give two shits about me or my

personal well-being;' Nathaniel Miller says. "But

it's not in their interest for anything to go wI ong"

That's true, but companies also have an interest

in things going well as cheaply as possible, and

this can lead to hazardous tradeoffs.

The most notorious recent disaster for healthy

volunteers took place in March, 2oo6, at a testing

site run by Parexel at Northwick Park Hospital,

outside London; subjects were offered two

thousand pounds to enroll in a Phase I trial of

a monoclonal antibody, a prospective treatment

for rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sderosis.

Six of the volunteers had to be rushed to a nearby

intensive-care umt after suffering life-threatening

reactmns--severe inflammatmn, organ failure.

They were hospitalized for weeks, and one sub-

ject's fingers and toes were amputated. All the

subjects have reportedly been left with long-term

disabilities.

The Northwlck Park episode was not an

isolated incident. Traci Johnson, a pIeviously

healthy nineteen-year-old student, committed

suicide in a safety study of Eli Ldly'S antide-

pressant Cymbalta in January of zoo4. (Lilly

demes that its product was to blame.) I spoke

to an Iraqi living in Canada who began doing

trials when he Immigrated. He was living in a

hostel and needed money to buy a car. A friend

told him, "This thing is like fast cash" When

he enrolled in an lmmunosuppressant trml at a

Montreal-based subsidiary of SFBC, he found

himself in a bed next to a subject who was

coughing up blood. Despite his complaints, he

was not moved to a different bed for nine days.

He and eight other subjects later tested positive

for tuberculosis.

A decade ago, shortly after I began teaching

bioethms and philosophy at the University of

Minnesota, I got a phone call fi'om a psychiatiist

named Faruk Abuzzahab. He wanted to know if

he could sit in on an ethics class that I was teach-

mg. There had been some trouble in a research

study that he had conducted, it seemed, and the

state hcenslng board had ordered him to take a

class in medical ethics.

Despite some misgivings about my class

being used as an instrument of punishment, I

agreed. He seemed affable enough on the phone,

explaining that he had been a faculty member at

the university before going into private practice,

and had once chaired the Minnesota Psychiatric

Society's ethics committee.

I did not give much more thought to Abuz-

zahab until about three years ago, when a for-

profit testing site called Prism Research opened

in St. Paul. Prism was advertising for healthy

subjects in a local alternative weekly. I discov-

ered, on the company's Web site, that Abuzza-

hab was one of its researchers. A few more clicks

revealed that he was also conducting studies at

his private practice, Clinical Psychopharma-

cology Consultants. I began to wonder what,

exactly, the incident was that had brought him

to my class.

As it turned out, the disciplinary action was

a response to the injuries or deaths of forty-six

patients under Abuzzahab's supervision. Sev-

enteen of them had been research subjects in

stu&es that he was conducting. These were not

healthy-volunteer studies. According to the

board, Abuzzahab had "enrolled psychiatrically

disturbed and vulnerable patients into investi-

gational drug studies without ensuring that they

met eligibility criterm to be in the study and then

kept them in the study after their conditions

deteriorated" The board had judged Abuzzahab

a danger to the public and suspended his license,

citing "a reckless, if not willful, disregard of the

patients' welfare"

One case, which was reported in the Boston

Globe, concerned a forty-one-year-old woman

named Susan Endersbe, who had struggled for

years with schizophrenia and suicidal thoughts.

She had been doing well on her medmatmn,

however, until Abuzzahab enrolled her in a trial

of an experimental anti-psychotic drug. In the

trial, she was taken off her regular medication

and became suicidal. When Abuzzahab gave her

a day pass to leave the hospital unsupervised,

she threw herself into the Mississippi River and

drowned. In another case cited by the board,

Abuzzahab had prescribed a "large supply of

potentially lethal medications" to a woman with

a history of substance abuse, "shortly after a seri-

ous suicide attempt?' She committed suicide by

talcing an overdose.

The public portion of Abuzzahab's disciplin-

ary file xs freely available from the Minnesota

licensing board, and has been posted on the

Web site of Cÿrcare, a watchdog group that doc-

uments research abuse. When I ran a Google

search on "Faruk Abuzzahab;' the first hit I got

was a 1998 article in the Globe on his trial disas-

ters. Yet none of this seems to have derailed

Abuzzahab's research career. Even after his sus-

pension, the Times has reported, he continued

to supervise drug trials, and to receive payments

from at least a dozen drug companies. In 20o3,

the American Psychmtric Assocmtion awarded

him a Distinguished Life Fellowship.

The U.S. regulatory system is built on

the tacit assumption that the main threat to

research subjects comes from overly ambitious

academic researchers, who might be tempted to

gamble with subjects' health m the pursmt of

medical knowledge or academic fame. The sys-

tem was intended to check thÿs sort of intellec-

tual ambition, mainly by insuring that studies

are reviewed m advance by boards made up of

the researcher's academic peers. But, like most

physicmns supervising clinical trials today,

Abuzzahab does not work in an academic set-

ting. The studies conducted at for-profit sites

such as Prism are not the natural domain of

academically ambitious researchers They are

rarely published and, even if they were, would

bring httle intellectual credit to the physmians

carrying them out, because they are designed by

the industry sponsor. A researcher like Abuz-

zahab would not become famous by supervis-

ing subjects in studies like these. But he might

become rich.

Abuzzahab represents a new, entrepreneur-

ial breed of physician-researcher; in fact, many

of his colleagues have moved even farther from

the academic realm. In 1994, according to the

Tufts Center for Drug Development, seventy



per cent of clinical lesearchels were affiliated

with academic medical centers. By 2oo6, that

figure had dropped to thirty-six per cent. The

wolk can be lucrative, and some sponsors offer

researchers additional financial incentives to

recruit subjects. One doctor told the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services that he

was offered twelve thousand dollars for each

subject that he could enroll in a trial, plus a

thirty-thousand-dollar bonus and an addi-

tional six thousand dollars per subject after the

first six.

Some of the people conducting clinical trials

have little training in how to conduct research.

And, as the Abuzzahab case suggests, not all

drug companies are especially selective about

the researchers they hire. In zorn, the ED.A.

asked the pharmaceutical company Sanofi-

Aventis to perform new studies of the anti-

biotic Ketek, which was suspected of causing

liver failure. Reports later revealed that the

top-recruiting investigator hired by RED., the

firm contracted to conduct the studies, was a

graduate of an offshore medical school who

tested the antibiotic on clients in an obesity

clinic she ran in Alabama. She was sentenced to

five years in federal prison for fraud. Another

top-recruiting investigator was arrested when

the police found him carrying a loaded semi-

automatic handgun, and hiding cocaine in his

underwear.

In early December of zoo2, a man named

Bob Helms took part in an industry-sponsored

"drug delivery" study. Helms and his fellow

guinea pigs were required to take a new anti-

anxiety drug and, later, to defecate into a small

basket. The unfortunate clinic staff members

then searched for the remains of the tablet to

determine how much had been absorbed by the

body.

The guinea pigs were paid thirty-three hun-

dred dollars and were required to live in the unit

for five periods of four days each. But before the

end of the first period, Helms says, the guinea

pigs decided that they were getting a raw deal

The process of fecal collection was smelly and

unpleasant; the amount-of time allowed outside

the unit had been shortened from three days to

thnty-slx hours; and the subjects were required

to abstain from alcohol, even though the study--

because of unexpected delays--was taking place

over the Christmas and New Year's holidays. The

guinea pigs wanted a raise

Since the staffwas collecting their feces, Helms

suggested that the guinea pigs all swallow notes

that said "More money?' This idea was rejected.

Instead, they presented a one-page memo to the

staff, detailing their concerns and requesting a

pay Increase of eleven hundred dollars. When

the memo was ignored, they began hinting that

they might decamp for a better-paying study

at another site. Eventually, the clinic agreed to

pay each subject an additional eight hundred

dollars

Helms is a pioneer in the world of guinea-

pig activism. A fifty-year-old housepainter and

former union organizer, he has a calm, mea-

sured demeanor that masks a deep dissident

streak. Before he started guinea-pigging, m the

nineteen-nineties, he worked as a caregiver for

mentally retarded adults living in group homes.

There Helms began to understand the difficul-

ties in organizing health-care workers who were

employed by the same company but in far-flung

locations--in this case, group homes that were

spread over two hundred miles of suburbs. "The

other organizers told me right off the bat that

I could not organize workers who might meet

each other once a year at best;' Helms says. "How

could we ask them to take risks together? They

were strangers?'

Helms saw that guinea pigs faced a similar

problem, and, in 1996, he started a jobzlne for

research subjects called Guinea PigZero. With a

mixture of reporting, advocacy, and dark humor

(a cartoon m an early issue shows a young man

surrounded by I.V. bags and syringes, exclaim-

ing, "No more fast food work for me--I've got a

career in science!"), Guinea Pig Zero pubhshed

the sort of information that guinea pigs really

wanted to know--how well a study paid, the

competence of the venipuncturist, the quality of
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the food. It even published report cards, grad-

ing research units from A to E "Overcrowd-

ing, no hot showers, sleeping in an easy chair,

incredibly cheap shit for dinner, creepy guys

from New Yorkjails--all these aIe a pooI man's

worries;' Helms says "Where are these things

in the regulators' paperwork?" Guinea Pig Zero

was not aimed at sick people who sign up for

studies in order to get new treatment. It was

aimed at poor people who sign up for studies In

order to get money.

And here is where its perspective diverged

most radically from the traditional ethical per-

spective. Guinea P1gZero assumed that subjects

should get more money, while many ethicists

and regulators argued that they should get

none at all The standard worry expressed by

ethlcists is that money tempts subjects to take

part in dangerous, painful, or degrading stud-

ies against their better judgment. ED.A. guide-

lines instruct review boards to make sure that

payment is not "coercive" and does not exert

an "undue influence" on subjects. It's a reason-

able worry. "If there were a study where they cut

off your leg and sewed it back on and you got

twenty thousand dollars, people would be fight-

ing to get into that study;' a Philadelphia activ-

ist and clinical-trial veteran who writes under

the name Dave Onion says.

Of course, ethicists generally prefer that sub-

jects take part in studies for altruistic reasons.

Yet, if sponsors relied solely on altruism, stud-

ies on healthy subjects would probably come

to a halt. The result is an uneasy compromise:

guinea pigs are paid to test drugs, but every-

one pretends that guinea-pigging IS not really

a job. I.R.B.s allow sponsors to pay guinea pigs,

but, consistent with ED.A. guidelines, insist on

their keeping the amount low. Sponsors refer

to the money as "compensatioff' rather than

as "wages;' but guinea pigs must pay taxes,

and they are given no retirement benefits, dls-

ablhty insurance, workmen's compensation, or

overtime pay. And, because so many guinea

pigs are uninsured, they are testing the safety

of drugs that they will probably not be able to

afford once the drugs have been approved. "I'm

not going to get the benefit of the health care

that is developed by this research" Helms says,

"because I am not in the economic class to get

health insurance"

Guinea pigs can't even count on having their

medical care paid for if they are injured in a

study. According to a recent survey in The New

England Journal of Me&cine, only sixteen per

cent of academic medical centers in the United

States provided free care to subjects injured m

trials. None of them compensated injured sub-

jects for pain or lost wages. No systematic data

are available for private testing sites, but the pro-

visions typically found in consent forms are not

encouraging. A consent form for a recent study

of Genentech's immunosuppressant drug Rap-

tIva told participants that they would be treated

for any injuries the drug caused, but stipulated

that "the cost of such treatment will not be reim-

bursed"

Some sponsors withhold most of the pay-

ment until the studies are over. Guinea pigs

who drop out after deciding that a surgical pro-

cedure is too disagreeable, or that a drug seems

unpleasant or dangerous, must forfeit the bulk

of their paycheck. Two years ago, when SFBC

conducted a two-month study of the pain med-

ication Palladone, it offered subjects twenty-

four hundred dollars. But most of that was paid

only after the last of the study's four confine-

ment periods. A guinea pig could spend nearly

two months In the study, including twelve days

and nights in the SFBC unit, and get only six

hundred dollars. SFBC even reserved the right

to withhold payments from subjects whom it

dropped from the study because of a drug's side

effects.

Guinea-pig activists recognize that they are

indispensable to the pharmaceutical industry; a

guinea-pig walkout in the middle of a trial could

wreak financial havoc on the sponsor. Yet the

conditions of guinea-pigging make any exercise

of power difficult. Not only are those in a partic-

ular trial likely to be strangers; if they complain

to the sponsor about conditions, they risk being
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excluded from future studies. And, according to

Bloomberg, when illegal-immigrant guinea pigs

at SFBC talked to the press, managers threatened

to have them deported

Lawsuits on behalf of injured subjects are

growing, though, and they have begun to target

not just research sponsors but also institutional

review boards and bioethicists. Alan Milstem,

an attorney in Philadelphia, has pioneered this

area of law, most notably with successful litiga-

tion against the University of Pennsylvania on

behalf of the family of Jesse Gelslnger, who died

in a gene-therapy trial in 1999. Mllstein has rep-

resented volunteers injured at commercial sites,

but most guinea pigs are in no position to hire

a lawyer. "This is not something you or I do"

Mllsteln says. "This as something the poor do so

that the rich can get better drugs?'

During our early years of medical school, my

classmates and I were given a course in physical

diagnosis. Usually, we practiced on one another.

Each of us would percuss a classmate's chest, or

listen to his heart with a stethoscope. But some

procedures were considered too personal to prac-

tice on a classmate. For some of these, we were

assigned a "model patient"--someone from the

community who was "compensated" in exchange

for undergoing an examination.

This was how I performed my first rectal exam.

A large group of us were led into a room, where our

model patient was bent over an examining table

with his pants around his ankles. One by one, we

approached him nervously from behind, inserted

a gloved, lubricated finger into his rectum, and felt

around for the prostate. "Thank you" we all said

politely to the model patient as we removed our

Index fingers from his anus. The model patient

stared straight ahead, saying nothing.

What made the experience oddly disturbing

was not just the forced, pseudo normality of the

instruction, or the fact that the exam could have

been done more privately, but the instrumental-

lty of the encounter: a pretend "patient" bending

over naked for anonymous strangers in exchange

for money. The fact that the model patient had

been paid did not make his work seem any less

degrading (Tipping him would have made it

even worse.)

Perhaps there is something inherently dis-

concerting about the idea of turning drug test-

ing into a job. Guinea pigs do not do things

in exchange for money so much as they allow

things to be done to them. There are not many

other jobs where that IS the case. Meanwhile,

our patchwork regulatory system insures that

no one institution is keeping track of how many

deaths and injuries befall healthy subjects m

clinical trials. Nobody appears to be tracking

how many clinical investigators are Incompe-

tent, or have lost their licenses, or have ques-

tionable disciplinary records. Nobody is moni-

toring the effect that so many trials have on

the health of professional guinea pigs In fact,

nobody is even entirely certain whether the tri-

als generate rehable data A professional guinea

pig who does a dozen drug-safety trials a year

is not exactly representative of the population

that will be taking the drugs once they have

been approved.

The safety of new drugs has always depended

on the willingness of someone to test them,

and it seems inevitable that the job will fall to

people who have no better options. Guinea-

pigging requires no training or skill, and in a

thoroughly commercial environment, where

there can be no pretense of humanitarian

motivation, it is hard to think of it as mean-

ingful work As Dave Onion puts It, "You don't

go home and say to yourself, 'Now, that was a

good day?"
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The intimate relationship between disease and

conditions of social and economic deprivation

has been at the center of an intense debate about

the ethics of international medical research for

more than a decade But while this debate has at

times been high-pitched and divisive, behind it

lies a broad area of agreement. On the one hand,

most commentators accept that medical research

can and should play an important role in efforts

to address the profound health needs of devel-

oping world populations. It is often noted, for

example, that 9o percent of the world's research

dollars are spent on diseases that affect only lO

percent of the world's population--the so-called

lo/9o research gap--and that this imbalance

in research priorities contributes to the perva-

sive lack of access to effective medical care in

the developing world. On the other hand, there

is also widespread recognition that the sheer

extent of health needs in the developing world,

combined with poverty and social deprivation,

make populations there highly susceptible to

abuse and exploitation. While medical research

is capable of generating important benefits, it

can also impose significant burdens. Too often

in the past, the burdens of research participation

have been borne in the developing world while

the fruits of those endeavors are enjoyed princi-

pally in developed nations.

Unfortunately, the debate about the ethics of

international research has not adequately con-

sIdered the relationship between research and

basic issues of social justice that are raised by

these background considerations. For instance,

although it is recognized that clinical trmls

in the developing world must respond to the

health needs and priorities of the host coun-

try, there has been little discussion of the fun-

damental relationship between a community's

health needs and the broader conditions of

social justice that help to shape those needs.

And while an intense debate has raged over

the standard of care that should be provided

to research participants, most of it has cen-

tered on the mterpretatmn of the international

guidelines for research. Broader issues of social

justice are centrally relevant to this topic as

well, but they have been addressed only at the

margins. In fact, the debate about justice has

become synonymous with the question of who

gets access to the fruits of successful research.

An intense focus on the guidelines for inter-

national research has effectively confined this

debate to the question of whether, and to what

degree, research sponsors must ensure that

any interventions shown effective In a clinical

trial are made reasonabl), avadable to the host

population.

In part, no doubt, the reluctance to address

the relationship between international research

and broader questions of social justice stems

from a desire to stick to what are perceived

as more tractable practical issues and to avoid

thorny philosophical disagreements over dif-

ferent theories of justice. In the discussion

that follows, however, I argue that the desire to

avoid Important background issues and social

justice has structured debate so as to filter out

and exclude information that connects rela-

tively local topics in international research to

broader issues of global justice, the social deter-

minants of health, and human development.

This results in a way of framing central issues in

International research that is essentially biased

in favor of what Brian Barry calls "justice as

mutual advantage?' As a result, someone who



approaches this topic wanting to remain agnos-

tic about controversial issues in global justice

may find herself formulating the basic problem

in a way that tacitly presupposes a particularly
anemic theory of justice.

Any frank and straightforward account of the

health needs in the developing world reveals that

they are staggeringly pervasive, profound, and

urgent. People in the developing world who live

in poverty and toil under some of the world's

poorest social conditions also bear some of the

heaviest burdens of sickness and disease. Of the

3.5 million deaths from pneumonia each year,

99 percent take place in developing countries,

where pneumonia claims the lives of more chil-

dren than any other Infectious disease. To some

degree, people in the developing world are more

likely to die from pneumonia because they can-

not afford the low-cost antibiotics widely avail-

able in developed nations. Twenty-seven cents

(U.S.) for a five-day regimen of antibiotics is

more than a day's income for roughly 1 billion

people. Also, in rural communities and other

places where the health care Infrastructure is not

well entrenched, hospitals and clinics may be too
far away to get to.

Poverty and poor social condmons also make

those in the developing world more susceptible

to a wider array of illnesses. Pneumonia is

more common in the developing world, for

example, because children are more likely to

be malnourished and to suffer from medical

conditions that weaken their immune systems.

Where sanitation is poor and the drinking water

is unsafe, diarrhea-related diseases such as chol-

era, dysentery; typhoid fever, and rotavirus claim

the lives of nearly two million children under

the age of five. In developed nations, in contrast,

such infections are much less common and are

more easily treated when they occur. Similarly,

of the roughly 1,6oo children infected with HIV

every daÿ; approximately 9o percent live in the

developing world. Africa alone is home to some

7o percent of the world's HIV-positive individu-

als, even though the continent contains only

about lO percent of the world's population. In

developed countries, the use of costly anti-retro_

viral me&cations has dramatically reduced the

rate of mother-to-child transmission of HIV and

greatly extended the lives of HIV-posltive adults,

but precisely where the burden of HIV/AIDS is

the greatest, these Interventions remain largely
unavailable.

One of the goals of collaborative international

medical research is to address the profound

health-related needs of the developing world. At

the same time, medical research is also capable of

imposing additional burdens on participants and

the communities in which they live. The prob-

lem, then, is how to ensure that research actually

benefits people in the developing world with-

out further exacerbating their already profound
deprivation.

The iVloral Relevance of Social and

Political Determinants of Health

Consider some parallels between Amartya

Sen's groundbreaking work on famine and

the broader health needs of developing world

populations. Famines are commonly viewed as

natural disasters caused principally by a com-

bination of poverty and poor food production.

Sen showed, however, that these factors alone

do not account for the occurrence of famines.

For example, in 1979-1981 and 1983-1984, Sudan

and Ethiopia experienced declines in food pro-

duction of 11 or 12 percent and, like a number

of other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, suf-

fered massive famines. During the same period,

however, food production declined by 17 per-

cent in Botswana and by a precipitous 38 per-

cent in Zimbabwe, yet these countries did not

suffer the ravages of famine. According to Sen,

the reason for this difference in outcomes can

be traced to differences in the social and politi-

cal structures of these countries. Botswana and

Zimbabwe had rudimentary democratic social

Institutions that enabled them to stave off fam-

ine. They implemented a series of social support

programs targeted at enhancing the economic

purchasing power of affected groups, while also
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supplementing food supplies. Mass starvation

occurred in Sudan and Ethiopia because the

dictatorial regimes in those nations failed to

take such relatively simple social and economic

steps to safeguard their citizens' interests.

These lessons should broadly inform our view

of sickness and disease in the developing world.

For example, HIV-AIDS is devastating many

populations in sub-Saharan Africa In some

nations, as much as 3o percent of the population

is HIV-posltlve and infection rates continue to

climb. In sharp contrast, Senegal has been able

to limit both the prevalence of HIV-AIDS and

the rate of new infections to about 1 percent of

the population. The principal cause of Senegal's

success lies not in advanced technology or great

wealth, but in the government's longstanding,

grassroots Investment in its human resources.

In Senegal, Information about HIV-AIDS and

many other sexually transmitted diseases has

been disseminated through an assortment of

educational programs. Such programs represent

a particularly prominent instance of the govern-

ment's willingness to forge ties with community

and religious leaders in order to encourage social

activism. Empowering individuals with infor-

mation and opportunities for activism enhances

the public's capacities for communal interac-

tion, free expression, and political participation,

and so creates a social context in which people

can more effectively safeguard and secure their

welfare.

This focus on education and activism has

been further enhanced by the judicious use of

scarce resources Senegal closely monitors its

blood supply and distributes millions of con-

doms free of charge. It invests in monitoring

and treating many sexually transmitted dis-

eases, especially in target populations such as

commercial sex workers, young people, truck

drivers, and the spouses of migrant workers.

Additionally, as part of a program of perinatal

care, It has begun to offer antiretrovlral drugs

to pregnant women, although on a very limited

basis. There remains room for improvement

in Senegal. Still, the country's multisectoral

appioach to HIV-AIDS, and to pubhc health

in geneial, lllustIates the positive health effects

of policies that strive to protect citizens' basic

capacities for agency and welfare.

As these examples show, the basic politi-

cal, legal, social, and economic Institutions of

a community have a profound impact on the

health status of community members Because

they determine the distribution of basic rights

and hberties within a society, these structures

set the terms on which individuals may access

basic goods and resources such as food, shelter,

education, and productive employment, as well

as more specialized health care resources They

therefore determine the opportunities available

to individuals to develop and exercise their basic

human capacities.

Whether members of a community have a

justified claim to something beyond the status

quo depends crucially on whether the terms

of social cooperation set by the community's

social structures can be endorsed by commu-

nity members as basically fair. As a minimal

condition of fairness, it must be possible to

see the fundamental structures of a commu-

mty as organized around, and functioning in

the service of, the common good of the com-

munity's members. In other words, a morally

permissible division of labor must strive to

secure for individuals what Rawls called the

"fair value" of their basic capacities for wel-

fare and human agency--meaning that the

division of social labor should be designed

so as to give each person an effective oppor-

tunity to cultivate and use their basic intellec-

tual, affectlve, and social capacities to pursue

a meaningful life plan. Social structures that

do not meet this minimal requirement create

conditions in which some are denied effective

opportunities to develop their basic capacities

while others enjoy a rich array of opportuni-

ties and benefits. In the most extreme cases,

these are the social conditions in which starva-

tion, sickness, and disease flourish. The harms

that result in such cases cannot be dismissed

as accidents of nature or justified by reference
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to the common good. They represent a failure

to use the state's monopoly on force and con-

trol over basic social structures to advance the

interests of community members. Those who

suffer in these cases can legitimately claim, as

a strict obligation of justice, an entitlement to

relief from such hardships.

researchers insofar as they are citizens of the

basically democratic nations that have contrib-

uted to and benefited from such policies. The

obhgations may be strengthened if research-

ers are employed or funded by governments

or private entities that have actively supported

such pohczes. Alternatively, duties of rectifica-

tion may attach to researchers who work for

or are funded by entities that have contributed

more directly to the phght of developing world

populations. For example, one reason drugs are

so scarce in the developing world is their cost.

Many individual pharmaceutical companies

played an achve role in the negotiation of the

TRIPS agreement at the World Trade Organiza-

tion, and the pharmaceutical lobby has used its

considerable influence on U.S and E.U. trade

representatives to enforce the companies' patent

rights. The TRIPS agreement allows countries

to produce or import generic versions of ben-

eficial medications in cases of national emer-

gency, but the Western pharmaceutical industry

has aggressively pressed for trade sanctions or

taken active legal action against countries that

have tried to implement this emergency clause.

In doing so, it has blocked legitimate efforts to

provide medicines to some of the populations

that need them most.
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Unmet Obligations within Host

Communities

As I noted, one of the defining problems of

social structures that violate the minimal condi-

tion of basic fairness is that those structures fail

to allocate scarce social resources around the

goal of serving the common good. By faihng to

invest scarce social resources in the basic capaci-

ties of community members and denying the

population access to social resources to which

they have a legislative claim, they help to create

conditions of deprivation in which sickness and

disease flourish.

In such cases, resources that domestic

authorities may be willing to make available

for research purposes may not be "available"

in a more fundamental moral sense: those who

Now it remains to show how these and similar

considerations might alter or affect the rights

and obligations of researchers and their spon-

soring entities. To do so, I shall distinguish

three classes of issues that might affect the

obligations of researchers and their sponsoring

entities.

At the most general level, duties of rectifica-

tion may attach to all citizens of democratic

nations whose policies and international activi-

ties have contributed to the plight of those in the

developing world. In a series of recent articles,

homas Pogge has argued that Western demo-

cratic nations have contributed greatly to the

poverty and poor health of the global poor simply

by recognizing and supporting what he calls the

"international resource privilege?' Any group that

succeeds in wresting control of the national gov-

ernment in a developing country is recognized as

having the legitimate authority "to borrow in the

name of its people and to confer legal ownership

rights for the country's resources?' Not only does

the existence of this privilege provide a powerful

incentive for the unscrupulous to seize power in

a developing nation, but it provides a convenient

mechanism for consolidating power and then

wielding it for the enrichment of a privileged

few. Employing power in this way, of course, can

saddle a developing nation with disastrous long-

term debt and prevent most of the population

from sharing in the benefits generated by their

country's natural resources. Instead, the ben-

efits are enjoyed primarily by a ruling elite in the

developing world and by governments and cor-

porations in the developed world.

A duty to aid grounded in this kind of pre-

existing relationship would apply to medical

Duties of Rectification

control them may have a prior moral obliga-

tion to deploy them in the service of other ends

Moreover, although the use of monetazy and

material resources may be pai ticularly important

in this regard, there are other social resources

that matter as well. For example, regimes can fail

to serve the common good by neglecting basic

social institutions altogether, by misappropri-

ating or misdirecting the time and energies of

their personnel, or by inappropriately restrict-

ing or occupying Important institutional spaces.

These failures can generate prior moral claims

that the community members have against their

own authorities, and such claims may constrain

the range of cooperative or collaborative rela-

tionships in which researchers may permissibly

engage.

The Human Development View

"Human development" is understood in this

view as the project of estabhshlng and foster-

ing basic social structures that guarantee to

community members the fair value of their

most basic human capacities. This project is

grounded in the recognition that perhaps the

most Important determinant of health within a

community is the extent to which its basic social

structures guarantee members of the commu-

nity opportunities for education, access to pro-

ductive employment, control over their person

and their personal environment, access to the

pohtlcal process, and the protection of their

basic human rights. More important than the

sheer economic wealth of a community, in fact,

is whether the community directs the available

resources to creating and sustaining the right

social conditions.

Because the health status of individuals is

affected by a matrix of political, social, and

economic factors, the project of creating and

sustaining the conditions that foster health

requires a coordinated, multisectoral approach

that is sensitive to these interrelationships.

The health-related institutions of a commu-

nity, including its pubhc health and health care

institutions, can contribute to this process in

two fundamental ways. First, they can facilitate

development by targeting rudimentary health

problems that can impede the ablhty of com-

munity members to function In ways essential

to the development process. Literacy and edu-

cation are powerful determinants of a person's

ablhty to safeguard her own health and take

advantage of economic opportunities; provid-

ing basic nutrition and rudimentary health

care are therefore important because the sick

and undernourished are less likely to attend

school and less able to concentrate and to learn

if they do.

Second, health-related institutions address

health needs of community members that persist

as the process of development proceeds. In other

words, although other elements of the basic

social structures of the community provide indi-

viduals with some Important social determinants

of health--education, nutrition, and respect for

basic human rights--the health-related institu-

tions target the health needs of individuals that

these other measures do not alleviate.

The human development approach treats

clinical research as one important element

within this larger division of labor. The research

enterprise represents a permissible use of a

community's scarce public resources and is a

permissible target of social support when it

functions to expand the capacity of the basic

social structures of that community to better

serve the fundamental interests of that commu-

nity's members. Therefore, if clinical research is

to be permissible, it must function as a part of

a division of labor In which the distinctive sci-

entific and statistical methods of the research

enterprise target and investigate the means of

filling the gaps between the most important

health needs in a community and the capacity

of its social structures to meet them

When the human development approach is

applied to the research carried out within liberal

democratic nations of the developed world, it

captures important ideals that are often explic-

itly embraced by developed communities In dif-

ferent ways and with varymg degrees of success,
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mg the social determinants of health These Ide-

als help to attract pubhc support for health care

and public health mstitutions Significant pub-

hc support is also provided to domestic clinical

research as an engine of discovery that can push

back the boundaries of knowledge In order to

enhance the commumty's health-related institu-

tions. As a result, these communities often assess

research that receives pubhc support by asking how

it is contributing to equity in the capacity of the

cornrnunlty's health care institutions to address the

needs of the divet se populatzons that those institu-
tions serve.

In the international context, the human

development approach holds that collaborative

research Initiatives are permissible only if they

are a part of, or contribute to, a fair socd divi-

sion of labor in the host commumty. In particu-

lar, they must directly and indirectly expand the

capacity of the host community's basic social

structures either to meet the distractive health

priorities of that community's members or to

meet their basic health needs under distinctive

social or environmental circumstances. Health

needs are distinctive and are pnontlzed accord-

mg to whether they cannot be ameliorated

through the application of existing knowledge
and resources.

Once this necessary condition has been sat-

isfied, the human development approach also

provides a framework for assessing the extent

to which researchers and their sponsoring enti-

ties must secure additional resources to make

the fruits of successful research available to

members of the host population, or to pro-

vide ancillary benefits. The Imperative to try to

make the results of successful research available

within the host community Increases In Inverse

proportion to the capacity of that commumty's

basic social structures to translate those results

Into sustainable benefits for community mem-

bers. To the extent that the host community

the community's capacity to do so, ol to locate

the research within a community with similar

health priorities and a more appropriate health

Infrastructure. Similarly, the imperative to pro-

vide an array of ancillary benefits to community

members Increases in Inverse proportion to the

community's capacity to treat or ameliorate

the ancillary health problems that researchers

are likely to encounter. This imperative is best

understood as a duty to partner with govern_

mental and nongovernmental agencies to use

the research enterprise as a kind of anchor

point around which aid can be coordinated.

Such obligations are most pressing in exactly

those cases in which commumty members have
the strongest claims to assistance.

Microbicides

Let me close with an illustration. Consider the

justificatmn for International research aimed at

finding a safe and effective vaginal mIcrobicide,

an agent delivered in gel form that would reduce

the odds of HIV transmission, and perhaps sec-

ondary STI transmission, during heterosexual,
vaginal intercourse.

Enhancing the basic capabilities and sooal

opportunities of women is an important devel-

opment goal. Roughly half of the global bur-

den of HIV/AIDS IS borne by women, and in

southern Africa more than one in five pregnant

women are HIV-positave. The complications of

HIWAIDS are Increasing maternal death rates

during laboz, and vertical or maternal-fetal

transmission of HIV still accounts for approxi-

mately 90 percent of new pediatric HIV infec-

tlons--6oo,ooo annually--the vast majority

of which occur m the developing world. When

used properly; condoms are good at preventing

horizontal or partner-to-partner transmission of

the HIV virus. But condoms are often not used

consistently because men often dislike them and

men tend to have more control than women over

what happens in their relationships. As a result,

the range of options available to women--who

are already a disadvantaged social group and

have a higher susceptibility to contlactlng HIV

from heterosexual Intercourse than men--may

be further restricted by men's preferences and

behavior.

Developing a safe, effective, and affordable

microblcide would thus contribute to several

important development goals. It would pro-

vide an intervention that expands the range

of options available to women to safeguard

their own health. Given the influence of gen-

der inequahties on condom use, this positive

effect would not necessarily be achieved just

by emphasizing condom usage more strongly.

Also, because it could help to reduce the fre-

quency of HIV transmission to women, it could

contnbute to a reduction in transmission to

children. Finally, by targeting the needs of an

often disadvantaged subpopulation within the

larger host population, such research would

contribute to social equity.
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Introduction
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This monitoring report has its origins in Presi-

dent George W. Bush's remarks to the nation on

August 9, ZOOl It was his first major national

policy address, and the topic was unusual: fed-

eral funding of research on human stem cells. In

the speech, the President announced that after

several months of dehberation he had decided

to make federal funding available, for the first

time, for research involving certain lines of

embryo-derived stem cells. At the end of the

speech the President declared his intention to

name a President's Council to monitor stem

cell research, to recommend appropriate

guidelines and regulations, and to consider

all of the medical and ethical ramifications of

biomedical innovation... This council will

keep us apprised of new devdopments and

give our nation a forum to continue to discuss

and evaluate these important issues

In keeping with the President's intention, the

Council has been monitoring developments

In stem cell research, as it proceeds under the

implementation of the administration's policy.

Our desire has been both to understand what is

going on in the laboratory and to consider for

ourselves the various arguments made in the

ongoing debates about the ethics of stem cell

research and the wisdom of the current policy.

Although both the policy and the research

are still in their infancy, the Council is now

ready to give the President and the public an

update on this important and dynamic area of

research.

I. What Are Stem Cells, and Why Is

There Contention About Them?

The term "stem cells" refers to a diverse group

of remarkable multipotent cells  Themselves

relatively undifferentiated and unspeoalized,

they can and do give rise to the differentzated

and specialized cells of the body (for example,

hver cells, kidney cells, brain cells). All special-

lzed cells arise originally from stem cells, and

ultimately from a small number of embryonic

cells that appear during the first few days of

development. As befits their being and function-

ing as progenitor cells, all stem cells share two



characteristic properties: (1) the capacity for

unlimited or prolonged self-renewal (that as, the

capability to maintain a pool of simllarly undif-

ferentiated stem cells), and (2) the potential to

produce differentiated descendant call types. As

stem cells within a developing human embryo

differentiate in vivo, their capacity to &versify

generally becomes more limited and their ability

to generate many differentiated cell types gener-
ally becomes more restricted.

Stem ceils frst arise during embryonic devel-

opment and exist at all developmental stages and

In many systems of the body throughout life.

The best described to date are the blood-forming

(hematopoletic) stem cells of the bone marrow,

the progeny of which differentiate (throughout

life) into the various types of red, white, and

other cells of the blood. It appears that some

stem cells travel through the circulatory system,

from their tissue of origin, to take up residence

in other locations within the body, from which

they may be Isolated Other stem ceils may be

obtained at birth, from blood contained in the

newborn's umbilical cord. Once isolated and cul-

tured outside the body, stem cells are available

for scientific investigation. Unlike more differen-

tiated cells, stem cells can be propagated m vitro

for many generations--perhaps an unlimited
number--of cell-doublings.

Stem cells are of interest for two major

reasons, the one scientific, the other medi-

cal. First, stem cells provide a wonderful tool

for the study of cellular and developmental

processes, both normal and abnormal. With

them, scientists hope to be able to figure out

the molecular mechanisms of differentiation

through which ceils become specialized and

organized Into tissues and organs. They hope

to understand how these mechanisms work

when they work well, and what goes wrong

when they work badly. Second, stem cells and

their derivatives may prove a valuable source of

transplantable cells and tissues for repair and

regeneration. If these heahng powers could be

harnessed, the medical benefits for humankind

would be immense, perhaps ushering in an era

of tÿ uly regenerative medicine. No Wondÿ

scientists around the world are ac'-'  ,- tnaÿ':ÿ

mg resealch with stem cells,     uveiy

Why, then, is there public contention about

stem cell research? Not because anyone ques,

tions the goals of such research, but primarily

because there are, for many people, ethical issues

connected to the means of obtaining some of

the cells. The main source of contention arises

because some especially useful stem cells can be

derived from early-stage human embryos, which

must be destroyed in the process of obtaining

the cells Arguments about the ethics of using

human embryos in research are not new. They

date back to the mid-197os, beginning not long

after in wtro fertilization (IVF) was first success-

fully accomplished with human egg and sperm

in 1969. A decade later, after IVF had entered

clinical practice for the treatment of infertil-

ity, arguments continued regarding the fate and

possible uses of the so-called "spare embryos"

embryos produced in excess of reproductive

needs and subsequently frozen and stored In the

assisted-reproduction clinics. Although research

using these embryos has never been Illegal In the

United States (except in a few states), the federal

government has never funded it, and since 1995

Congress has enacted annual legislation prohib-

Iting the federal government from using taxpayer

dollars to support any research in which human

embryos are harmed or destroyed.

Although the arguments about embryo

research had been going on for twenty-five

years, they took on new urgency an 1998, when

the current stem cell controversy began. It was

precipitated by the separate pubhcation, by two

teams of American researchers, of methods for

culturing cell lines derived, respectively, from:

(1) cells taken from the Inner cell mass of very

early embryos, and (2) the gonadal ridges of

aborted fetuses. (In this report, we shall gener-

ally refer to the cell lines derived from these

sources as, respectively, embryontc stein cells

[or "ES cells"] and embtyonlc germ cells [or"EG cells"].) This work, conducted in univer-

sity laboratories In collaboration with and with

financial support from Geron CmporatIon,

prompted great excitement and has already led

to much interesting research, here and abroad.

It has also sparked a molal and political debate

about federal support for such research: Is It

morally permissible to withhold support from

research that holds such human promise? Is it

moially permissible to pursue ox publicly sup-

port (even beneficial) research that depends

on the exploitation and destruction of nascent

human life?

Persons interested in the debate should note

at the outset that ES and EG cells are not them-

selves embryos; they are not whole organisms,

nor can they be made (directly) to become

whole organisms. Moreover, once a given line

of ES or EG cells has been derived and grown

in laboratory culture, no further embryos (or

fetuses) need be used or destroyed in order to

work with cells from that line. But it IS not clear

whether these lines can persist indefinitely, and

only very few lines, representing only a few

genetic backgrounds, have been made. Thus

there is continuing scientific interest In devel-

oping new embryonic stem cell lines, and the

existence of large numbers of stored cryopre-

served embryos in assisted-reproduction clinics

provides a potential source for such additional

derivations Complicating the debate has been

the study of another group of stem cells, com-

monly called "adult stem cells" derived not

from embryos but from the many different tis-

sues in the bodies of adults or children--sources

exempt from the moral debate about obtaining

ES and EG cells. For this reason, we often hear

arguments about the relative scientific merits

and therapeutic potential of embryonic and

adult stem cells, arguments in which the moral

positions of the competing advocates might

sometimes influence their assessments of the

scientific facts. Further complicating the situa-

tion are the large commercial interests already

invested in stem cell research and the compe-

tition this creates in research and development

not only in the United States but throughout

the world. The seemingly small decision about
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the funding of stem cell research may have very

large implications.

II. Broader Ethical Issues

Whale most of the public controversy has focused

on the issue of embryo use and destruction,

other ethical and policy issues have also attracted

attention Although entangled with the issue of

embryos, the question of the significance and use

of federal funds is itself a contested issue: Should

moral considerations be used to decide what sort

of research may or may not be funded? What is

the symbolic and moral-political significance of

providing national approval, in the form of active

support, for practices that many Americans

regard as abhorrent or objectionable? Conversely,

what is the symbolic and moral-political signifi-

cance of refusing to support potentially life-sav-

ing scientific investgations that many Americans

regard as morally obligatory?

Even for those who favor embryo research,

there are questions about Its proper limits and

the means of establishing and enforcing those

hmlts through meaningful regulation. Under the

present arrangement, with the federal govern-

ment only recently in the picture, what is done

with human embryos, especially in the private

sector, is entirely unregulated (save in those

states that have enacted special statutes deal-

ing with embryo or stem cell research). Is this a

desirable arrangement? Can some other system

be devised, one that protects the human goods

we care about but that does not do more harm

than good? What are those human goods? What

boundaries can and should we try to establish,

and how?

Although well-estabhshed therapies based on

transplantation of stem cell-derived tissues are

still largely in the future, concern has already

been expressed (as it has been about other

aspects of health care in the United States) about

access to any realized benefits and about research

priorities: Will these benefits be equitably avail-

able, regardless of ability to pay? How should the

emergence of the new field of stem cell research

alter the allocation of our limited resources for
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biomedical research? How, in a morally and

politically controverted area of research, should

the balance be struck between public and private

sources of support? As with any emerging dis-

covery, how can we distinguish between gelm-

ine promise and "hype;' and between the more

urgent and the less urgent medical needs calling

out for assistance?

There are also sensitive issues regarding

premature claims of cures for diseases that are

not scientifically substantiated and the poten-

tial exploitation of sick people and their fami-

lies. Some advocates of stem cell research have

made bold claims about the number of people

who will be helped should the research go for-

ward, hoping to generate sympathy for increased

research funding among legislators and the pub-

lic. A few advocates have gone so far as to blame

(in advance) opponents of embryonic stern

cell research for those who will die unless the

research goes forward today. At the same time,

other scientists have cautioned that the pace of

progress will be very slow, and that no cures can

be guaranteed in advance. Which of these claims

and counterclaims is closer to the truth cannot

be known ahead of time. Only once the proper

scientific studies are conducted will we discover

the potential therapeutic value of stem cells from

any source. How, then, in the meantime should

we discuss these matters, offering encourage-

ment but without misleading or explmting the

fears and hopes of the desperately 1117

Finally, questions are raised by some about the

social significance of accepting the use of nascent

human life as a resource for scientific investiga-

tion and the search for cures. Such questions have

been raised even by people who do not regazd an

early human embryo as fully "one of us" and who

are concerned not so much about the fate of indi-

vidual embryos as they are about the character

and sensibilities of a society that comes to nor-

malize such practices. What would our society

be hke if it came to treat as acceptable or normal

the exploitation of what hitherto were regarded

as the seeds of the next generation? Conversely,

exactly analogous questions are raised by some

about the social significance of refusing to use

these 15o-to-aoo-cell early human embryos as

a resource for responsible scientific Investiga-

tion and the search for cures. What would a

society be like if it refused, for moral scruples

about (merely) nascent life, to encourage every

thoughtful and scientifically sound effort to heal

disease and relieve the suffering of fully devel-

oped human beings among us?

It  is  against  the background  of such

moral-pohtical discussion and argument that

the Council has taken up its work of monitoring

recent developments in stem cell research. We

are duly Impressed with the difficulty of the sub-

ject and the high stakes involved. All the more

reason to enable the debate to proceed on the

basis of the best lmowledge available, both about

science and medicine and about ethics, law, and

policy.

III. Types of Stem Cells: An Introduction

by a combination of egg and sperm, occurring

outside the body.

A. Embryonic Stem (ES) Cells

As noted above, ES cells are derived from the

inner cell mass of embryos at the blastocyst

stage, roughly five to nine days after fertiliza-

tion-after the zygote has divided enough times

to result in about zoo cells, but before it has

undergone gastrulation and differentiation into

the three primary germ layers. The inner cell

mass is the part of the blastocyst-stage embryo

whose cells normally go on to become the body

of the new individual. The outer cells of the blas-

tocyst-stage embryo (the trophoblast cells) nor-

mally (that is, in vivo) go on to become the fetal

contribution to the placenta and other struc-

tures that connect the developing individual to

the mother's bloodstream and that otherwise

support the embryo's further development. Col-

lecting the cells of the inner cell mass results in

the destruction of the developing organism. The

embryos from which human stem cells can be

derived are available (so far) only from In vitro

fertilization (IVF): they have been conceived

B. Embryonic Germ (EG) Cells

EG ceils are stem cells that are isolated from the

gonadal ridge of a developing fetus. These are the

cells that ultimately give rise to sperm cells oi

egg cells, depending on the sex of the fetus. The

EG cells are collected fi'om the bodies of five-to-

nine-week-old fetuses that have been donated

after induced abortions. In federally funded

research, collection of the EG cells is governed

by existing federal regulations for fetal-tissue

donation, designed (among other things) to

ensure the separation of the decision to termi-

nate pregnancy from the decision to donate the

fetal tissue for research.

Cell lines established from either of these

two sources (ES and EG cells, from embryos

and fetal gonads, respectively) have demon-

strated two important properties, great ability

to multiply and form stable lines that can be

characterized, and great flexibility and plas-

ticity. Their progeny can diffeientlate in vitro

into cells with characteristics of those normally

derived from all three embryonic germ layers

(ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm), which

layers (In vivo) give rise in turn to all the differ-

ent types of cells in the body. Because they are

so flexible, it also seems likely that they could

be used to produce cell preparations that could

then be transplanted (assuming that the recipi-

ent's immune response could be managed) to

repopulate a part of the body such as the pan-

creas or spinal cord that has lost function due

to disease or injury. As with stem cells derived

from the various tissues of the adult body, ES

ceils and EG cells seem to hold out hope for an

era of regenerative medicine.

C. Adult (or Non-embryonic) Stem Cells

Adult stem cells are more differentiated than

ES or EG cells, but not yet fully differenti-

ated. Like stem cells of embryonic origin, they

can give rise to lineages of cells that are more

specialized than themselves. The term "adult"

is a bit of a misnomer ("non-embryonic"

would be mote accurate): these cells are found

in various tissues In children as well as adults

(and in fetuses as well), and they have been iso-

lated from umbilical cord blood at the time of

delivery Despite its inaccuracy regarding the

ortgm of the cells, the term "adult" helpfully

emphasizes that the ceils have been partially

differentiated. Although they can give rise to

various cell types, these non-embryonic stem

ceils are generally all within the same broad

type of hssue (for example, muscle stem cells,

adipose stem cells, neural stem cells). For this

reason, it had long been thought that they are

less flexible than those derived from embryos

or fetal gonads Yet this presumption has been

disputed in recent years by those who think

that certain forms of adult stem cells may be

equally or nearly as plastic as non-adult stem

cells. Indeed, possible exceptions to the gener-

alization that adult stem cells give rise only to

cell types found within their own broad type

of tissue have recently been reported (though

most of these cells may well be shozter-hved

than ES cells, and, if so, potentially less useful

in therapy) This finding has Ignited a debate

about the relative merits of embiyonic stem

cells and adult stem cells: which is more valu-

able, both for research and (especially) for

clinical treatment?

Research involving adult stem cells raises

few difficult ethical concerns, beyond the usual

need to secure free and fully Informed consent

from donors and iecipients, a favorable bene-

fit-to-risk ratio for all partiopants in attempts

at therapy and protection of privacy Adult

stem cells are less controversial than embry-

onic ones, as we have noted, because the for-

mei can be collected without lasting harm to

the donor.

D. Cord Blood Stem Cells

Though clearly a type of non-embryonic stem

cell, cord blood stem cells deserve some special
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.......  ÿ.u m me umbilical cord can

be collected at birth and hematopoietlc stem

cells (and othel progenitor cells) isolated from

it. It has been proposed that individually banked

cord blood cells may, at some later time, offer a

good match for a patient needing stem cell-based

treatments, whether the mdwldual cord-blood-

donor himself or a close relative, and in unre-

lated recipients may reqmre a less exact genetic
match than aduk bone marrow.

IV. Terminology

In considering complicated or contested public

questions, language matters--even more than

it ordinarily does. Clear thmMng depends on

dear ideas, and clear ideas can be conveyed only

through clear and precise speech. And fairness

in ethical evaluation and judgment depends

on fair framing of the ethical questions, which

in turn requires fair and accurate description

of the relevant facts of the case at hand. Such

considerations are highly pertinent to our topic

and to the arguments it generates.

Confounding the discussions of stem cell

research, there are, to begin with, difficult tech-

nical concepts, referring to complicated biologi-

cal entities and phenomena, that can cause con-

fusion among all but the experts. But the more

important terminological issues are those used

to formulate the ethical and policy issues about

which people so vigorously disagree. We pause

to comment on three of them: "the embryo" (or
"the human embryo"), "spare embryos" and "the

moral status of the embryo?'

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as"the embryo;' if by this is meant a distinctive

being (or kind of being) that deserves a com-

mon, reified name--like "dog" or "elephant?'

Rather, the term properly intends a certain stage

of development of an organism of a distinc-

tive kind. Indeed, the very term comes from a

Greek root meaning "to grow": an embryo is, by

its name and mode of being, an immature and

growing organism in an early phase of its devd-

opment. ÿIhe advent of in vitro fertilization, in

which living human embryos from their first

moments are encountered as independent enti-

ties outside the body of a mother, befole human

eyes and in human hands, may also have con-

tributed to this tendency to felly "the embryo"

in Its early stages (though such relficatlon has

likely always played a role in embryology). The

ex vivo existence of nascent human life is genu-

inely puzzling and may invite terminology that
can be distorting.

If the term "the embryo" risks conveying the

false notion that embryos are distinct kinds of

beings or things, the term "spare embryo" risks

making a difficult moral question seem easier

than it is. The term is frequently used to describe

those embryos, produced (each with reproduc_

tlve intent, but in excess of what is needed) In

assisted-reproduction clinics, that are not trans-

ferred to a woman in attempts to initiate a preg-

nancy. No longer needed to produce a child, they

are usually frozen and stored for possible later

use, should the first efforts fad. But the "spare-

ness" of a "spare embryo" IS not a property of a

particular embryo itself; It bespeaks rather our

attitude toward it, now that it may no longer be

needed to serve the purpose for which it was

,,Initially,, brought Into being. Calhng something
spare,  or only  ....extra,  invites the thought

that nothing much is lost should it disappear,

because one already has more than enough: one

has "embryos to spare" It also abstracts from the

distinct genetic individuality of each embryo

and invites the view that embryos are, like com-

mercial products, simply interchangeable--an

outlook that may affect the further judgment

of any embryo's moral standing. To be sure,

most of these unused embryos will die or be

destroyed. To be sure, if these unused embryos

are otherwise destined for destruction, a case can

be made--and debated--that their unavoidable

loss should be redeemed by putting them to use

beforehand. But the moral question regarding

their possible use and destruction should not be

decided--here, as elsewhere--on terminologi-

cal grounds, in this case, by the naming of the

embryo "spare?' Rather it should be decided on

the basis of a &rect moral appraisal of the rights

and goods involved: on the basis of what we

owe to suffering humanity and the obhgations

we have to seek the means of its relief; and on

the basis of the nature of human embryos, what

we owe them as proper respect and regard, and

whether and why such respect or regard may be

overridden. For many people, the moral ques-

tion depends, in other words, on what some

bloethlclsts call--and we ourselves will some-

times call--"the moral status of the embryo?' If

embryos lacked all "moral status,' there would

be little moral argument about their use and

destruction.

Yet the notion "moral status" is problematic,

even though it is easy to understand why it has

come into fashion. For many people, the cen-

tral ethical question regarding embryonic stem

cell research is whether an embryonic organism

from which cells may be removed to develop

ES cells is fully "one of us;' deserving the same

kind of respect and protection as a newborn

baby, child, or adult What they want to know

is the moral standmg of these organisms--enti-

tles that owe their existence, thmr extra-uterine

situation, and thmr "spare-ness" to deliberate

human agency--at such early stages of devel-

opment. As we shall see, some people try to

find structural or functional markers--for

example, the famihar human form or the pres-

ence or absence of sensation--to decide the

moral worth of a human embryo. Others use an

argument from continuity of development to

rebut any attempt to find a morally significant

boundary anywhere along the continuum of

growth and change. But, to judge from countless

effoits to provide a biologically based criterion

for ascribing full human worth, it seems certain

that we shall never find an answer to our moral

question in bmlogy alone, even as the answers

we give must take into account the truths of

embryology. At least until now, philosophical

attempts to draw moral inferences from the

biological facts have not yielded conclusions

that all find necessary or sound.

Under these circumstances, some people

believe that we have no choice but to stipulate

or ascribe some degree of moral "status" to the

entity, based either on how it strikes us and

the limited range of what we are able to know

about it, or on what we wish to do with it: we

confer upon it some moral status in regard to

us, much as we confer one or another class of

immigration status upon people. For this very

reason, others object to the term, fearing that it

enables us to beg the question of the intrinsic

moral worth or dignity of the entity itself, seen

in its own terms and without regard to us. Dif-

ferent members of this Council hold different

views of this terminological and ontological

matter, but we all recognize the moral freight

carried by attempts to speak about and ascribe

"moral status" to human embryos in thmr earli-

est stage of development. We encourage read-

ers to be self-conscious about this and similar

terms, even as we proceed ourselves to make

use of them.
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Testimony of Rabbi Elliot N. Dorff, Ph.D., University of Judaism

Stem Cell Research

Jewish Views of Genetic Materials

1. Because doing research on human embry-

onic stem cells involves procuring them

from aborted fetuses, the status of abortion

within Judaism is a subject that immediately

arises. Within Judaism, by and large, abor-

tion is forbidden. The fetus, during most of

its gestational development, is seen as "the

thigh of its mother;' and neither men nor

women may amputate their thigh at will,

because that would be injuring their bodies,

which belong to God. On the other hand, if

the thigh turns gangrenous, both men and

women have the positive duty to have their

thigh amputated in order to save their lives.

Similarly, if a pregnancy endangers a wom-

an's life or health, an abortion must be per-

formed to save her life or protect her physical

or mental health, for she as without question

a full-fledged human being with all the pro-

tections of Jewish law, while the fetus is still

only part of the woman's body When there

is an elevated risk to the woman beyond that

of normal pregnancy, but insufficient risk to

constitute a clear threat to her life or health,

abortion is permitted, but it is not required

That is an assessment that the woman should

make in consultation with her physician.

Some recent authorities also would permit

abortions in cases where genetic testing indi-

cates that the fetus will suffer from a termi-

nal disease such as Tay-Sachs or from serious

malformations.

The Jewish stance on abortion, then, is that

a fetus was aborted for legitimate reasons

under Jewish law, it may be used to advance

our efforts to preserve the life and health of

others. In general, when a person dies, we

must show honor to God's body by burying

It as soon as possible after death. To benefit

the lives of others, however, autopsies may

be performed when the cause of death IS not

fully understood, and organ transplants are

allowed to enable other people to live. The

fetus, as I have said, does not have the status of

a full-fledged human being. Therefore, If we

can use the body of a human being to enable

others to live, how much the more so may we

use a part of a body--m this case, the fetus--

for that purpose. This all presumes that the

fetus was aborted for good and sufficient rea-

son within the parameters of Jewish law.

may be discarded or used for reasonable

purposes and so may the stem cells that are

procured from them.

2. Stem cells for research purposes also can

be procured from donated sperm and eggs

mixed together and cultured in a petri dish.

Genetm materials outside the uterus have

no legal status In Jewish law, for they are not

even a part of a human being until implanted

In a woman's womb, and even then, during

the first 4o days of gestation, their status

is "as if they were simply water." Abortion

is still prohibited during that time, except

for therapeutic purposes, for an the uterus

such gametes have the potential of grow-

ing into a human being. Outside the womb,

however, at least at this time, they have no

such potential. As a result, frozen embryos

Other Factors in This Decision

1. Given that the materials for stem cell research

can be procured in permissible ways, the

technology itself is morally neutral. It gains

its moral valence on the basis of what we do

with it.
z. The question, then, is reduced to a risk-ben-

efit analysis of stem cell research. I want to

note only two things about [this] from a Jew-

ish perspective:

a. The Jewish tradition views the provision of

health care as a communal responsibility,

and so justice arguments have a special res-

onance for me as a lew. Especially because

much of the basic scmnce in this area was

funded by the government, the government

has the right to require private companies to

provide their applications of that science at

reduced rates, or if necessary, at no cost, to

those who cannot afford them. At the same

time, the Jewish tradition does not demand

socialism, and for many good reasons we in

the United States have adopted a modified,

capitalistic system of economics. The trick,

then, will be to balance access to applica-

tions of the new technology with the legiti-

mate right of a prwate company to make a

profit on Its efforts to develop and market

those applications.

b. The potential of stem cell research for cre-

ating organs for transplant and cures for

diseases is, at least in theory, both awesome

and hopeful. Indeed, in light of our divine

mandate to seek to maintain life and health,

one might even argue that from a Jewish

perspective we have a duty to proceed with

that research. As difficult as It may be, we

must draw a clear line between uses of this

or any other technology for cure, which are

to be applauded, as opposed to uses of this

technology for enhancement, which must

be approached with extreme caution. Jews

have been the brunt of campaigns of posi-

tive eugenics both here, in the United States,

and in Nazi Germany, and so we are espe-

cially sensitive to creating a model human

being that is to be rephcated through the

kind of genetic engineering that stern cell

apphcatlons will involve. Moreover, when

Jews see a disabled human being, we are

not to recoil from the disability or count

our blessings for not being disabled in that

way; rather, we are commanded to recite a

blessing thanking God for making people

different. Thus, m light of the Jewish view

that all human beings are created in the

image of God, regardless of their levels of

ability or disability, it is imperative from a

Jewish perspective that the applications of

stem cell research be used for cure and not

for enhancement.

Recommendation

My recommendation is that we take the steps

necessary to advance stem cell research and its

applications in an effort to take advantage of its

great potential for good We should do so, how-

ever, in such a way that we provide access to its

applications to all Americans who need them

and at the same time prohibit the development

of applications intended to make all human

beings fit any particular model of human excd-

lence Through this technology, we should seek

to cure diseases and to appreciate the variety of

God's creatures.
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Involving Human Embryonic Stem Cells

At the heart of the Catholic tradition, there is a

conviction that creation is itself revelatory and

knowledge of the requirements of respect for cre-

ated beings is accessible at least in part to human

reason. This is what is at stake in the Catholic

traditions understanding of natural law. For

most of its history; a Catholic natural law theory

has not assumed that morality can simply be
"read off" of nature, not even with the important

help of Scripture. Nonetheless, what natural law

theory does is tell us where to look--that is, to

the concrete reality of the world around us, to

the basic needs and possibilities of human per-

sons in relation to one another, and to the world

as a whole. "Lookxng" (to concrete reality) means

a complex process of discernment and delibera-

tion, and a structuring of Insights and deter-

ruination of meaning, from the fullest vantage

point available, given a particular history--one

that includes the Illumination of Scripture and

the accumulated wisdom of the tradition. The

limits, yet necessity, of this process account for

many of the disagreements about specific mat-

ters, even within the faith community.

This brings us, then, to disagreements regard-

ing human embryonic stern cell research. Those

who stand within the Catholic tradition tend to
"look" to the reality of stern cells and, what is

more relevant in thxs Instance, to the realities of

the sources of stem cells for current research--

that is, human embryos and fetuses. Within

the Catholic tradition, a case can be made both

against and for such research--each dependent

upon dafferent Interpretations of the moral status

of the human embryo and the aborted human

fetus. There are, first, a significant number of

Catholics, who make the case against. They argue

that human embryos must be protected on a par

with human persons--at least to the extent that

they should not be either created or destroyed

merely for research purposes. Moreover, the use

of aborted fetuses as a source for stem cells, while

not in one sense &fferent from the harvesting of

tissue from any human cadavers, nonetheless

should be prohibited because It is complicit with

and offers a possible Incentive for elechve abor-

tion. (If the fetuses in question have been spon-

taneously aborted, however, some opening is

allowed for their use In this research.) Part of the

case against embryo stem cell research also rests

on the identification of alternatives (the use of

adult cells, de&fferentiated and redifferentmted

Into specific lineages) One can also presume

that the case against embryo stem cell research

Includes a case against clomng, if and insofar as

this research incorporates steps involved in pro-

cedures for domng.

But on the other hand, a case for human

embryo stem cell research can also be made

on the basis of positions developed within the

Catholic tradition. A growing number of Catho-

lic moral theologians, for example, do not con-

sider the human embryo in its earhest stages

(prior to the development of the primitive

streak or to implantation) to constitute an indi-

vidualized human entity with the settled inher-

ent potential to become a human person. The

moral status of the embryo is, therefore (in this

view), not that of a person, and its use for certain

kinds of research can be justified (Because it is,

however, a form of human life, it IS due some

respect--for example, at should not be bought or

sold.) Those who would make this case argue for

a return to the centuries-old Catholic position

that a certain amount of development IS neces-

sary in order for a conceptus to warrant personal

status. Embryological studies now show that fer-

tilization ("conception") is itself a process (not a
"moment"), and such studies provide support for

the opinion that in its earliest stages (Including

the blastocyst stage, when stem ceils would be

extracted for purposes of research) the embryo is

not sufficiently Individualized to bear the moral

weight of personhood. Moreover, some of the

concetns regarding the use of aborted fetuses as

a source for stem cells can be alleviated if safe-

guaids (such as iulmg out "direct" donation foI

this purpose) are put In place--not unhke the

restrictions articulated for the geneial use of

fetal tissue foI therapeutic transplantation And

finally, concerns about cloning may be at least

partially addressed by insisting on an absolute

barrier between cloning for research and thera-

peutic purposes on the one hand and cloning for

reproductive purposes on the other (the latter, of

course, raising many more serious ethical ques-

tions than the former).

We have, then, two opposing cases articulated

within the Roman Cathohc tradition. It would

be a mistake to conclude that what this tradition

has to offer, however, is only a kind of "draw" It

offers, rather, an ongoing process of discernment

that remains faithful to a largei set of theological

and ethical convictmns, that takes account of the

best that science can tell us about some aspects

of reality, and that aims to make one or the other

case persuasive on the basis of reasons whose

lntelhglbIhty IS open to the scrutiny of all. I

myself stand with the case foÿ embryonic stem

cell research, and I believe this case can be made

persuasively both within the Catholic tradition

and in the public forum. The newest informa-

tion we have from embiyological studies sup-

ports this case, and I would argue that it can be

made without sacrificing the traditions commit-

ments to respect human life, promote human

well-being, and honor the sacred in created

realities. Further, to move forward with human

embryonic stem cell research need not soften the

traditions concerns to oppose the commercial-

ization of human life and to promote distributive

justice in the provision of medical care.

Testimony of Gilbert C. Meilaender, ]r., Ph.D., Valparaiso University

As I understand it, I have been invited to speak

specifically in my capacity as a Protestant theolo-

gian, and I will try to do so. At the same time, I

cannot claim to speak for Protestants generally--

alas, no one can. I will, however, try to draw on

several theologians who speak from within differ-

ent strands of Protestantism. I think you can and

should assume that a significant number of my

co-religionlsts more or less agree with the points

I will make. You can, of course, also assume that

other Protestants would disagree, even though I

like to think that, were they to ponder these mat-

ters long enough, they would not.

I will make two points For each of the points,

I will take as my starting point a sentence from

a well-known Protestant thinker--not in order

to claim that theologian's authority for or agree-

ment with what I have to say, but simply to

provide some "texts" with which to begin my

reflections

First, a passage from Karl Barth, perhaps the

greatest of twentieth-century theologians, who

writes from the Reformed (Calvinist) tradition:

"No community, whether family, village or state,

is really strong If it will not carry its weak and

even its very weakest members:'

This sentence invites us to ponder the sta-

tus of the human embryo--the source of many,

though not all, of the stem cells that would be

used in research. One of the complexitms that

I do not fully understand involves the ques-

tion of whether stem cells axe not themselves

and cannot develop into embryos. I will assume

that they are not and cannot, although perhaps

I need to be instructed further on this matter.

Even in making this assumption, however, we

face the fact that procuring embryonic stem

ceils for research requires the destruction of the

embryo. Hence, we cannot avoid thinking about

its moral status.
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No doubt in our society it is impossible to

contemplate this question without feeling sucked

back into the abortion debate, and we may some-

times have the feeling that we cannot consider

any other related question without always end-

ing up arguing about abortion. Perhaps there is

something to that, and I will not entirely avoid

It myself before I am done, but the question of

using (and destroying) embryos in research is

a separate question. The issue of abortion, as it

has been framed in our society's debate and in

Supreme Court decisions, has turned chiefly on

a conflict between the claims of the fetus and the

claims of the pregnant woman. It is precisely that

conflict, and our seeming inability to serve the

woman's claim without turning directly against

the life of the fetus, that has been thought to

justify abortion. But there is no such direct con-

flict of hves involved in the instance of embryo

research.

Here, as in so many other areas of life, we must

struggle to think inclusively rather than exclu-

sively about the human species, about who is one

of us, and about whose good should count in the

common good we seek to fashion. The embryo is,

I believe, the weakest and least advantaged of our

fellow human beings, and no community is really

strong if it will not carry its weakest members.

This is not an understanding shaped chiefly

in the fires of recent political debate; rather, it

has very deep roots in Christian tradihon, and,

invited as I have been to address you from within

that tradition, I need to explore briefly those

roots. We have become accustomed in recent

years to distinguishing between persons and

human beings, to thinking about personhood

as something added to the existence of a living

human being--and then to debating where to

locate the hme when such personhood is added.

There is, however, a much older concept of the

person--for which no threshold of capacities is

required--that was deeply influential in Western

history and that had its roots in some of the most

central Christian affirmations.

Christians believed that in Jesus of Naza-

reth, divine and human natures were joined in

one person, and, of course, they understood

that it was not easy to make sense of such a

claim For if Jesus had both divine and human

natures, he would seem to be two persons, two

individuals, identified in terms of two sets of

personal capacities or characteristics--a sort of

chimera, we might say, in terms appropriate to

this gathering.

So Christian thinkers turned in a different

direction that was very influential in our cul-

ture's understanding of what it means to be an

individual. In their view, a person is not someone

who has a certain set of capacities; a person is

simply, as Oliver O' Donovan puts it, a "someone

who"--a someone who has a history. That story,

for each of us, begins before we are conscious of

it, and, for many of us, may continue after we

have lost consciousness of it. It is nonetheless our

personal history even when we lack awareness of

it, even when we lack or have lost certain capaci-

ties characteristic of the species.

This is, as I noted, an insight that grew origi-

nally out of intricate Chnstological debates car-

ned on by thinkers every bit as profound as any

we today are hkely to encounter. But starting

from that very definite point, they opened up for

us a vision of the person that carries deep human

wisdom, that refuses to think of personhood as

requiring certain capacities, and that therefore

honors the time and place of each someone

who has a history. In honoring the digmty of

even the weakest of living human beings--the

embryo--we come to appreciate the mystery of

the human person and the mystery of our own

individuality.

Second, a sentence from the late John Howard

Yoder, a well-known Mennonite theologian: "I

am less likely to look for a saving solution if I

have told myself beforehand that there can be

none, or have made advance provision for an

easy brutal one."

Stem cell research is offered to us as a kind

of saving solution, and it is not surprising

therefore that we should grasp at it. Although

I suspect that promises and possibilities could

easily be oversold, none of us should pretend to

be indifferent to attempts to relieve or cure healt

disease, ParMnsoffs and Alzhmmer's diseases, or

diabetes. Suffering, and even death, ate not the

greatest evils of human life, but they are surely

bad enough--and all honor goes to those who

set their face against such ills and seek to reheve

them.

The sentence from Yoder reminds us, how-

ever, that we may sometimes need to deny

ourselves the handiest means to an undeni-

ably good end. In this case the desired means

will surely involve the creation of embryos

for research--and then their destruction. The

human will, seeing a desired end, takes control,

subjecting to its desire even the living human

organism. We need to ask ourselves whether

this is a road we really want to travel to the very

end. Learning to think of human beings as will

and freedom alone has been the long and steady

project of modermty. At least since Kant, eth-

ics has often turned to the human will as the

only source of value. But C. S. Lewis, an Angli-

can and surely one of the most widely read of

twentieth-century Christian thinkers, depicted

what happens when we ourselves become the

object of this mastering will:

We ieduce things to mele NatuIe in order that

we may 'conquer' them We ale always con-

querlng Nature, because 'natuie' is the name

fol what we have to some extent conquered

The price of conquest is to tleat a thing as

mele Nature ...The stals do not become

Natuie till we can weigh and measme them'

the soul does not become Natute till we can

psycho-analyse hel The wresting of powms

flom Natule is also the sunendermg of things

to Natme As long as this piocess stops sholt

of the final stage we may well hold that the

gain outweighs the loss

But as soon as we take the final step of

reducing OUl own species to the level of mere

Natule, the whole process is stultified, for

this time the being who stood to gain and the

being who has been sacrificed are one and

the same This xs one of the many instances

where to carry a principle to what seems its

logical conclusion produces absurdity. It is

like the famous Irishman who found that a

ceitain Mnd of stove leduced his fuel bill by

half and thence concluded that two stoves of

the same Mnd would enable him to warm his

house with no fuel at all  ....  [I]f man chooses

to treat hÿmself as raw material, raw material

he will be

What Yoder reminds us is that only by stop-

ping, only by declining to exercise our will in

this way, do we force ourselves to look for other

possible ways to achieve admittedly desirable

ends. Only by dechning to use embryos for this

research do we awaken our imaginations and

force ourselves to seek other sources for stem

cells--as may be possible, for example, if recent

reports are to be believed, by deriving stem

ceils from bone marrow or from the placenta or

umbihcal cord in live births. The dlsciphne of

saying no to certain proposed means stimulates

us to think creatively about other, and better,

possibilities.
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Islamic Perspectives on Research with

Human Embryonic Stem Cells

The ethical-religious assessment of research uses

of plurlpotent stem cells derived from human

embryos in Islam can be inferentially deduced

from the ruhngs of the Shari" a, Islamlc law, that

deal with fetal viability and the sanctity of the

embryo in the classical and modern juristic deci-

sions. The Shari" a treats a second source of cells,

those derived from fetal tissue following abortion,

as analogically similar to cadaver donation for

organ transplantation in order to save other lives,

and hence, the use of cells from that source is per-

mlsslble.

Based on theological and ethical consider-

atlons derived from the Koranic passages that

describe the embryonic journey to person-

hood developmentally and the rulings that treat

ensoulment and personhood as occurring over

time almost synonymously, it is correct to sug-

gest that a majority of the Sunni and ShFite

jurists will have little problem in endorsing ethi-

cally regulated research on the stem cells that

promises potential therapeutic value, provided

that the expected therapeutic benefits are not

simply speculative.

The inception of embryonic life is an Impor-

tant moral and social question in the Muslim

community. Anyone who has followed Muslim

debate over this question notices that its answer

has differed at &fferent times and m propor-

tion to the scientific information available to

the jurists. Accordingly, each period of Islamic

jurisprudence has come up with ItS ruling (fatwa),

consistent with the findings of science and tech-

nology avadable at that tnne. The search for a

satisfactory answer regarding when an embryo

attains legal rights has continued to this day.

The life of a fetus inside the womb, according

to the Koran, goes through several stages, which

are described in a detailed and precise manner.

In the chapter entitled "The Believers" (24), we
read the following verses:

We created (khalaqna) man of an extraction of

clay, then We set him, a drop in a safe lodging,

then We created of the drop a clot, then We

created of the clot a tissue, then We created of

the tissue bones, then we covered the bones

in flesh, thereafter We produced it as another

creature So blessed be God, the Best of cre-

ators (khahqm) (K 24.12-14)!

In another place, the Koran specifically speaks

about "breathing His own spirit" after God forms
human beings.

Human progeny He creates from a drop of

speIm; He fashions his limbs and organs in

perfect proportion and breathes into him

from His own Spirit (1 uh) And He gives you

ears, eyes, and a heart. These bounties walrant

your smceie gratitude, but little do you give

thanks (K. 41.9-1o).

And your Lord said to the angels. 'I am going

to create human from clay And when I have

given him form and breathed into him of My

life force 0 uh), you must all show respect by

bowing down before him' (K. 38.72-73).

as well as punitive justice, where the rights and

indemnity of the fetus are recognized as a person,

whether the fetus should be accorded the status of

a legal-moral person once it lodges in the uterus

in the earlier stage. Fourth, as the subsequent

juridical extiapolations beal out, the Koranic

embryonic development allows for a possible dis-

tinction between a biological and moral person

because of its silence over a particular point when

the ensoulment occurs.

Earlier rulings on indemnity for homicide in

the Shari'a were deduced on the premise that

the life of a fetus began with the apprecmtlon

of its palpable movements inside the mother's

womb, which occurs around the fourth month

of pregnancy. In addition to the Koran, the

following tra&tlon on creation of human prog-

eny provided the evidence for the concrete

divide in pre- and post-ensoulment periods of

pregnancy:

Each one of you possesses his own formation

within his mother's womb, first as a drop of

matter for forty days, then as a blood clot for

forty days, then as a blob for forty days, and

then the angel is sent to breath hfe into him

(Sahth al-Bukhart [d 87o] and Sahih al-Mushm

[d. 875], The Book of Destiny [qadar]).

Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani (d. 1449) commenting

on the above tradition says:

The first organ that develops in a fetus 18 the

stomach because it needs to feed Itself by

means of tt. Ahmentation has precedence over

all other functions for in the order of nature

growth depends on nutrition R does not need

sensory perception or voluntary movement at

this stage because it is hke a plant. However, it

is given sensatmn and volition when the soul

(nafs) attaches itself to it (Fath al-barzf! sharh

al-Sahth al-bukhari, kitab al-qadar, 11 482).

A majority of the Sunni and some Shi'ite

scholars make a distinction between two stages

in pregnancy divided by the end of the fourth

The commentators of the Koran, who were in

most cases legal scholars, drew some important

conclusions from this and other passages that

describe the development of an embryo to a full

human person. First, human creation is part of

the divine will that determines the embryonic

journey developmentally to a human creature.

Second, it suggests that moral personhood is a

process and achievement at the later stage in bio-

logical development of the embryo when God

says: "thereafter We produced him as another

creature." The adverb "thereafter" clarifies the

stage at which a fetus attains personhood. Third,

it raises questions in Islamic law of inheritance

month (120 days) when the ensoulment takes

place. On the other hand, a majority of the Shl"ite

and some Sunni jurists have exercised caution in

malting such a dlstmction because they regard the

embryo in the pre-ensoulment stages as alive and

its eradication as a sin. That is why Sunni jurists

in general allow justifiable abortion within that

period, while all schools agree that the sanctity of

fetal life must be acknowledged after the fourth

month.

The classical formulations based on the Koran

and the Tra&tlon provide no universally accepted

definxtmn of the term "embryo:' Nor do these two

foundational sources define the exact moment

when a fetus becomes a moral-legal being. With

the progress in the study of anatomy and in embry-

ology, it is confirmed beyond any doubt that life

begins inside the womb at the very moment of

conception, right after fertilazatlon and the pro-

ductlon of a zygote. Consequently, from the earli-

est stage of its conception, an embryo is said to be

a living creature with sanctity whose hfe must be

protected against aggression. This opinion is held

by Dr. Hassan Hathout, a physician by traxmng,

who was unable to be here today. This scientific

information has turned into a legal-ethical &s-

pute among Mushm jurists over the permlssibd-

ity of abortion during the first trimester and the

destruction of unused embryos, which would,

according to this information, be regarded as liv-

ing beings in the m vttro fertdlzation clinics. Some

scholars have called for ignoring the sanctity of

fetal life and permitting its termination at that

early stage.

A tenable conclusmn held by a number of

prominent Sunni and Shi'ite scholars suggests

that aggression against the human fetus is unlaw-

ful. Once it is estabhshed that the fetus is alive,

the crime against it is regarded as a crime against

a fully formed human being. According to these

scholars, science and experience have unfolded

new horizons that have left no room for doubt

in determining signs of life from the moment of

conception. Yet, as participants in the act of cre-

ating and curing with God, human beings can
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actively engage in furthering the overall good of

humanity by Intervening in the works of nature,

including the early stages of embryonic develop-

ment, to improve human health.

The question that still remains to be answered

by Muslim jurists in the context of embryonic

stem cell research IS, When does the union of a

sperm and an ovum entail sanctity and rights in

the Shari'a? Most of modern Muslim opinions

speak of a moment beyond the blastocyst stage

when a fetus turns into a human being. Not every

living organism In a uterus is entitled to the same

degree of sanctity and honor as is a fetus at the

turn of the first trimester.

The anatomical description of the fetus as

it follows its course from conception to a full

human person has been closely compared to the

tradition about three periods of 4o-day gestation

to conclude that the growth of a well-defined

form and evidence of voluntary movement mark

the ensoulment. This opinion is based on a clas-

sical ruling given by a prominent Sunni jurist,

Ibn al-Qayylm (d. 135o):

operative in North Amellca when it comes to

making ethical decisions on any of the contro-

versial matters in medical ethics. Nevertheless,

on the basis of all the evidence examined for this

testimony, it is possible to propose the following

as acceptable to all schools of thought in Islam:
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Does an embryo move voluntarily or have

sensation before the ensoulment? It is said

that it grows and feeds hke a plant. It does

not have voluntary movement or ahmenta-

tlon. When ensoulment takes place voluntary

movement and ahmentatlon is added to it (Ibn

al-Qayytm, al-Ttbyanf! aqsam al-qur'an, z55).

1. The Koran and the Tradition regard perceivable

human life as possible at the later stages of the

biological development of the embryo.

2. The fetus is accorded the status of a legal

person only at the later stages of its develop-

ment, when perceptible form and voluntary

movement are demonstrated. Hence, In ear-

lier stages, such as when it lodges itself m the

uterus and begins its journey to personhood,

the embryo cannot be considered as possess-

ing moral status.

3. The silence of the Koran over a criterion

for moral status (I.e., when the ensoulment

occurs) of the fetus allows the jurists to make

a distinction between a biological and a moral

person, placing the latter stage after, at least,

the first trimester of pregnancy.

Since there IS no unified juridlcal-rehgious

body representing the entire Muslim community

globally, different countries have followed dif-

ferent classical Interpretations of fetal viability.

Thus, for instance, Saudl Arabia, might choose

to follow Ibn Qayylm; while Egypt might fol-
low Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani. We need to keep m

mind that the same plurality of the tradition is

Finally, the Koran takes into account the prob-

lem of human arrogance, which takes the form of

rejection of God's frequent reminders to human-

ity that God's immutable laws are dominant in

nature and that human beings cannot willfully

Interfere to cause damage to others. "The will

of God" m the Koran has often been interpreted

as the processes of nature unlnterfered with by

human action. Hence, in Islam, research on stem

cells made possible by biotechnical intervention

in the early stages of life is regarded as an act of

faith in the ultimate will of God as the Giver of all

life, as long as such an intervention is undertaken

with the purpose of improwng human health.

On 5 November 1998 Geron Corporation

announced that scientists working in collabora-

tion with Geron had succeeded in establishing

cell culture lines of human embryonic stem (hES)

cells. Because these cells are considered plurlpo-

tent (capable of being the precursors to a variety

of human cell types) and immortal (sustainable

in culture and reproducing themselves indefi-

nitely), they represent a major breakthrough in

scientific research, with potential for significant

advances in tissue transplantation, pharmaceuti-

cal testing, and embryology.

Prior to the November announcement, the

Geron Ethics Advisory Board developed 'ÿ

Statement on Human Embryonic Stem Cells" as

a set of guidelines for hES research.* This essay

provides an expansion and elaboration of the

particular warrants and moral reasoning for that

statement.

Research with Embryonic Stem Cells

1, "The blastocyst must be treated with the

respect appropriate to early human embry-

onic tissue"

The creation of hES cells involves isolation of

cells from the blastocyst. The blastocyst consists

of an outer cellular layer, which would develop

* An Ethics Advisory Board, whose membeis iepresent

a variety of philosophical and theological traditions

with a breadth of experience in health cale ethics, was

created by Geron Corporation in 1998 The Board

functions as an independent entity, consulting and

giving advice to the colporation on ethical aspects of

the work Geron sponsols. Membeis of the board have

no financml interest in Gelon Corporation.

as the placenta, and an inner cell mass, which

would develop as the body of the fetus. The outer

layer is dissolved and the resulting mass of cells

is used for research. Thus a central ethical issue

is the moral status of the blastocyst.

To raise the matter of "moral status" is to ask,

Does a given entity possess the requisite qualities

or characteristics that entitle it to moral consider-

ation and concern? "Moral status" thus functions

as a threshold idea: entities with moral status

should be treated in a manner differently from

entlhes without that status. The EAB affirms that

the blastocyst has moral status and hence should

be treated with respect.

What sort of moral status does the blastocyst

have? Some have argued for conception as the

relevant consideration, others for the develop-

ment of the "primitive streak" (the precursor to

the spinal cord of an indlwdual fetus) as a defin-

ing moment, and some for utilizing implantation

as the crucial threshold for moral status.

Reviewing the complex literature on this topic,

Ted Peters, following Daniel Callahan, distin-

guishes three basic schools of thought. The genettc

school locates the beginning of human person-

hood, and thus claims of moral status and dignity,

at the genetic beginning--that is, at conception,

at the point where one's indMdual genome is set.

Here, a criterion for moral status (human genetic

heritage) is linked to a particular point in human

life (conception). The developmental school,

while granting that human hfe begins at concep-

tion, holds equally that human personhood--and

hence full moral status--IS a later development.

Here, moral status IS understood developmen-

tally: as the conceptus develops from blastocyst to

fetus and beyond so too does moral status grow
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(although proponents differ on when exactly the

threshold of moral status is reached) The social

consequences school shares with the developmen-

tal school the behef that human personhood is a

process and an achievement over time Advocates

denÿ; however, that personhood is achieved at

any particular moment. Rather, "personhood" is

a matter of definition rather than biological fact,

based on socially constructed norms.

In its work, the National Institutes of Health

Human Embryo Research Panel focused less on

the time when moral status might be acquired

and more on the criteria for its determination.

The panel noted two broad approaches in the

debates: one proposes a single criterion as con-

stltutive of moral personhood, while a second,
"pluralistic;' approach emphasizes a number of

different, interacting criteria. As the panel noted

Among the qualities considered under a

pluralistic approach are those mentioned in

single-criterion views: genetic uniqueness,

potentiality for development, sentlence, brain

activity, and degree of cogmtive development.

Other quahties often mentioned are human

form, capacW for survival outside the moth-

er's womb, and degree of relational presence

(whether to the mother herself or to othels).

Although none of these qualities is by itself

sufficient to estabhsh personhood, their devel-

oping presence in an entity Increases its moral

status until, at some point, full and equal pro-

tectabdlty is required.

The panel proposed the pluralistic approach as

the more adequate of the two, with moral status

(and hence protectabihty) understood develop-

mentally, culminating at birth in full and equal

personhood.

Drawing upon this wealth of philosophi-

cal and theological reflection and situating

ourselves relative to it, the EAB affirmed our

understanding of moral status as developmen-

tal and consonant with the pluralistic approach.

This developmental view is in accord with Jewish

tradition, with the views of many Roman Cath-

ohcs (although not the Vatican), and with the

majority of Protestant traditions as well as witÿ

legal traditions that provide different protectio

at different stages of fetal development.            ÿ:ÿ;ÿ!

We hold that a fundamental principle of respect

for human life applies at all stages of human devel-

opment. The developmental view that we affirm

does not mean that the principle of respect can

be ignored, it means that the principle requires

different considerations and entails different obli-

gations at different developmental stages. Once

there is evidence of capaoty for sensation, for

example, respect requires minimization of pain.

In this very early embryonic tissue there is no

capacity for sensation, thus minimization of pain

does not apply. Rather, early embryonic tissue

is respected by ensuring that it is used with care

only In research that incorporates substantive

values such as reduction of human suffering. We

believe that the purposes of the hES research--its

potential to contribute to fundamental lcnowl-

edge of human development and to medical and

pharmaceutical interventions to alleviate suffer-

ing--provide such substantive values.

A second source of cells is human embryonic

germ (hEG) cells derived from gamete ridge tis-

sue removed from early fetal tissue following

elective abortion. These cells have been cultured

using similar but not identical methods as are

used for the hES cells, and may have both prop-

erties ofplurlpotency and immortality. However,

this research raises ethical questions distinct

from those in the use of the early blastocyst. The

tissue is taken (much as cadaver organs might

be taken) from an aborted fetus within the first

eight weeks after conceptmn. At stake in this

debate is whether licit use can be made of tissue

collected after abortion in a society in which the

act of abortion is seen by some as murderous and

by others (and by law) as acceptable

The EAB cannot resolve the contentious

abortion debate. We are developing guidelines

for hEG research. Prehmmary reflections sug-

gest at least the following concerns: First, all

agree that the demise of the fetus is not caused

by the research procedures. Second, the moral

obhgation to save hfe may be a sufficiently strong

warrant to justify certain uses of the tissue of the

dead and hence to support such research. Tnltd,

the tissue of the dead must be used with respect.

Respect for tissue taken from a dead fetus would

take into account the need for closure, grief, and

ritual that families might have In these cases.

Respect would include the confidential and dig-

nified handling of the tissue when collected and

used. Finally, issues of informed consent would

apply with the same stringency required in the

case ofhES research (see below).

2. "Women/couples donating blastocysts pro-

duced in the process of in vitro fertilization

must give full and informed consent for the

use of the blastocysts in research and in the

development of cell hnes from that tissue?'

Human embryonic stem cells are derived from

embryos produced for chnical purposes and

then donated for research purposes. Hence of

crucial ethical significance is the character and

quality of the consent given by women and cou-

ples to such donation. What is needed for valid

consent to donate embryonic tissue for research

purposes?

Consent to utilize embryos for chmcal pur-

poses of IVF does not suffice as consent for

their use in research and cell-line development.

Explicit consent must be elicited for such use. We

concur with Arthur Caplan that "when research

is the goal, whether for profit or not, those whose

materials are to be used have a right to know and

consent to such use?' Couples donating embryos

for this research should understand dearly the

nature of the research and also should under-

stand whether there are commercial implica-

tions and if so, whether they hold any propri-

etary rights in the tissue lines developed from

embryonic cells.

Moreover, we beheve that the context of

embryo donation within the process of IVF

renders the need for careful consent even more

important. The IVF process is often physically

painful, emotionally burdensome, and financially

costly. These factors may make IVF patients par-

ticularly vulnerable.
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In the course of our deliberations, we reviewed

an exemplary form used in soliciting consent

for embryo donation for research. This form

states explicitly: "cells that may be derived from

embryos donated for this research could have

clinical and commercml value in the event that

the study is successful" It further specifies:

This lesearch wdl not benefit your clinical

caie, and you will not benefit financially from

it The physicians/chmclans involved In your

care will not benefit financially from this study.

The investigators conducting this study could

benefit financially from clinical or commeicial

values that may result from it. The cells derived

in this study may be shared with Geron Cor-

poration, located in Menlo Park, CA, as part

of the study. Geron Corporation may benefit

financially from the development and dmmal

use of the cells derived in this study

Such explicit statements embody well the

kinds of financial disclosure that a consent form

should contain.

3. "The hES research will not involve any clon-

ing for purposes of human reproduction, any

transfer to a uterus, or any creation of human

chimeras or human-animal hybrids?'

Corporate representatives have stated clearly

to the EAB that human reproduction was not a

goal, purpose, or intent of Geron's research on

hES (and hEG) cells. Any effort to produce a liv-

ing being out of this research would ialse a host

of ethical issues, in particular the risk of harms

to potential offspring, to parenting women and

couples, and to the human community itself

through genetic manipulation and transmissmn

4. 'ÿcqulsitlon and development of the feeder

layer necessary for the growth of hES cells

in vitro must not violate accepted norms for

human or animal research?'

To keep hES cells in an undlfferentmted state,

they are cukured and maintained on layers of

nutrients called "feeder layers" Currently, irra-

diated mouse embryonic fibroblast feeder layers
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are utxhzed, but It is possible that other tissues

would be used in the future. The acquisition

and development of the feeder layers must be in

accord with norms for research appropriate to the

source from which the feeder layers are drawn.

Geron,s use of mouse embryonic cells would

seem to fall well within a judgment of ethical use

of animal tissue. The research holds great poten-

tial therapeutic value. In addition, mouse embryos

fall below the threshold ofsentlence (the abdlty to

experience pain) or of other capacities of organic

animal being and activity Nevertheless, we man-

date continued attention to animal welfare.

5. 'ÿ11 such research must be done in a context

of concern for global justice:'

One of the primaryjustificatlons ofhES research is

beneficence based: its therapeutic potential to alle-

viate human suffering and to promote the health

and well-being of human populations. However,

to justify a practice on the basis of its benefits

maizes moral sense only if people in need actually

have access to those benefits. Hence the justifica-

tion gains credibihty only when it is wedded to a

The Ethics of Anirnai Research

What Are the Prospects for Agreement?

DAVID DEGRAZIA
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Few human uses of nonhuman animals (hereafter

simply "animals") have incited as much contro-

versy as the use of animals in biomedical research.

The political exchanges over this issue tend to pro-

duce much more heat than light, as representatives

of both biomedicine and the animal protection

community accuse opponents of being "Nazis;'
"terrorists;' and the hke. However, a healthy num-

ber of individuals within these two communities

offer the possibility of a more illuminating discus-

sion of the ethics of animal research.

commitment to justice, rooted In "a recognition

of our SOClality and mutual vulnerability to dis-

ease and death" The EAB considers concerns

about socml justice in pubhc health to be of over-

rldmg importance. Thus in the EAB's judgment, it

is morally paramount that research development

include attention to the global distribution of and

access to these therapeutic interventions.

Two features of Geron's research render this

commitment to just access particularly chal-

lenging. First, the research IS undertaken in the

private sector--in the context of market forces,

patenting of products, interests of shareholders

and investors, and a consideration of profit. These

varied interests may compete with--but should

not override--a concern for equitable access.

Second, the research is highly technological and

expensive, as well as under the proprietary rights

of a U.S. company. How to ensure adequate

access for insured, underinsured, and nonin-

sured patients in the United States, let alone on

a global basis, will be an ethically and financially

challenging task. The EAB will continue to work

with Geron on these matters.

and animal advocates. (The teIm "biomedicine"

here refers to everyone who works in medicine

or the life sciences, not just those conducting

animal research. 'ÿtnlmal advocates" and "animal

protection community" refer to those mdlvidu-

als who take a major interest in protecting the

interests of animals and who believe that much

current usage of animals is morally unjustified

The terms are not restricted to animal activ-

ists, because some individuals meet this defini-

tion without being pohtlcally active in seeking

changes.)

This paper begins with some background

on the political and ethical debate over animal

research. It then identifies important points of

potential agreement between biomedicine and

animal advocates; much of this common ground

can be missed due to distraction by the fireworks

of the current political exchange Next, the paper

enumerates issues on which continuing disagree-

ment is likely. Finally, It concludes with concrete

suggestions for building positively on the com-

mon ground.

Background on the Debate over Animal

Research

One such Individual is Henry Splra. Spira

almost single-handedly convinced Avon, Revlon,

and other major cosmetics companies to invest

in the search for alternatives to animal testing.

Largely due to his tactful but persistent engage-

ment with these companies--and to their willing-

ness to change--many consumers today look for

such labels as "not tested on animals" and "cruelty

free" on cosmetics they would like to buy.

Inspired by Spira, this paper seeks common

ground between the positions of biomedicine

What is the current state of the debate over the

ethics of animal research? Let us begin with the

viewpoint of biomedicine. It seems fair to say that

biomedicine has a "party line" on the ethics of ani-

mal research, conformity to which may feel like a

political litmus test for full acceptability within the

professional community According to this party

line, ammal research is clearly justified because

it is necessary for medical progress and therefore

human health--and those who disagree are irratio-

nal, antxscience, misanthropic "extremists" whose

views do not deserve serious attention. (Needless

to say, despite considerable conformity, not every-

one in biomedicine accepts this position.)

In at least some countries, biomedlcine's lead-

ership apparently values conformity to this party

line more than freedom of thought and expression

on the animal research issue. (In this paragraph,

I will refer to the American situation to illustrate

the point.) Hence the unwflhngness of major

medical journals, such as JAMA and The New

England Journal of Medtcine, to publish articles

that are highly critical of animal research. Hence

also the extraordinary similarity I have noticed in

pro-Iesearch lectures by representatives of biD-

medicine. I used to be puzzled about why these

lectures sounded so similar and why, for example,

they consistently made some of the same philo-

sophical and conceptual errors (such as dichoto-

mizing animal welfare and animal rights, and

takang the latter concept to imply identical rights

for humans and animals). BUt that was before I

learned of the 'AMA [American Medical Asso-

ciation] Animal Research Action Plan'' and the

AMP2s "White Paper" Promoting an aggressive

pro-research campaign, these documents encour-

age AMA members to say and do certain things for

public relations purposes, including the following:

"Identify animal rights activists as anti-science

and against medical progress"; "Combat emotion

with emotion (eg [sic], 'fuzzy' animals contrasted

with 'healing' children)"; and "Position the bio-

medical community as moderate--centrist--in

the controversy, not as a polar opposite:'

It is a reasonable conjecture that biomedlclne's

party line was developed largely in reaction to

fear--both of the most intimidating actions of

some especially zealous animal advocates, such

as telephoned threats and destruction of prop-

erty, and of growing societal concern about ani-

mals. Unfortunately, biomedicine's reaction has

created a political culture in which many or most

animal researchers and their supporters do not

engage in sustained, critical thinking about the

moral status of animals and the basic justification

(or lack thereof) for animal research Few seem

to recognize that there is significant merit to the

opposing position, fewer have had any rigorous

training in ethical reasoning, and hardly any

have read much of the leading literature on ani-

mal ethics. The stultifying effect of this cultural

phenomenon hit home with me at a small meet-

ing of representatives of biomedicine, in which

I had been invited to explain "the animal rights

philosophy" (the invitation Itself being excep-

tional and encouraging). After the talk, in which



I presented ideas familiar to all who really know

the literature and issues of animal ethics, several

attendees pumped my hand and said something

to this effect: "This is the frst time I have heard

such rational and lucid arguments for the other

side. I didn't know there were any?'

As for the animal protection community,

there does not seem to be a shared viewpoint

except at a very general level: significant inter-

est in animal welfare and the behef that much

current animal usage is unjustified. Beyond that,

differences abound. For example, the Humane

Society of the United States opposes factory

farming but not humane forms of animal hus-

bandry, rejects current levels of animal use in

research but not animal research Itself, and con-

demns most zoo exhibits but not those that ade-

quately meet animals' needs and approximate

their natural habitats. Meanwhile, the Animal

Liberation Front, a clandestine British organiza-

tion, apparently opposes all animal husbandry,

animal research, and the keeping of zoo animals.

Although there are extensive differences within

the animal protection community, as far as our

paper topic goes, at seems fair to say that almost

everyone in this group opposes current levels of

animal research.

Points on Which the Biomedical and

Animal Protection Communities Can

Agree

The optimistic thesis of this paper is that the

biomedical and animal protection communities

can agree on a fair number of important points,

and that much can be done to build upon this

common ground. I will number and highlight

(in bold) each potential point of agreement and

then justify its Inclusion by explaining how both

sides can agree to it, without abandoning their

basic positions, and why they should.

1. The use of animals in biomedical research

raises ethical issues. Today very few people

would disagree with this modest claim, and any

who would are dearly in the wrong. Most ani-

mal research involves harming animal subjects,

provoking ethical concerns, and the leading goal

of animal research, promotion of human health,

is itself ethically Important, even the expendi-

ture of taxpayers' money on government-funded

animal research raises ethical Issues about the

best use of such money. Although a very modest

assertion, this point of agreement is important

because it legitimates a process that is sometimes

resisted: discussing the ethics of animal research.

It is worth noting a less obvious claim that

probably enjoys strong majority support but not

consensus: that animals (at least sentient ones, as

defined below) have moral status. To say animals

have moral status is to say that their interests

have moral importance independently of effects

on human interests. ('Interests' may be thought

of as components of well-being. For example,

sentient animals have an interest in avoiding

pain, distress, and suffering.) If animals have

moral status, then to brutalize a horse is wrong

because of the harm inflicted on the horse, not

simply because the horse is someone's property

(if that is so) or because animal lovers' feelings

may be hurt (if any animal lovers find out about

the abuse). 2he idea is that gratuitously harming

the horse wrongs the horse.

2. Sentient animals, a class that prob-

ably includes at least the vertebrates, deserve

moral protection. Whether because they have

moral status or because needlessly harming

them strongly offends many people's sensibili-

ties, sentient animals deserve some measure of

moral protection. By way of definition, sentient

animals are animals endowed with any sorts of

fedings: (conscious) sensations such as pain or

emotional states such as fear or suffering. But

which animals are sentient? Addressing this

complex issue implicates both the natural sc>

ences and the philosophy of mind. Lately, strong

support has emerged for the proposition that at

least vertebrate animals are very likely sentient.

This proposition is Implicitly endorsed by major

statements of principles regarding the humane

use of research animals, which often mention

that they apply to vertebrates. (Hereafter, the

unqualified term "animals" will refer to sentient

animals in particular.)

3. Many animals (at the very least, mammals)

are capable of having a wide variety of aversive

mental states, including pain, distress (whose

forms include discomfort, boredom, and fear),

and suffering. In biomedical circles, thele has

been some resistance to attributing suffering to

animals, so goverment documents concerned

with humane use of animals have often men-

tioned only pain, &stress, and discomfort

Because "suffering" refers to a highly unpleasant

mental state (whereas pain, distress, and discom-

fort can be mild and transient), the attribution

of suffering to animals is morally significant. An

indication that resistance may be weakening is

the attribution of suffering to sentient animals

in the National Aeronautics and Space Admmls-

trahods "Principles for the Ethical Care and Use

of Animals:' Whatever government documents

may say, the combined empirical and philosoph-

ical case for attributing suffering to a wide range

of animals is very strong.

4. Animals' experiential well-being (qual-

ity of life) deserves protection. If the use of

animals raises ethical Issues, meaning that their

interests matter morally, we confront the ques-

tion of what interests animals have. This ques-

tion raises controversial issues. For example, do

animals have an interest in remaining alive (life

Interests)? That is, does death itself--as opposed

to any unpleasantness experienced in dying--

harm an animal? A test case would be a scenario

in which a contented dog in good health is pain-

lessly and unwittingly killed in her sleep: Is she

harmed?

Another difficult issue is whether animal

well-being can be understood entirely in terms

of experiential well-being-quality of hfe in the

familiar sense in which (other things equal) plea-

sure is better than paln, enjoyment better than

suffering, satisfaction better than fl ustl atlon. Or

does the exercise of an animal's natural capaci-

ties count positively toward well-being, even if

quality of life is not enhanced? A test case would

be a scenario in which conditioning, a drug, or

brain surgery removes a bird's instinct and desire

to fly without lowering quality of life: Does the

bild's tlansformatmn to a new, nonflymg exis-

tence represent a harm?

Whatever the answers to these and other

ssues connected with animal well-being, what is

not controversial is that ammals have an inter-

est in experiential well-being, a good quality of

hfe. That is why ammal researchers are nolmally

expected to use anesthesia or analgesia where

these agents can reduce or eliminate animal sub-

jects' pare, distress, Ol suffering.

5. Humane care of highly social animals

requires extensive access to conspecifics. It is

increasingly appreciated that animals have differ-

ent needs based on what sorts of creatures they

are. Highly social animals, such as apes, monkeys,

and wolves, need social interactions with con-

specifics (members of their own species). Under

normal circumstances, they will develop social

structures, such as hierarchies and alliances, and

maintain long-term relationships with conspe-

clfics Because they have a strong instinct to seek

such Interactions and relationships, depriving

them of the opportunity to gratify this instinct

harms these animals. For example, in some

species, lack of appropriate social lnteractxons

impedes normal development. Moreover, social

companions can buffer the effects of stressful

situations, reduce behavioral abnormalities, pro-

vide opportunities for exercise, and increase cog-

nitwe stimulation. Thus in the case of any highly

social animals used in research, providing them

extensive access to conspecifics is an extremely

high moral priority.

6. Some animals deserve very strong protec-

tions (as, for example, chimpanzees deserve

not to be killed for the purpose of population

control). Biomedicine and animal advocates are

likely to disagree on many details ofethlcallyjus-

tiffed uses of animals in research, as we will see in

the next section. Still, discussants can agree that

there is an obligation to protect not just the expe-

riential well-being, but also the lives, of at least

some animals. This claim might be supported by

the (controversial) thesis that such animals have

life interests. On the other hand, it might be sup-

ported by the goal of species preservation (in the
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case of an endangered species), or by the recog-

nition that routine killing of such animals when

they are no longer useful for research would seri-

ously disturb many people.

Without agreeing on all the specific justifica-

tions, members of the National Research Council's

Committee on Long-Term Care of Chimpanzees

were able to agree (with one dissent) that chimps

should not be killed for the purpose of population

control, although they could be kdled if suffering

greatly with no alternative means of rehef. This

recommended protection of chimps' lives is

exceptional, because animal research policies gen-

erally state no presumption against lolling animal

subjects, requiring only that ldlhngs be as pain-

less as possible. Since this committee represents

expert opinion in biomedicine, it seems correct to

infer that biomedmine and the animal protection

community can agree that at least chimpanzees

should receive some very strong protections--of

their lives and of certain other components of

their well-being, such as their needs for social

interaction, reasonable freedom of movement,

and stimulating environments.

7. Alternatives should now be used whenever

possible and research on alternatives should

expand. Those who are most strongly opposed

to animal research hold that alternatives such

as mathematical models, computer simula-

tions, and in vitro biological systems should

replace nearly all use of animals in research. (I

say "nearly all" because, as discussed below, few

would condemn animal research that does not

harm its subjects.) Even for those who see the

animal research enterprise more favorably, there

are good reasons to take an active interest in

alternatives. Sometimes an alternative method is

the most valid way to approach a particular sci-

entific question; often alternatives are cheaper.

Their potential for reducing animal pain, dis-

tress, and suffering is, of course, another good

reason. Finally, biomedicine may enjoy stronger

public support if it responds to growing social

concern about animal welfare with a very serious

investment in nonammal methods. This means

not just using alternatives wherever they are

cul rently feasible, but also aggressively research_

mg the possibilities for expanding the use of such
methods.

8. Promoting human health is an extremely

important biomedical goal. No morally seri-

ous person would deny the great importance

of human health, so its status as a worthy goal

seems beyond question. What is sometimes for-

gotten, however, is that a worthy goal does not

automatically justify all the means thereto. Surely

it would be unethical to force large numbers of

humans to serve as subjects in highly painful,

eventually lethal research, even if its goal were

to promote human health. The controversy over

animal research focuses not on the worthiness of

its principal goal-promoting human health--but

rather on the means, Involving animal subjects,

taken in pursuit of that goal.

9. There are some morally significant dif-

ferences between humans and other animals.

Many people In biomedicine are not aware that

the views of animal advocates are consistent

with this judgment. Indeed, some animal advo-

cates might not realize that their views are con-

sistent with this judgment[ So let me identify a

couple of ideas, to which all should agree, that

support It.

First, the principle of respect for autonomy

applies to competent adult human beings, but to

very few if any animals. This principle respects

the self-regarding decisions of Individuals who

are capable of autonomous declsionmaldng

and action. Conversely, it opposes paternalism

toward such individuals, who have the capacity

to decide for themselves what IS in their interests.

Now, many sentient beings, Including human

children and at least most nonhuman animals,

are not autonomous in the relevant sense and so

are not covered by this principle. Thus it is often

appropriate to limit their hberty in ways that

promote their best interests, say, preventing the

human child from drinking alcohol, or forcing

a pet dog to undergo a vaccination. We might

say that where there is no autonomy to respect,

the principles of beneficence (promoting best

Interests) and respect for autonomy cannot

conflict; where there is autonomy to respect,

paternalism becomes morally problematic.

Second, even if sentient animals have an

interest, others things equal, in staying alive (as

I beheve), the moral presumption against tak-

ing human life is stronger than the presumption

against kalhng at least some animals Consider

fish, who are apparently sentient yet cognitively

extremely primitive in comparison with humans.

I have a hard time imagining even very commit-

ted animal advocates maintaining that lralling

a fish is as sermus a matter as killing a human

being. Leaders in animal ethics consistently sup-

port--though in interestingly different ways--

the idea that, ordinarily, killing humans is worse

than killing at least some animals who have

moral status. (It is almost too obvious to men-

tion that it's worse to kill humans than to kill ani-

mals, such as amoebas, that lack moral status,)

lO. Some animal research is justified. Many

ammal advocates would say that they disagree

with this statement. But I'm not sure they do. Or,

if they really do, they shouldn't. Let me explain by

responding to the three likeliest reasons some ani-

mal advocates might take exception to the claim.

First, one might oppose all uses of animals that

Involve harming them for the benefit of others (even

other animals)-as a matter of absolute principle--

and overlook the fact that some animal research

does not harm animal subjects at all. Although

such nonharmful research represents a tiny sliver

of the animal research enterprise, it exists. Exam-

ples are certain observational studies of animals in

their natural habitats, some ape language studies,

and poss,bly certain behavioral studies of other

species that talÿe place in laboratories but do not

cause pain, distress, or suffering to the subjects.

And if nonsentlent animals cannot be harmed (in

any morally relevant sense), as I would argue, then

any research involving such animals falls under

the penumbra of nonharming research.

Moreover, there IS arguably no good reason to

oppose research that imposes only mimmal risk

or harm on its animal subjects. After all, minimal

risk research on certain human subjects who,

like animals, cannot consent (namely, children)

is permitted In many countries; in my view, this

policy is justified. Such research might Involve a

minuscule hkehhood of significant harm or the

certaiuty of a slight, transmnt harm, such as the

discomfort of having a blood sample taken.

Second, one might oppose all animal research

because one believes that none of it actually ben-

efits human beings. Due to physical differences

between species, the argument goes, what hap-

pens to animal subjects when they undergo some

biomedical intervention does not justify infer-

ences about what will happen to humans who

undergo that intervention Furthermore, new

drugs, therapies, and techniques must always

be tried on human subjects before they can be

accepted for clinical practice Rather than tor-

menting animals in research, the argument con-

tinues, we should drop the useless animal models

and proceed straight to human trials (with appro-

priate protections for human subjects, including

requirements for informed or proxy consent).

Although I believe a considerable amount of

current animal research has almost no chance of

benefitting humans, I find it very hard to beheve

that no animal research does. While it is true

that human subjects must eventually be experi-

mented on, ewdence suggests that animal mod-

els sometimes furnish data relevant to human

health. If so, then the use of animal subjects can

often decrease the risk to human subjects who are

eventually involved in experiments that advance

biomedicine, by helping to weed out harmful

interventions. This by itself does not justify ani-

mal research, only the claim that it sometimes

benefits humans (at the very least human sub-

jects themselves and arguably the beneficiaries

of biomedical advances as well).

Note that even if animal research never ben-

efited humans, it would presumably sometimes

benefit conspeclfiCS of the animals tested, in

sound veterinary research It can't be seriously

argued that animal models provide no useful

information about animals! Moreover, In success-

ful therapeutic research (which alms to benefit

the subjects themselves), certain animals benefit

directly from research and are not simply used



to benefit other animals. For that reason, blanket

opposition to animal research, including the most

promising therapeutic research in veterinary

medicine, strikes me as almost unintelligible.

Almost unintelligible, but not quite, bringing

us to the third possible reason for opposing all

animal research. It might be argued that, whether

or not it harms its subjects, all animal research

involves using animals (without their consent)for

others' benefit, since--qua research--it seeks gen-

eralizable knowledge. But to use animals in this

way reduces them to tools (objects to be used),

thereby disrespecting the animals.

Now the idea that we may never use noncon-

senting individuals, even in benign ways, solely for

the benefit of others strikes me as an implausibly

strict ethical principle. But never mind, The fact

that some veterinary research is intended to bene-

fit the subjects themselves (as well as other animals

or humans down the road) where no other way to

help them is known shows that such research, on

any reasonable view, is not disrespectful toward its

subjects. Indeed, in such cases, the animals would

consent to taldng part, If they could, because talc-

ing part is in their interests. I fully grant that thera-

peutic veterinary research represents a minuscule

portion of the animal research conducted today.

But my arguments are put forward in the service

of a goal that I think I have now achieved: demon-

strating, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that some

animal research is justified.

If animal advocates and representatives of

biomedicine were aware of these ten points of

potential agreement, they might perceive their

opponents' views as less alien than they had

previously taken them to be. This change in per-

ceptlon might, in turn, convince all parties that

honest, open discussion of outstanding issues

has a decent chance of repaying the effort.

Points on Which Agreement Between

the Two Sides Is Unlikely

Even if biomedicine and the animal protection

community approach the animal research issue

in good faith, become properly informed about

animal ethics and the facts of research, and so

forth, they are still likely to disagree on certain   :i

Important issues. After all, their basic views dif-

fer. It may be worthwhile to enumerate several

likely points of difference

First, disagreement IS hkely on the Issue of

the moral status of animals m comparison wah

humans. While representatives of biomedicine

may attribute moral status to animals, they hold

that animals may justifiably be used in many

experiments (most of which are nontherapeutic

and harm the subjects) whose primary goal is

to promote human health. But for animal advo-

cates, it is not at all obwous that much animal

research is justified. This suggests that animal

advocates ascribe higher moral status to animals

than biomedicine does

Second, disagreement is likely to continue on

the issue of the specific circumstances m which the

worthy goal of promoting human health justifies
harming animals. Biomedicine generally tries to

protect the status quo of animal research. Animal

advocates generally treat not using animals in

research as a presumption, any departures from

which would require careful justification. Clearly,

animal advocates will have many disagreements

with biomedicine over when it is appropriate to

conduct animal research.

Third, in a similar vein, continuing disagree-

ment is likely on the issue of whetheÿ current

protections for research animals are more or less

adequate. Biomedicine would probably answer

affirmatively, with relatively minor internal dis-

agreements over specific issues (e.g, whether

apes should ever be exposed to diseases in order

to test vaccines). Animal advocates will tend to

be much more critical of current protections for

research animals. They will argue, for example,

that animals are far too often made to suffer in

pursuit of less than compelling objectives, such

as learning about behavioral responses to stress

or tlauma.

In the United States, critics will argue that

the basic principles that are supposed to guide

the care and use of animals in federally funded

research ultimately provide very weak protection

for research animals. That is because the tenth and

final principle begins with implicit permission to

make exceptions to the previous nine: "Where

exceptions are required in relation to the provi-

sions of these Principles,.. ÿ' Since no limits are

placed on permissible exceptions, this final princi-

ple precludes any absolute restraints on the harm

that may be inflicted on research animals--an

indefensible lack of safeguards from the perspec-

tive of animal advocates. (Although similar In sev-

eral ways to these American principles, including

some ways animal advocates would criticize, the

Intet national GuMing Pt mciples for BiomedLcal

Research Involving Animals avoids this pitfall of a

global loophole. One of its relatively strong pro-

tectlons IS Princ@e V: "Investigators and other

personnel should never fail to treat animals as

sentient, and should regard their proper care and

use and the avoidance or minimization of discom-

fort, &stress, or pain as ethical imperatives.")

Although protections of research animals are

commonly thought of In terms of preventing

unnecessary pain, distress, and suffering, they may

also be thought of in terms of protecting animal

life. A fourth likely area of disagreement concerns

whether animal hfe is morallyprotectable. Return to

a question raised earlier: whether a contented ani-

mal in good health is harmed by being painlessly

ldlled in her sleep. Since government documents

for the care and use of research animals generally

require justification for causing pain or distress to

animal subjects, but no justification for painless

ldlhng, it seems fair to infer that biomedicine gen-

erally does not attribute life interests to animals.

Although I lack concrete evidence, I would guess

that most animal advocates would see the matter

quite differently, and would regard the killing of

animals as a sermus moral matter even if It is justi-

fied in some circumstances.

The four issues identified here as probable

continuing points of difference are not intended

to comprise an exhaustive list. But they show

that despite the fact that the biomedical and

animal protection communities can agree on

an impressive range of major points, given their

basic orientations they cannot be expected to

agree on every fundamental question. Few will
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find this assertion surprising. But I also suggest,

less obviously, that even If both sides cannot be

entirely right In their positions, differences that

remain after positions are refined through hon-

est, open-minded, fully educated inquiry can be

reasonable differences.

What Can Be Done Now to Build upon

the Points of Agreement

Let me close with a series of suggestions offered

in the constructive yet critical-minded spirit of

Henry Spira's work for how to build on the points

of agreement identified above. For reasons of

space, these suggestions will be stated somewhat

tersely and without elaboration.

First, biomedical organizations and leaders

in the profession can do the following: openly

acknowledge that ethical issues involving animals

are complex and important; educate themselves or

acquire education about the ethical issues; tolerate

views departing from the current party line; open

up journals to more than one basic viewpoint; and

stop disseminating one-sided propaganda.

Second, the more "militant" animal advocates

can acknoMedge that there can be reasonable dis-

agreement on some of the relevant issues and stop

intimidating people with whom they disagree.

Third, biomedicine can openly acknowledge,

as NASA recently did in its principles, that ani-

mals can suffer and invite more serious consid-

eration of animal suffering.

Fourth, the animal protection community can

give credit to biomedicine where credit is due--for

example, for efforts to minimize pain and distress,

to improve housing conditions, and to refrain

from killing old chimpanzees who are no longer

useful for research but are expensive to maintain.

Fifth, animal reseaichers and members of ani-

mal protection organizations can be required by

their organizations to take courses in ethical the-

ory or animal ethics to promote lmowledgeable,

skilled, broad-minded discussion and reflection

Sixth, the animal protection community can

openly acknowledge that some animal research

is justified (perhaps giving examples to reduce

the potential for misunderstanding).



Seventh, more animal research ethics com-

mittees can bring aboard at least one dedicated

animal advocate who (unlike mainstream Amer-

ican veterinarians) seriously questions the value

of most animal research.

Eighth, conditions of housing for research

animals can be improved--for example, with

greater enrichment and, for social animals, more

access to conspecifics.

Ninth, all parties can endorse and support the

goal of finding ways to ehminate animal subjects'

pain, distress, and suffering.

Tenth, and finally, governments can invest

much more than they have to date in the develop_

ment and use of alternatives to animal research,

and all parties can give strong public support to
the pursuit of alternatives.

International Guiding Principles for Biomedical Research

Involving Animals (I 985)

COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

From http//www.cJoms.ch/1985_texts_ofÿmdehnes htm

Introduction

The International Guiding Principles for Biomed-

ical Research Involving Animals were developed

by the Council for International Organizations of

Medical Sciences (CIOMS) as a result of exten-

sive international and interdisciplinary consulta-

tions spanning the three-year period 1982-1984.

Animal experimentation is fundamental to the

biomedical sciences, not only for the advance-

ment of man's understanding of the nature ofhfe

and the mechanisms of specifc vital processes,

but also for the improvement of methods of pre-

vention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease both

in man and in animals. The use of animals is also

Indispensable for testing the potency and safety

of biological substances used in human and vet-

erinary medicine, and for determining the toxic-

ity of the rapidly growing number of synthetic

substances that never existed before in nature

and whzch may represent a hazard to health. This

extensive exploitation by man of animals implies

philosophical and moral problems that are not

peculiar to their use for scientific purposes, and

there are no objective ethical criteria by which

to judge claims and counterclaims in such mat-

ters. However, there is a consensus that deliber-

ate cruelty is repugnant.

Suggestions hadbeen received from several quar-

ters that CIOMS, as an international nongovern-

mental organization representative of the biomedi-

cal communW, would be ideally placed to propose

a broadly based statement, acceptable worldwide

in different cultural and legal backgrounds, and

designed to create a greater understanding on the

subject of biomedical research involving animals.

Moreover, in several countries political action was

being taken to stop or severely limit animal experi-

mentation, and the Council of Europe had for some

time been engaged in the elaboration of a conven-

tion to regulate the use of vertebrate animals for

experiments or toxicity tests.

While many countries have general laws or

regulations imposing penaltzes for ill-treatment

of animals, relatively few make specific provision

for their use for scientific purposes. In the few that

have done so, the measures adopted vary widely,

the extremes being: on the one hand, legally

enforceable detailed regulations with licensing of
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experimenters and their premises together with

an official Inspectorate; on the other, entirely vol-

untary self-regulation by the biomedical com-

munity, with lay participation. Many variations

are possible between these extremes, one intel-

mediate situation being a legal requirement that

experiments or other proceduies involving the

use of animals should be subject to the appxoval

of ethical committees of specified composition.

In elaborating and publishing the Interna-

tional Guiding Principles the objective of CIOMS

is not to duplicate such national regulations or

voluntary codes as already exist but to provide

a conceptual and ethical frameworlq acceptable

both to the international biomedical commumty

and to moderate animal welfare groups, for what-

ever regulatory measure each country or scien-

tific body chooses to adopt m respect of the used

animals for scientific purposes. The Principles

strongly emphasize that there should not be such

restrlctmns as would unduly hamper the advance

of biomedical science or the performance of nec-

essary biological tests, but that, at the same time,

biomedical scmntists should not lose sight of their

moral obligation to have a humane regard for

their animal subjects, to prevent as far as possible

pain and discomfort, and to be constantly alert to

any possibility of achieving the same result with-

out resort to hvlng animals.

International Guiding Principles for

Biomedical Research Involving Animals

Preamble

Experimentation with animals has made possible

major contributions to bmlogxcal knowledge and

to the welfare of man and animals, particularly in

the treatment and prevention of diseases. Many

important advances in medical science have had

their origins in basic biological research not pri-

marily directed to practical ends as well as from

apphed research designed to investigate specific

medical problems. There is still an urgent need

for basic and applied research that will lead to

the discovery of methods for the prevention and

treatment of diseases for which adequate con-

trol methods are not yet available - notably the

noncommunicable diseases and the endemic

communicable diseases of warm climates.

Past pIogiess has depended, and further

pIogress in the foreseeable future will depend,

largely on animal experimentation which, in the

broad field of human medicine, IS the prelude

to experimental trials on human beings of, for

example, new therapeutic, prophylactic, or diag-

nostic substances, devices, or procedures.

There are two international ethical codes

intended principally for the guidance of countries

or institutions that have not yet formulated their

own ethical requirements for human experimenta-

tion: The Tokyo revision of the Declaration of Hel-

smla of the World Medical Association (1975); and

the PIoposed lnternational GuMehnes for Btome&cal

Research Involwng Human Subjects of the Council

for International Organizations of Medical Sciences

and the World Heakh Organization (198z). These

codes recognize that while experiments involving

human subjects are a sine qua non ofme&cal prog-

ress, they must be subject to strict ethical require-

ments. In order to ensure that such ethical require-

ments are observed, national and institutional

ethical codes have also been elaborated with a view

to the protection of human subjects involved in

biomedical (including behavloural) research

A major reqmrement both of national and

international ethical codes for human experl-

mentatmn, and of national legislation m many

cases, is that new substances or devices should

not be used for the first time on human beings

unless previous tests on animals have provided a

reasonable presumption of their safety

The use of animals for predicting the probable

effects of procedures on human beings entails

responsibility for their welfare. In both human

and veterinary medicine animals are used

for behavloural, physiological, pathologmal,

toxicological, and therapeutic research and for

experimental surgery or surgical training and

for testing drugs and biological preparations.

The same responsibility toward the experimental

animals prevails in all of these cases

Because of differing legal systems and cultural

backgrounds there are varying approaches to the

use of animals for research, testing, or training in



a1IIerent countries Nonetheless, their use should

be always in accord with humane practices. The

varying approaches in different countries to the

use of animals for biomedical purposes, and

the lack of relevant legMation or of formal self-

regulatory mechanisms in some, point to the

need for international guiding principles elabo-

rated as a result of international and interdisci-

plinary consultations.

The guiding principles proposed here pro-

vide a framework for more specific national or

institutional provisions. They apply, not only to

biomedical research but also to all uses of ver-

tebrate animals for other biomedical purposes,

including the production and testing of thera-

peutic, prophylactic, and diagnostic substances,

the diagnosis of infections and intoxications in

man and animals, and to any other procedures

involving the use of intact live vertebrates.

PrinciplesBasic

I. The advancement of biological knowl-

edge and the development of improved

means for the protection of the health

and well-being both of man and of ani-

mals require recourse to experimentation

on intact live animals of a wide variety of
species.

II. Methods such as mathematical models,

computer simulation and in vitro bio-

logical systems should be used wherever

appropriate.

III. Animal experiments should be under-

taken only after due consideration of

their relevance for human or animal

health and the advancement of biological
knowledge.

IV. The animals selected for an experiment

should be of an appropriate species

and quality, and the minimum number

required to obtain sclenhfically valid
results.

V. Investigators and other personnel should

never fail to treat animals as sentient, and

should regard their proper care and use and

the avoidance ol minimization of discom-

fort, distress, or pain as ethical Imperatives.

VI. Investigators should assume that proce-

dures that would cause pare in human

beings cause pain in other vertebrate spe-

cies, although more needs to be known

about the perception of pare m animals.

VII. Procedures with animals that may cause

more than momentary or minimal pain or

distress should be performed with appro-

priate sedation, analgesia, or anesthesia in

accordance with accepted veterinary prac-

tice. Surgical or other painful procedures

should not be performed on unanesthetlzed

animals paralysed by chemical agents.

VIII. Where waivers are required in relation to

the provisions of article VII, the decisions

should not rest solely with the investiga-

tors directly concerned but should be

made, with due regard to the provisions

of articles IV, V, and VI, by a suitably con-

stltuted review body. Such waivers should

not be made solely for the purposes of

teaching or demonstration.

IX. At the end of, or, when appropriate, during

an experiment, animals that would other-

wise suffer severe or chronic pain, distress,

discomfort, or disablement that cannot be

relieved should be painlessly killed.

X. The best possible living conditions should

be maintained for animals kept for bio-

medical purposes. Normally the care of

animals should be under the supervi-

sion of veterinarians having experience

in laboratory animal science. In any case,

veterinary care should be available as
required.

XI. It is the responsibility of the director of

an institute or department using animals

to ensure that investigators and person-

nel have appropriate qualifications or

experience for conducting procedures on

animals. Adequate opportunities shall be

provided for in-service training, includ-

ing the proper and humane concern for

the animals under their care

Hethods Not Involving Animals: "Alternatives"

There remain many areas in biomedical research

which, at least for the foreseeable future, will

require animal expernnentation. An intact live

animal is more than the sum of the responses

of isolated cells, tissues or organs; there are

complex interactions in the whole animal that

cannot be reproduced by biological or nonbio-

logical "alternative" methods The term "alter-

native" has come to be used by some to refer

to a replacement of the use of living animals

by other procedures, as well as methods which

lead to a reduction in the numbers of animals

required or to the refinement of experimental

procedures.

The experimental procedures that are consid-

ered to be "alternatives" include nonblologlcal and

biological methods. The nonblological methods

include mathematical modelling of structure-

activity relationships based on the physmo-

chemical properties of drugs and other chemicals,

and computer modelling of other biological plo-

cesses. The biological methods include the use of

micro-organisms, in vitro preparations (subcellular

fractions, short-term cellular systems, whole organ

perfusion, and cell and organ culture) and under

some circumstances, invertebrates and vertebrate

embryos. In addition to experimental procedures,

retrospective and prospective epldemlologlcal

investigations on human and animal populations

represent other approaches of major importance

The adoption of "alternative" approaches is

viewed as being complementary to the use of

intact animals and their development and use

should be actively encouraged for both scientific

and humane reasons.

GuideUines for the Care and Use of Mammals in Neuroscience

and Behavioral Research

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

From Gutdelmes for the Care and Use of Mammals m Neurosctence and Behaworal Research (Washington, DC: Natmnal

Academies Press), 15-20, 97-98, 99-101

Pain and Distress

Pain may be inherent in the study of pain and/or

distress, but it can also be an unintended aspect

of the research (for example, in animal models of

disease, as a byproduct of a survival surgical pro-

cedure, or in transgemc animals with a clinical

phenotype). It is critical to recognize and man-

age animal pain and distress.

The International Association for the Study

of Pain has defined pain in humans as an

"unpleasant sensory and emotional experience

associated with actual or potential tissue dam-

age, or described in terms of such damage"

Although animals cannot communicate ver-

bally, they exhibit motor behaviors and physl-

ologlc responses similar to those of humans in

response to pain. Those behaviors may include

simple withdrawal reflexes; complex, unlearned

behaviors such as vocalization and escape; and

learned behaviors such as pressing a bar to avoid

further exposure to noxious stimulation. How-

ever, there are species-specific behaviors that

animals may express in response to pain, see

Table 6a for review.

Stress (or the stress response) has been defined

as "the biological response an animal exhibits an

an attempt to cope with threats to its homeosta-

sis." Threats to homeostasis are called "stressors"

Stressors can be physical, environmental, or psy-

chologic in origin, and adaptation can involve



Rabbit

Rapid, shallow respiration,

decreased food/water

consumption, tremors

Rapid, shallow respiration,

decreased food/water

consumption

TABLE 6.1 Indicators of Pain in Several Common Laboratory Animals°

Species                   General Behavior                        Appearance                   Other

Rodents     Decreased activity, excessive hcklng and             Piloerectlon, rough/stained

scratching, self-mutilation, may be unusually          halrcoat, abnormal stance

aggressive, abnormal locomotion (stumbling,         or arched back, porphyrln

falhng), writhing, does not make nest, hiding          staining (rats)

Head pressing, teeth grinding, may become more    Excessive sahvauon, hunched

aggresswe, increased vocahzatÿons, excessive        posture

hcklng and scratching, reluctant to Iocomote

Dog

Cat

Excessive hcklng, increased aggression, Increased

vocalizations, inclusive of whimpering, howling,

and growhng, excesswe hcklng and scratching,

self-mutilation

Hiding, increased vocahzatlons, mduswe of

growhng and hissing, excessive hcl<mg,

increased aggression

Nonhuman

PrJmate

Stiff body movements,

reluctant to move, trembhng,

guardmg

Increased aggression or depression,

self-mutilation, often a dramatic change in

routine behavior (e,g, locomotion is decreased),

rubbing or picking at painful location

Decreased food/water

consumption, increased

respiration ratelpanttng

Stiff body movements,

reluctant to move, haÿrcoat

appears rough, ungroomed,

hunched posture, imtable

tail twitching, flattened ears

Stiff body movements,

reluctant to move, huddled

body posture

°No single observation IS sufficiently rehable to mdmate pain, rather several signs, taken in the context of the animal's situation, should be

evaluated The signs of pare may vary with the type of procedure (e g, orthopedm versus abdominal pare)

immunologic, metabolic, autonomic, neuroen-

docrine, and behavioral changes, but the type,

pattern, and extent of the changes depend on the

stressor involved. When the animal responds to a

stressor in an adaptive way, the animal returns to

a state of comfort. It is also possible for stressors

to induce responses that have beneficial effects.

Animals (and people) are normally exposed regu-

larly to stressors to which they need to respond

and adapt, and some stress is probably necessary

for well-being.

When an animal is unable to completely

adapt to a stressor and the resulting stress, an

aversive state has developed defined as distress.

The term distress encompasses the negative psy-

chologm states that are sometimes associated

with exposure to stressors, including fear, pain,

malaise, anxiety, frustration, depression, and

boredom. These can manifest as maladaptlve

behaviors, such as abnormal feeding or aggres-

sion, or pathologic conditions that are not evi-

dent In behavior, such as hypertension and

immunosuppresslon.

Assessment of Pain

According to the National Research Council's

Guide for the Care of Laboratory Ammals, "funda-

mental to the relief of pain in animals is the abi1-

it,/to recognize its clinical signs in specific spe-

cies" (p. 64). Pain can be assessed by evaluating

behavioral measures such as eating, socializing,

and withdrawal reflexes, and physiologic mea-

sures such as heart rate and respiration rate (see

Table 6.1). However, species, and even strains and

Individuals of the same species, may vary widely

in their perception of and response to pain. Even

for an individual animal, pain sensitivity varies

among different tissues and organs, and pain sen-

smvities can be altered by pathologic processes or

experimental procedures. For example, during the

Initial phase of hpopolysacchande-induced fever,

rats exhibit hyperalgesia, whereas they exhibit

hypoalgesia during the later stages of the illness.

ihe existence of these differences underscores the

point that pain and distress exist as a continuum

of experience. In addition, some animals may

hide signs of pain; for example, it has been sug-

Decreased food/water

consumption

Decreased food/water

consumption

gested that rats may mask pain during the dark-

cycle hours to avoid displaying abnmmal activity

and increasing their risk of predation.

The American Association for Laboratory

Animal Science (AALAS) suggests that the mag-

nitude of the pain that the animal is expected to

experience be categorized in the protocol and

monitored and that there be an opportunity to

adjust the pain category once the study is under

way. R is important that researchers and ammal-

care staff have a solid lmowledge of the normal

and abnormal physiology, behavior, and appear-

ance of the animals in their care.

Acceptable levels of noxious stimulation are

those that are well tolerated and do not result m

maladaptive behaviors. Acceptable levels range

from an animal's pain threshold to its pain toler-

ance level. Pain threshold is the stimulus level at

which pain is first perceived, while pain tolerance

is the highest intensity of painful stimulation that

an ammal will voluntarily accept. As the intensity

of a stimulus approaches the pain tolerance level,

an animal's behavior will become dominated by

attempts to avoid or escape the stimulus, and this

degree of pain must be alleviated.

It is important to note that it is usually incor-

rect to Infer that an animal's pain tolerance level

is signaled by the onset of avoidance or escape

behavior, as some avoidance-escape behavior is

an appropriate adaptive response. It is only when

the animars behavior IS dominated by avoidance-

escape attempts that the behavior becomes mal-

adaptwe, signaling unacceptable levels of pain.

In pain studies, giving animals control over the

source of pare by allowing them to withdraw from

a painful stimulus is an effective way to minimize

pain and the distress associated with it. If an animal

is denied control of the stimulus and it approaches

the tolerance limit, maladaptive behaviors will

appear, and the animal should be presumed to be

in distress. Maladaptlve behaviors include persis-

tent atta&s on the perceived source of the pain,

sdf-mutilation at the injured or stimulated site,

and a state of learned helplessness In which the

animal gives up and no longer attempts to escape,

avoid, or control the stimulus. To avoid the devel-

opment of maladaptive behaviors and to minimize

pain during experimental mampulations where

the animal is denied control of the stimulus, it is

critical that the neuroscientist attempt to define the

level of pain produced by the stimulus, and ensure

that the level imposed by the stimulus is below

that which causes the development of maladaptive

behaviors. In most cases, previous experimental or

pubhshed data will indicate the level of pain pro-

duced by the stimulus; lacldng this information,

a pilot study to identify the levd of stimulus that

produces maladaptive behavior could be useful.

Pain assessment will vary with the pam scale

or scoring system used Scoring systems involve

assigning a numerm score to constellations of

behavioral, physical, and physiologic observa-

tions, and this process can be subjective. There

are no generally accepted objective criteria for

assessing the degree of pain that an animal is

experiencing, and different species or strains can

vary in their response to pain. PhysmlogIc mea-

sures include heart rate, blood pressure, and res-

piration rate, but obtaining most of the measures

requires some degree of intervention, which may

not be feasible or desirable.

Recent studies on pain in animals include

methods for quanhfying specific motor behaviors

as indirect measures of responses to mechanical,

thermal, or chemical injury Animals will with-

draw an injured body part from a stimulus, where

different levels of stimulation affect the latency or

force of withdrawal. 2his withdrawal response is

considered a measure of pain, which correlates

highly with more Integrative nocifensive behaviors

(behaviors m response to pain), such as hclrang of

the injured body part and guarding behavior.

Some behavioral signs are usually associated

with pain. Animals often communicate through

posture. Tney may exhibit guarding behavior in an

attempt to protect the injured part. Vocalizations

are important indicators of pain in several spe-

cies. Animals in pain may lick, bite, scratch, shake,

or rub the site of injury. Restlessness may also be

observed, including pacing, lying down and getting

up, and shifting weight. Ammals in pare may stay

in one place for abnormal lengths of time and be

reluctant to move or rise. They may withdraw from

contact with other animals They may become
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listless and lefuse to eat or Ieduce their eating and

drlnldng They may avoid being handled. These are

all possible signs of pain, but none alone is suffi-

cient to determine the presence or level of pain. For

example, many animals vocalize intensely when

they are handled even if they are not in pain. Mul-

tiple criteria should therefore be assessed.

Recent evidence indicates that some signs of

pain may not be perceived by personnel, such as

the ultrasonic vocalizations of infant mice, but

are detectable with appropriate equipment.

Assessment of pain should not be influenced

by the biases of the observer, and the observer

should be well trained in both normal and abnor-

mal behaviors of the species in question. Vari-

ability among observers can have a substantial

effect on the interpretation of assessment data

Chronic or persistent pain differs from acute

pain because it may not be associated with any

obvious pathologic condition and does not serve

any protective function. Signs of chronic pain can

be subtle and difficult to detect in that an animal's

behavior may change slowly and incrementally.

Chronic or persistent pain is also more lflcely to

lead to distress and maladaptlve behavior. Signs

of chronic or persistent pain include decrease in

appetite, weight loss, reduction in actlviW, sleep

loss, irritability, and decrease in mating behav-

ior and reproductive performance. Alterations in

urinary and bowel actwities and lack of grooming

are often associated with persistent pain. Severe

chronic pain can reduce body temperature, cause

a weak and shallow pulse, and depress respiration.

As noted above, animals cannot control chronic

or persistent pain, and it is important to assess the

intensity of the pain by using behaworal measures.

Animal Hodels Involving Pain

Experiments with animals have mostly used stim-

uli that produce acute pain of short duration and

moderate intensity; these models have become

standards in the screening of putative analge-

sics. More recently, investigators have begun to

develop nonhuman animal models that mimic

persistent pain con&tions seen in humans. Tis-

sue injury and inflammation are commonly

associated with clinical conditions that lead to

persistent pain. Accordingly, new animal mod-

els to study these conditions differ in important

ways fl'om ealller, acute pain models.

Animal models of pain and hyperalgesla

(excessive sensitivity to pain) have been developed

to study the functional changes produced by the

injection of Inflammatory agents into the rat or

mouse hmdpaw The animals withdraw their limbs

reflexively but also exhibit more complex orgamzed

behaviors, such as paw-hcldng and guarding. A

paw-wlthdrawal latency measure and withdrawal

duration can be used to refer pain and hyperalge-

sia in response to thermal or mechanical stlmuh.

Methods of measunng nocifensive behavior have

also been applied to the orofaclal region In the

above studies, most of the nocifensive behaviors

provide an animal with control of the intensity

or duration of the stimulus in that the behaviors

result m removal of the averswe stmmlus.

Animals in persistent-pare models do not have

control of stimulus mtensltyor duration. For exam-

ple, the writhing response is produced in rodents

by Injecting pain-producing chemical substances

intraperitoneally. The acute peritonitis resulting

from the injection produces a response character-

ized by internal rotation of one foot, arching of

the back, rolhng on one side, and accompanying

abdominal contractions. The writhing response

is considered a model of visceral pain Not only

does the animal lack stimulus control with this

method, but the experimenter cannot control the

duration of the stimulus. In another test, forma-

hn is injected beneath the footpad of a rat or cat

The chemical produces complex response pat-

terns that last for about an hour Many response

measures are used for assessing pain after forma-

hn injection. They include single measures such

as flinching, shaking, and jerking--or complex

scores that are derived from several nocifensive

behaviors, such as licldng or guarding. However,

the animals do not have complete control over the

aversiveness of the persistent stimulus. Vocaliza-

tion is another common, unlearned reaction to

painful stimuli, and the stimulus intensity neces-

sary to elicit a vocal response from the animal can

be determined. The stimulus can be applied to any

part of the body; again, the animals cannot con-

trol the intensity or dmatlon of the stimulus.

Nerve-injury models that mimic neuropathic

pain in humans have been developed iecently.

Partial nerve injury in the rat results in signs

of hyperalgesla and spontaneous pain. In one

model, loose ligatures are placed around the sci-

atic nerve; demyelinatIon of the large fibers and

destruction of some unmyehnated axons result.

In another model, llgation and severing of the

dorsal one-third to one-half of the sciatic nerve

produce similar behavioral changes. Klm and

Chung have developed a third model, in which

the L5 and L6 spinal nerves are tightly hgated

on one of the rat's sides. All three models mimic

clinical condmons of painful neuropathy and

yield evidence of persistent spontaneous pain,

allodynia (pain resulting from a nonnoxious

stimuli), and hyperalgesIa. These nerve-injury

models of neuropathlc pain have been adapted

for use in mice, in which they can be used to

study pain mechanisms in transgemc models

Ethical Considerations Associated with Pain

Research

Anesthetic and pain-relieving methods and drugs

generally act on the system under study--the

nervous system--and neuroscientlsts andIACUCs

must make difficult choices in selecting the means

by which pain and distress are controlled and how

much pain and/or distress is acceptable.

Several ethical issues have been proposed for

IACUC consideration when rewewing protocols

involving pain and/or distress in animals

, Of the animal-use protocols reviewed by

the IACUC, those which include pain and/

or distress should be subject to a full com-

mittee review rather than review by a desig-

nated member or with an expedited review

process, If necessary, the committee should

involve an outside consultant to understand

better the ramifications of the study.

• The protocol should provide a compelling

justification for the work, a description of

the qualifications of the pelsonnel who will

perform the work and provide care for the

animals, and a ,ationale for withholding

analgesics or other pam-reheving or &stress-

relieving methods.

The protocol should contain a complete and

accurate description of the severity of pain

and/or distress that will potentially be expe-

rienced by the animals.
When it is not in conflict with the scientific

goals of a well-designed study, pain relief

should be provided by anesthetizing the ani-

mals; giving them analgesics; allowing them

to escape or avoid the pain; or control the

experimental trials.

A humane endpoint for the use of an animal

should be determined as an element of the

protocol, before work begins

Ethically, models of persistent pain present

a particular challenge because they produce

pain that most guidehnes for the use of animals

in research state should be avoided. Scientists

should demonstrate a continuing responsiblhty

for the proper treatment of the animals involved

in these experiments. Because some models

produce persistent pain that the animals cannot

control, it is important that investigators assess

the level of pain in these animals and provide

analgesic agents when they do not interfere with

the purpose of the experiment. A leduction in

body weight or a significant deviation from nor-

mal behavior--such as a change in normal activ-

ity patterns, social adjustment, feeding behavior,

and sleep-wake patterns--suggests that an ani-

mal is in severe and possibly lntolelable pain.

In animal models of inflammation and nerve

injury, the 1ACUC should ensure that steps are

taken to safeguard ammalwelfare. The steps may

include use of fail-safe devices to avoid exces-

sive exposure to painful stimuli (for example,

monitoring stimulus intensity and dmation),

having in place well-established humane end-

points to deal appropriately with intractable

conditions (such as self-mutilation), and post-

procedure monitoring of animal well-being.
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Medicare Requires Heart Patients to

Enlist in Research

Congestive heart fadure (CHF) is a chronic disease

in which a person's heart cannot pump sufficmnt

blood to the body's other organs. A number of med-

ical problems can lead to CHF, including coronary

artery disease, high blood pressure, cardiomyopa-

thy, and past heart attack. For someone with CHF,

an arrhythmia (an Irregular electrical impulse to

the heart) can be fatal An implantable cardiovert-

er-defibrillator (ICD) is a battery-powered, pace-

maker-hke device that can be Implanted into the

chest of a patient with CHE The ICD will detect an

arrhythmia and dehver electrical Impulses to the

heart to correct the Irregularity. Although ICDs

have been approved for the treatment of heart

patients for a number of years, new research by

Bardy and colleagues has shown that increased use

of the devices could reduce the risk of death from

congestive heart failure by twenty-three percent. A

much broader group of heart patients could poten-
tially benefit from the devices.

In light of the new research on ICDs, Medicare,

the pubhcly financed U,S. insurance program

for the elderly, announced that it would supply

ICDs to thousands of additional pahents at risk

of heart attack. The program will cost Medicare

about three billion dollars a yeat; and will double

or triple the number of patients diglble for treat-

ment with an ICS. But there is a catch: patients

who accept the pacemaker must agree to par-

ticipate in A large-scale observational research

study on the safety and efficacy of the device.

This new imtiatlve is called "Coverage with Evi-

dence Development" and would create a registry

of ICD patients and track their health outcomes.

Medicare's ICD registry has created a good

deal of controversy. Medicare officmls and other

supporters of the data registry requirement argue

that collectmn of data on the effectiveness of

ICD treatments is essential. Data registries of

the sort Medicare is using are a key to develop_

lng ewdence-based medacal care. Also, given the

enormous costs of treatments and the growing

population of elderly who need medical care,

large-scale studies of cost, safety, and effectweness

are crucial in deciding how best to allocate Medi-

care dollars. ICD therapy averages about thirty

thousand dollars per patient, so a large sum of

money as at stake. Medicare has a fiduciary duty

to taxpayers to spend their money m the most

cost-effective manner, so that the greatest num-

ber of people can benefit from the program.

Supporters also note that patient data is strictly

confidentml, in keeping with federal HIPPA

(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act) requirements. Furthermore, this is really no

&fferent from other clinical research: st is often

the case that patients do not recmve cutting-edge

treatments unless they enroll in clinical trials,

and many patients enroll in research to receive

treatments they otherwise could not afford. Bio-

ethmast Ezekiel Emanuel was enthusmstic about

Medmare's program. "I do thank it raises a ques-

tmn of when research and cllnacal care merge.

But my own sense as that every patient ought to

be a data point, because we would learn so much

more about what does and what doesn't work in

a clinical setting" (Wadman aoo5).

Opponents, including one group that calls

itself a human rights orgamzation, argue that

the program is coercive and goes against the

ethical and legal requirements that patients

give informed consent before being enrolled

in a research project. It is true, they say, that

patients sign up for research in order to receive

otherwise unavailable treatments, but ICDs have

already been extenswely stu&ed and are already

approved by the FDA. In response to Medicare's

plan, bmethlcist Arthur Caplan argued that

making the patients participate m the follow-up

amounted to coercion and rendered the program

unethical. Although receiving the device wall cer-

tainly benefit the pahent, participating in the fol-

low-up study wall not ditectly benefit the patient

and thus falls into the category of "reseatch.,' He

argues that people must be free to pamclpate an

research, without any form of coercion.

Discussion Questions

1. Which ethlclst do you agree with more--

Caplan or Emanuel--and why?

2. Do you consider Me&cards proposal coercive?

Unduly coercive? Does all clinical research

have an element of coercmn?

3. What do you think of Emanuel's comment,

"Every patient ought to be a data point'?

Sources

Empathic Mice

In June 2006, researchers reported in the journal

Science the first unequivocal evMence for empa-

thy in mice. Dale Langford, of McGfll Unaverslty,

and her colleagues demonstrated that mice suffer

distress when they watch a cagemate experience

pain. Langford and her team injected either sin-

gle mice or pairs of mace with acetic acid, which

causes the stomach muscles to contract and the

mace to "writhe.,' The researchers then placed

mice either singly or in pairs in a Plexlglas tube

and observed. A mouse rejected with acid writhed

more wolently ff his or her partner had also been

injected and was writhing in pare. Not only did the

Bardy, Gust H., et al. '3_miodarone or an

lmplantable cardloverter-defibrlllator for

congestive heart failure" New England Join nal

of Medtcme 352, no 3 (205) 225-37.

Centez s for Me&care and Medicaid Services

"ICD registry" http.//www cms hhs gov/

MedlcareApplovedFaclhtie/04 ICDreglstry.

asp#TopOfPage (accessed March 14, 2008).

Graham-Rowe, Duncan "Hotwlre my heart"

Nature 435 (May 5, 2005). 14-15

Wadman, Meredith "Medicare compels heart

patients to enlist m follow-up research" Natute

433 (January 27, 2005): 341.

mice who watched cagemates in distress become

more sensitive to the same painful stimuli, they

became generally more sensitive to pain, showing

a hmghtened reaction, for example, to heat under

their paws. The researchers speculated that mace

probably used visual cues to generate the empathic

response, which is interesting since mace normally

rely most heavdy on olfactory communication.

Jaak Panksepp, an expert on animal emotion,

said of Langford's research, "If it turns out that

the 'empathehc' effect in mice as mediated by

the same brain mechanisms as human empathy,

then the evidence would be truly compelling

that their model actually reflects evolutionary

continuity in a pro-social mechanism among

many different mammalian species" (Ganguli

2oo6). Frans de Waal, a world renowned prlma-

tologist, commented, "This is a highly significant

finding and should open the eyes of people who

think empathy is hmlted to our species" (Carey

2006).

Discussion Questions

1. What  implicatmns--both  scientific  and

moral--maght the capacity for empathy in

mice have for how we use them an scientific

research?

2. What is the significance of Panksepp's com-

ment? If it turned out that other socml mam-

mals had the same basic behavioral repertmre

that an humans we call morahty (being altruis-

tic, fair, empathic, compassionate), would this

alter our moral responsabihties to them?

Sources

Carey, Benedict "Message from Mouse to Mouse'

I feel your pain:' New York Times, July 4, 2006.

Ganguh, Ishani "Mice show evidence of empathy"

The Sctenttst, June 30, 2006 http'//www.the-

scientist corn/news/display/23764/(accessed

May 4, 2007)

Langford, Dale J., Sara E Crager, Zarrar Shehzad,

Shad B. Smith, Susana G Sotoclnal, Jeremy

S. Levenstadt, Mona Lisa Chanda, Daniel

J. Levitm, and Jeffrey S Mogll. "Social



Modulation of Pain as Evidence for Empathy

in Mice:' Sctence 312, no 5782 (2006): 1967.

Orphan Diseases

An orphan disease is one that has not been
"adopted" by the research and development arm

of the drug industry. There are two classes of

orphan disease.

1. A rare disease, which is defined as one that

affects fewer than 200,000 people a year. Some

examples of this type of orphan disease are

ghoma, multiple myeloma, and cystic fibrosis.

2. A disease that is uncommon in developed

countries (where there is little market for

drugs to treat it) but prevalent in the develop-

ing world. The five most important orphaned

diseases, in terms of mortality and burden of

disease, are generally considered to be Chagas

disease, malaria, tuberculosis, sleeping sick-

ness, and leishmaniasis.

Orphan Diseases, Type I

Because research and development of new drugs

is market-driven, pharmaceutical companies tend

to invest most heavily in those drugs for which

there is a large potential market: drugs to treat

asthma, heart disease, diabetes, and high blood

pressure The U.S. Orphan Drug Act of 1983 tried

to stimulate increased attention to rare diseases by

offering tax incentives on clinical trials and ensur-

ing pharmaceutical companies of seven years'

marketing exclusivity--they are given a monop-

oly on the drug for this seven-year time period.

Although big diseases still get the most attention

from drug makers, the Orphan Drug Act has

stimulated the development of a number of drugs

for less common ailments. Similar legislation has

been passed in other developed countries.

diseases that profoundly affect the world's poor.

Mediclns Sans Frontieres (also known as Doc-

tors Without Borders), for example, published

a scathing attack on eleven of the world's larg-

est pharmaceutical companies. According to

the report, eight of the eleven companies spent

nothing on research into the five orphan diseases

listed earlier. Medicms sans Frontieres points to

the so-called "ninety/ten" disequilibrium: about

ninety percent of global health research is con-

centrated on just ten percent of the global health

burden (the diseases of affluence such as heart

disease, stroke, obesity), a striking example of

social injustice. The neglect of orphan diseases is

a result, they argue, "of market failure and public
policy failure:'

A disease can be considered neglected when
"treatment options are inadequate or don't exist,

and when their drug-market potential is insuffi-

cient to readily attract a private sector response?'

Tropical diseases, notes the report, are good

examples of neglected diseases. "Of the 1,393

total new drugs approved between 1975 and

1999, only 1% (13 drugs) were specifically Indi-

cated for a tropical disease?' They further note

surveys taken by a U.S. drug industry group,
PhRMA:

Source

Medicins Sans FIontieres Fatal Imbalance: 7he

Crtsts m Research and Development for Drugs

for Neglected Dtseases. Published by MedicIns

Sans Frontieres Access to Essential Medicines

Campaign and the Drugs for Neglected

Diseases WorMng Group, 2001

In Defense of Animals (IDA) Urges NIH

to Halt Animal Nicotine Experiments

Orphan Diseases, Type 2

Many people in the international health com-

munity have  chastised the pharmaceutical

industry for neglecting, m their research efforts,

Discussion Questions

1. Do pharmaceutical companies have a moral

responsibility to engage in research to help

the world's poor? Assuming there is such a

responsibility, on what grounds might ,t rest?

z. What ethical tensions or problems might be

raised in relation to type 1 orphan diseases?

Of the I37 medications for infectious diseases

in the pipeline during 2ooo, only one men-

tloned sleeping sickness as an indication, and

only one mentioned malaria There were no

new medicines in the plpehne for tuberculosis

or lelshmaniasis. PhRMkJs current 'New Med-

Icines In Development' list shows eight drugs

an development for impotence and erectile

dysfunction, seven for obesity, and four for

sleep disorders.

From an e-mail sent by In Defense of Animals,

April 23, zoo8:

Many people find this hard to believe, but the

U.S government continues to sink millions

of dollars each year into funding cruel and

outdated experiments on animals to test the

effects of nicotine and tobacco.

Please join IDA during this week's observance

of World Week for Ammals in Laboratories

(WWAIL) to call attention to this outrage and

speak out in opposition. IDA,s Up in Smoke cam-

paign (www.UpInSmokeCampaign.org) high-

lights the futility and inhumanity of nicotine

experiments on newborn and pregnant animals.

These are some examples:

• Since 1992, Elliot Splndel at Oregon Health

and Science University delivers steady doses

of nlcotme to pregnant monkeys through

pumps implanted into their backs. The

babies are cut out of their mothers' wombs

in order to dissect their lungs

• At Texas A&M University, Ursula Winzer-

Serhan forces baby rats to consume nicotine

mixed with baby formula at the equivalent of

three packs of cigarettes a day After about a

week of being fed nicotine, the babies' heads

are cut off and their brains are dissected for

analysis

• Researcher Kent Pinkerton at University of

Cahfornia, Daws, subjects pregnant rhesus

monkeys to smoking chambers where they are

forced to mhale cigarette smoke for six hours

each day, five days a week When the infants are

ten weeks old, they are killed by lethal mjectIon

and their lungs are dissected for analysis

Ovei the past five years, the National

Institutes of Health (NIH) has given at least

$16.5 million to this category of research. This

appalling figure does not reflect the total cost

of all nicotine research on animals, but only

that which focuses on nicotine's effect on fetal

and newborn development.

Animal  Iesearchers  staunchly  defend

these experiments as necessary for Improving

maternal and newborn health. But answers

don't come from animal studies. After decades

of animal studies, we still have not addressed

the problem of smoking during pregnancy

Only education, public health outreach, and

prevention programs can address the human

behaviors that lead to smoMng.

What You Can Do'

Please contact the following individuals at

the National Institutes of Health. Ask that the

agency end the decades-long policy of funding

nicotine experiments on animals and instead

redirect funds towards prevention, education

and smoking cessation programs. Please keep

all correspondence polite We are aware that

NIH is deterring calls, saying that you should

instead e-mall to sclentlficaffalrs@od.nih.gov.

Sample letter to NIH' (Please customize for

maximum effect)

Dear Decision maker'

I am writing to request that the National

Institutes of Health (NIH) cease funding of

all futile and inhumane animal experiments

to purportedly test the effects of nicotine on

human physiology and development.

These experiments, which have spanned

decades, have failed to help us address the

problem of smoking during pregnancy and its

outcome on the developing newborn.

A review of the published literature on this

topic shows that animal experiments have failed

to consistently and reliably demonstrate nico-

tines effect on learning and memor5 behavioral

abnormalmes (such as attention-deficit/hyperac-

tivity dxsoider or anmety), and even birth weight

If we cannot reproduce results between animal

experiments, and if we cannot even reliably
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reploduce in ammals what we have observed in

humans, there is no reasonable hope that con-

tlnued animal expertments will elucidate the

complex molecular pathways that scientists are

culrently using to justify this type of iesearch

Rather than continuing to pursue this dead-

end type of Iesearch on animals, the NIH needs

to redirect funding into effective social out-

reach programs that focus on prevention, edu-

cation and assistance for smoMng cessation.

In Oregon, fol example, the Tobacco Pre-

vention and Education Program launched in

1996, led to a 41 percent decline in tobacco use,

outstripping the national trend. NIH has spent

approximately ,16 5 million on fetal nicotine

studies alone. If those monies had been utl-

hzed for a national tobacco prevention effort,

far more lives of women and chIldlen would

have been improved.

The time has come to end reliance on out-

dated and cruel animal experiments. The land-

mark National Academy of Sciences report

in June 2008 highlighted recent advances in

non-animal technology that led three key gov-

ernment agencies, including NIH, to plopose

a shift away from animal data. Though that

decision applied to animal toxlclty testing, the

same scientific principles apply to studying the

physiological effects of nicotine. If we cannot

assess the safety of chemicals in the human

body by studying animals, likewise, we cannot

learn about the molecular effect of nicotine on

humans by cutting up rats' brains.

These costly and esoteric experiments fail

to address the root causes that lead to human

behaviors such as smoking, and they should

be ended.

Sincerely,

3 Are nicotine experiments on animals morally

different from other kinds of medical research

on animals?

Source

In Defense ofAmmals, http://www.idansa org/

and https.//secure.ga0 org/O2/ldadonations_

spIndel march08.

Pharmacological Research on Pregnant

Women

Discussion Questions

1. Can you identify any examples of"loaded lan-

guage" in the e-mail?

2 What do you think IS IDA's most compelling

argument in the letter to the NIH? What is

their least compelling argument?

. individuals who are engaged in the research

will have no part in any decisions as to the

timing, method, or procedures that are used

to terminate a pregnancy.

In the journal Amertcan Journal of Obstet-

rtcs and Gynecology, Laurence McCullough,

John Coverdale, and Frank Chervenak argue

that increased research on pregnant women is

essential to providing them good medical care,

and offer an ethical framework for "responsi-

bly defining and conducting pharmacologic

research that involves pregnant women." The

federal gmdehnes, while allowing research on

pregnant women, do not offer any framework

for balancing maternal and fetal health-related

interests. McCullough and colleagues try to pro-

vide a framework for this balancing. They base

their framework on "the ethical concept of the

fetus as a patient?' They explain:

The ethical concept of the fetus as a patient

involves dependent moral status. Dependent

moral status is conferIed freely on an entW

by others, not out of an obligation to do so

This contrasts with independent moral status,

which others must confer as a matter of obliga-

tion, usually to respect the rights of an entity.

The previable fetus is a patient when the preg-

nant woman confers this dependent moral status

on it, which she is free to do or not to do as she

decides. Once she does confer this status, she and

her physicians have beneficence-based obligations

to protect the fetus' health-related interests. The

previable fetus is a patient solely as a function of

the pregnant woman's autonomÿ

Discussion Questions

1. McCullough and colleagues suggest that a

fetus has moral value only if and when the

mother confers this value. Do you agree? Why

or why not?

.. If not, who else should be making the determi-

nation about moral status of the fetus?

3. Are pregnant women a "vulnerable" popula-

tion? Should there be special rules governing

their participation?

Although research on pregnant women is

legal, there has been long-standing trepida-

tion about experimenting on this "vulnerable"

population. As a result, data about the safety

of medical treatments for pregnant women

and their fetuses is woefully incomplete. For

example, a review of research on the safety of

antipsychohc drugs for pregnant and postpar-

tum women suggests a serious lack of objective

clinical evidence; physicians instead must rely

on their own personal experiences and clinical

judgment in treating psychosis during preg-

nancy. Without hard data, it is very hard for

physicmns to counsel patients about the poten-

tial benefits and risks of treatment, including

possible risks to the developing fetus.

Federal guidelines on the protection of human

subjects (Department of Health and Human Ser-

vices, 45 FCFR 46) specify protectmns that must

be extended to pregnant women, fetuses, and

neonates. These protections require that the fol-

lowing conditions be met before research involv-

Ing pregnant women can proceed:

o the risk to the fetus is caused solely by inter-

ventlons and procedures that hold out the

prospect of direct benefit both to the preg-

nant woman and the fetus; or if there is no

such prospect of benefit, the risk to the fetus

is not greater than minimal, and the pur-

pose of the research is the development of

important bmmedical knowledge that can-

not be obtained by other means;

o any risk is the least possible risk for the

achievement of the objectives of the research;
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Stem Cell Research--"Dead" Embryos?

Another attempt to sidestep the moral impasse

over stem cell research is to create stem cell lines

from "dead" embryos. There is broad consensus

that using dead embryos (ones that have died

naturally) is less morally fraught than using live

ones, and would remove some of the obstacles to

stem cell research.

British researcher Miodrag Stojkovid recently

developed a method for deriving stem cells from

"arrested" embryos. During in vttro fertilization

(IVF), many of the fertilized embryos arrest, or

stop dividing, several days after fertilization. An

arrested embryo is one that has stopped dividing

for more than twenty-four hours after reaching

various stages of development. The researchers

labeled these arrested embryos "dead?' These

dead embryos, of course, are not suitable for

transfer to a woman's womb and would normally

be discarded. Stojlmvid's team found that some

of the cells within these arrested embryos remain

healthy and can be reduced to grow. These cell

hnes could then be used to generate other tissue

types.

Scientist Donald Landry, who originally pro-

posed the idea of obtaining stem cells from arrested

embryos, remarked on the research: "Regardless

of how you feel about personhood for embryos, if

the embryo is dead, then the issue ofpersonhood

is resolved. This then reduces the ethics of human

embryonic stem cell generation to the ethics of,

say, organ donation. So now you're really saying,

'Can we take live cells from dead embryos the way

we take live organs from dead patients?" Landry

beheves that an embryo is dead "if the ceils irre-

versibly stop working together to function as a

single organism" (Ritter 2oo6).



Not everyone IS convinced that the ethical

problems have been resolved. Some critics have

argued that Stojkovid's (and Landry's) determi-

nation that atrested embryos are dead is both

arbitrary and ambiguous. Just as the question of

when "life" begins is morally contentious, so too

will be the question of when such "life" ends. If,

Indeed, cells within the embryo were induced to

grow, this in&cates some potential for life. Others

note that the arrested embryos may have stopped

growing because of lab conditions; they might

very well have developed normally had they

been implanted into a womb instead of placed

in a petrl dish. Still others worry that cells from

arrested embryos may have defects--they obvi-

ously arrest for some reason--and these defects

could cause problems if and when the stem cells

are used for therapeutic purposes (Ratter 20o6).

Discussion Questions

1. Do you think that arrested embryos should be
labeled "dead"?

2. What do you make of Landry's "organ dona-

hoff' analogy? Does it clarify or confuse the

moral issues?

3. Does this method of obtaining stem cells seem

ethically defensible?
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Dying Patients and the Right to Try

Experimental Drugs

Do terminally 111 patients have a right--moral

or constitutional--to obtain experimental drugs

that have not yet been approved by the FDA? This

question has been brought to attention through

the work of a group called the Abigail Alliance

for Better Access to Developmental Drugs. The

Abigail Alliance was formed in 2ool by Frank

Burroughs, whose twenty-one-year-old daugh-

ter, Abigail, died of throat and head cancer. After

her diagnosis with cancer, Abigail's family tried

in vain to enroll her in a number of clinical trials

for new cancer drugs. They were refused, since

none of the drugs had yet been approved by the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

The Abigail Alliance sued the FDA In 2oo3,

claiming that terminally ill patients have the

right to use experimental drugs that have passed

through Phase I testing. The Abigail Alhance

won its first victory against the FDA an 2o06.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit

upheld the Alliance's argument that access to

experimental drugs is a constitutional right. The

court ruled that dying patients have a basic "right

of self-preservation" and "barring a terminally 111

patient from the use of a potentially life-saving

treatment impinges on this right of self-preser-

vation." The court referred back to the landmark

case of Nancy Cruzan, which estabhshed a "right

to die" Judge Judith W. Rogers wrote: "If there

is a protected liberty interest in self-determina-

tion that Includes a right to refuse life-sustaining

treatment, even though this will hasten death,

then the same liberty interest must include the

complementary right of access to potentially

life-sustaining me&cation, in light of the explicit

protection accorded 'life'" (Kaufman 2oo6).

Critics of the ruling argued that the FDA already

has programs in place that make promising drugs

available to patients, even before final approval has

been given, through the so-called "compassionate

use" provision. This FDA regulation allows drug

companies to Ielease a promising experimental

drug to a partlculai patient who is not (for what-

ever reason) enrolled in a dlmcal trial. Further-

more, the drug-approval process exists--and is

as lengthy and rigorous as it is--expressly for the

protection ofpahents. Allowing large numbers of

patients access to drugs about which little is lcnown

wdl place many people at risk

It typically takes about 6 1/2 years for a drug

company to gather enough data on a promising

new substance or molecule to apply to the FDA

foi approval to test the drug. Clinical trials take,

on average, another seven years. About ninety

percent of new drugs that enter Phase I testing

aie eventually abandoned, eItheI because of safety

concerns or because they piove ineffective.

Discussion Questions

1. Assess the argument made by Judge Rogers

that a person's freedom to refuse life-sustain-

ing treatment includes the right of access to

life-saving experimental drugs

2. Should dying patients have a right to access

experimental drugs? Why should the restric-

tion be limited to dying patients?

3. If it were legally established that dying patients

have a"right of self-preservation;' what broader

implications might this have for health care?
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Surgeon as Animal Rights Warrior

Dr. Jerry Vlasak IS trauma surgeon by day, ammal

rights warrior by night. About ten years after fin-

ishmg medical school, Vlasak was inspired by his

wife to take up the cause of animals. Since then,

he has been an active and vocal member of several

animal rights groups, including Animal Liberahon

Press Office, for whom Vlasak works as a liaison

between the underground activists and the press

(those worldng underground remain anonymous

because many of their activities are illegal)

In a hearing before a U.S. Senate committee in

2005, Vlasak said:

Here in the U S, there are thousands of physi-

cians hke myself who realize there is no need

to kill animals in ordei to help humans, the

vast majority of whom get sick and die because

of preventable lifestyle variables such as diet,

smoking, drugs and environmental toxins. In

a countI y where 45 milhon people do without

i ehable access to ANY medical care, there is no

I eason to waste hundI eds of millions of dollars

testing drugs and procedures on non-human

animals. In a world whete 2o,ooo chlldlen are

dying from lack of access to clean water each

week world wide, theie is no reason to waste

hundteds of millions of dollars testing drugs

and procedures on non-human animals

Vlasal; is controversial because he has also made

statements that seem to justify the use of violence

in the fight to stop animal research. For example,

he said in an interview, "the animal rights move-

ment has been the most peaceful and restrained

movement the world has ever lrmown considering

the amount of terror, abuse and murder done to

innocent ammals for greed and profit. If by chance

violence is used by those who fight for non-human

sentient beings, or even if there are casualties, it

must be looked at in perspective and in a histori-

cal context:' He went on to say, "I am personally

not advocating, condoning or Iecommendlng that

anybody be kdled. I am a physician who saves

lives. I spend my entire day saving people's lives:'

But according to an essay about Vlasal¢ on

the Animal Liberation Press Office's website, he

defends the use of violence in the campaign for ani-

mal rights on both moral and pragmatic grounds.

Violence against animal researchers, in the form

of break-ins, sabotage, and even assault, is mor-

ally justified "given the suffering exploiters inflict

on animals, the impossibility of ending their mis-

ery through legal systems that cater to exploitation

industries and define animals as property, and the

moral imperative to save animals from the violent

clutches of exploiters" (Best 2oo8) On piagmatic

giounds, Vlasakbelieves that violence and intimida-

tion serve as a deterrent to iesearchers and potential

leseai'chers. In a newspapeI interview, he defended

the extreme tactics of animal hberatlonists. "I don't

think you'd have to kill too many [researchers who

experiment on animals]. I think for five hves, lO

lives, 15 human lives, we could save a million, 2 mil-

lion, m mflhon nonhuman lives" He went on. "No

strictly peacefulmovement has succeeded an hbera-

tion John Biown dragged slave owners out of their

beds and shot them in the street" (Mozlngo 2oo6).



Discussion Questions

1. In his remarks to the Senate, Vlasak makes at

least five &fferent arguments against using am-

reals In research, Identify these arguments and

determine which ones are based on empirical

claims and which on moral claims. In your wew,

which is the strongest and which is the weakest?

z. Does the fact that Vlasak is a doctor add to his

moral authority on the ethics of using nonhu-

man animals?

3. Is his moral stance coherent? Can he condone

violence in the fight against animal research,

and at the same time be committed to his pro-

fesslonal vocation?

4. What are the implications, positive and nega-

tive, of using the language of "liberation" to

frame the moral agenda of animal advocates?
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The bill would prohibit the funding of research

on great apes, in addition to the use, transport,

or breeding of great apes. It also proposes that all

federally owned great apes be released into per-

manent sanctuary Of the estimated x,zoo great

apes in U.S. laboratories, about 600 are federally

owned and would be protected under the bill.

A number of European countries have already

enacted a ban on great ape research.

Spain has gone a step further. It has become

the first country to grant formal legal standing to

a nonhuman animal. Spain's parliament voted in

June of ÿoo8 to approve a resolution that would

extend to great apes the legal rights to life and

freedom. The resolution requires the Spanish gov-

ernment to protect apes from torture and abuse.

It prohibits the imprisonment of apes without

due process of law, prohibits ldlling apes except

m strictly defined circumstances such as self-

defense, and forbids the deliberate infliction of

severe pain.

Genetics, Biotechnology, and

Posthuman Possibilities

Great Ape Protection Act

Discussion Questions

z. Would you support a ban on great ape research?

Why or why not?

2. Why would research on great apes be differ-

ent, morally spealdng, from research on other

animals?

3. How does our genetic relatedness to great apes

factor into the moral equation?
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INTRODUCTION

As we noted at the outset of chapter 6, the purpose of biomedical research is to

increase scientific knowledge and to improve medical treatments. Not all areas of

mqulry are equal, however, nor are all possible applications of knowledge. One of

the most promising--yet also most controversial--areas of biomedical research has

been in the field of genetics. Genetics is the study of patterns of inheritance, hered-

ity, and vanataon among orgamsms. Developments in this area have fundamentally

changed biological science and have profound implications for medical practice. We

not only have discovered the basic structure of hfe, but now are acquiring the ability

to alter that structure. Advances in our understanding of genetics have also fueled a

revolution in blotechnology, an area of research that involves the use and modifica-

tion of hying organisms to create new products.

This chapter explores just a few examples of how genetics and bmtechnology

are raising new and pressing moral questions about manipulating human form and

function and about applying and sharing genetic information. The first section of

readings will broadly consider the ethmal ramifications of emerging genetic and bio-

technological knowledge. Each of the readings asks when and for what reasons it is

appropriate to mampulate human form and functlomng. As you will see, some peo-

ple believe that mampulations should be limited to those with clear medical purpose,

while others beheve that at least some nonmedical applications of bmtechnologies

are justified. Still others embrace the potential of these developments to transform

humanity into an entirely new "posthuman" species. The second section of readings

focuses particularly on technologies and drugs that manipulate the human mind.

Neuroscience as rapidly following genetics as "the next big thing;' with profound

implications for medicine and ethics, as well as many other fields The third section

of readings focuses on the application of genetics within medicine, particularly the

use of genetic information to choose future children.

Genetic and Biotechnological Manipulations

In reality, of course, if any one age really attains, by eugenics and scientific educa-

tion, the power to make its descendants what it pleases, all men who hve after at are

patients of that power. They are weakeÿ, not stronger' for though we have put won-

derful machines m theiz hands we have pleordamed how they are to use them.

--C.S, Lewis, The Abohtton of Man
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